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ABSTRACT
GENERALIZED AND HIGHER DIMENSIONAL
APOLLONIAN PACKINGS
by
Daniel Lautzenheiser
Dr. Arthur Baragar, Examination Committee Chair
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, USA
In this thesis, we show that circle, sphere, and higher dimensional sphere packings may
be realized as subsets of the boundary of hyperbolic space, subject to certain symmetry
conditions based on a discrete group of motions of the hyperbolic space. This leads to
developing and applying counting methods which admit rigorous upper and lower bounds on
the Hausdorff (or Besikovitch) dimension of the residual set of several generalized Apollonian
circle packings. We find that this dimension (which also coincides with the critical exponent
of a zeta-type function) of each packing is strictly greater than that of the Apollonian
packing, supporting the unsolved conjecture that, among the many possible disk tilings of
the plane, the Apollonian packing has the smallest possible residual set dimension. The
obtained rigorous bounds are also consistent with the heuristic estimates calculated herein.
Key words and phrases: Apollonius, Apollonian circle packing, thin groups, sphere packing,
hexlet, Lorentz space, K3 surface, Hausdorff dimension, spherical inversion
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PREFACE
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3 Chapter 4Chapter 5
Chapter 6
A chapter reading order diagram.
The general organization of this thesis is as follows: Chapters one through four are
interrelated and should preferably be read in order. Chapter one begins with an overview
and history concerning the main problems discussed in chapters two, three, and four. The
first half of this chapter should be accessible to the casual reader interested in a historical
overview of circle packing problems. The reader may also choose to skip chapter one to
get right into the more technical details within chapter two. For experts on the subject, it
is possible to begin right in chapter three. Many of the results within chapter four make
reference to formulas and framework from chapter three, so it is generally advisable to read
chapter three before chapter four. Chapter five is a standalone chapter and requires a basic
understanding of spherical inversion as well as some familiarity with Bayesian statistics and
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo process. Chapter six includes a list of future work as well
as some sample computer code that the reader is welcome to test.
vii
Finally, I would like to encourage the reader to send any comments, corrections, or
suggestions concerning this work.
e-mail: daniel.lautzenheiser@gmail.com
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CHAPTER 1
HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION
The Apollonian packing is a beautiful collection of circles with a simple generation rule.
Begin with a circle. Inside the circle are two or more circles, all of which are tangent to their
neighbors. Now fill the space among the neighbors with circles, each of which is as large as
possible. Continuing this process ad infinitum, becomes the Apollonian packing. Despite
this simple construction, there are subtle aspects of the Apollonian packing that are, to this
day, still not fully understood.
Figure 1.1: Construction of an Apollonian packing.
Apollonian packings are named in honor of Apollonius of Perga (ca 262-190 BC). Most
of what is known about the works of Apollonius is due to Pappus of Alexandria (ca 290-350
1
AD), who wrote over thirty books chronicling the results of Apollonius, Euclid, Aristaeus,
and Eratosthenes. In Apollonius’ book Tangencies, he solved the following problem: given
three circles in the plane, construct the circles that are tangent to the first three, [Kontorovich
(2013a)]. Variations to this problem include the case when one or more of the given circles
has radius zero (a point), or radius infinity (a line). In the special case when the three given
circles are mutually tangent, the solution to this problem is the first generation step of the
Apollonian packing.
In 1643, Rene´ Descartes wrote a letter to princess Elisabeth of Bohemia describing a
relationship between the four radii of mutually tangent circles, [Lagarias et al. (2002)]. The
relationship Descartes gave was equivalent to:
Theorem 1.1. (Descartes Circle Theorem). In a configuration of four mutually tangent
circles, their curvatures (inverse radii) satisfy
(a+ b+ c+ d)2 = 2(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2)
The possible configurations of circles include those in which one or two of the circles has
curvature zero (is a line). We shall observe later that if the first four curvatures of a packing
are integers, then all the subsequently drawn circles also must have integer curvature. Such
a packing is known as a (primitive) integral Apollonian packing.
Descartes’ theorem has been independently rediscovered several times. In 1826, Jakob
Steiner (who is known for Steiner chains or the necklace theorem) independently proved
Descartes’ result, [Steiner (1826)]. In 1842, Philip Beecroft proved an equivalent form of
the theorem, [Beecroft (1842)]. A good survey of the evolution of the techniques of proof
can be found in [Pedoe (1967)]. For a more recent review of the geometrical description of
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Figure 1.2: A primitive integral Apollonian packing with curvatures labeled. The largest
circle has curvature −1 indicating that it’s interior is outside the packed space. Note that
(−1 + 2 + 2 + 3)2 = 2((−1)2 + 22 + 22 + 32).
the Apollonian packing, see [Falconer (1986)]. For an interesting scientific viewpoint and
motivation, see [Mandelbrot (1982)]. It should also be mentioned that depending on the
time period and source, the Apollonian packing may also be referred to as the Apollonian
tiling, Apollonian Gasket, or a simple osculatory packing.
The process of continuing to draw subsequent circles may have been explored by Leibniz.
From 1706 to 1716, Leibniz had a steady series of letters of correspondence with Bartholomew
Des Bosses, [Leibniz (1716)]. In a letter dated March 11, 1706, Leibniz described a collection
of circles as an analogy to separating matter into ever smaller portions:
3
Imagine a circle; in it draw three other circles that are the same size and as
large as possible, and in any new circle and in the same space between circles
again draw the three largest circles of the same size that are possible. Imagine
proceeding to infinity in this way: it does not follow that there is an infinitely
small circle or that there is a center having its own circle in which (contrary to
the hypothesis) no other is inscribed.
The above mentioned collection of circles has a self-similarity property, but is likely not
an Apollonian packing because the construction process appears to create nested circles.
During the 1800’s, the Japanese government was operating with a policy of Sakoku or
“closed country”. During this time, Japan was relatively isolated from other Asian countries,
and especially isolated from the West. An interesting form of communicating and record-
ing mathematics evolved in a completely independent way. Japanese people from a variety
of backgrounds inscribed geometry problems on wooden tablets called sangaku in shrines
and temples. This so-called Japanese temple geometry included many interesting problems,
which were basically variations to the first generation step of the Apollonian packing. In-
stead of packing just circles together, other shapes such as cylinders, triangles, spheres, and
rectangles were put together in various configurations. Color was often added to create
rather elegant problem displays. As with the constructions of Apollonius and Descartes, the
Japanese sangaku problems are “static” in the sense that the chosen packing of objects was
not iterated to completely fill the drawing space.
In 1936, Frederick Soddy (who developed the theory of radioactive isotopes and was
awarded the Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1921) rediscovered Descartes’ theorem and pub-
4
Figure 1.3: Example of a wooden sangaku tablet (courtesy of Rothman and Hidetoshi).
5
Figure 1.4: Soddy’s Hexlet.
lished the result in the form of a poem entitled “The Kiss Precise” in the journal Nature,
[Soddy (1936b)]. Soddy also noted an extension of Descartes’ theorem to 3 dimensions.
Namely, if 5 spheres of curvature a, b, c, d, e are mutually tangent, then these curvatures
satisfy what is now generally called Soddy’s formula:
(a+ b+ c+ d+ e)2 = 3(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + e2) (1.1)
A year later, Soddy gave an explicit description of a partial packing of spheres, which he
called a hexlet, [Soddy (1937)]. The initial configuration of tangent spheres had curvatures (or
bends) {−1, 2, 2, 3, 3}. Since this seed of curvatures satisfies Soddy’s formula, then as more
spheres are subsequently packed inwards toward the origin, they too have integer curvature.
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The hexlet (as was presented by Soddy) is not complete meaning that the collection of
spheres is not space filling; the spheres were only packed toward the origin. However, Soddy
was perhaps the first person to give an explicit description of an iterated, infinite collection
of spheres which intersect only tangentially.
Also in 1937, Thorold Gosset provided a generalization to Soddy’s theorem for ρ dimen-
sions, [Gosset (1937)].
Theorem 1.2. (The Soddy-Gosset Theorem).
Given ρ+ 2 mutually tangent spheres in Rρ, with curvatures k1, ..., kρ, then
ρ
ρ+2∑
j=1
k2j =
(
ρ+2∑
j=1
kj
)2
In 1943, Edward Kasner described an iterative construction process which yielded what
we now refer to as the Apollonian packing, [Kasner and Supnick (1943)]. In this paper,
Kasner proved that the Apollonian packing is complete: the residual set of an Apollonian
packing of circles has area zero. This paper was likely the first paper to give an explicit,
iterative construction of an Apollonian packing. The techniques and notation introduced in
this paper were used and built upon in many later works such as [Wesler (1960)], [Wilker
(1967)], and [Boyd (1971)].
The crux of Kasner’s argument is to construct the Apollonian packing by drawing suc-
cessive necklaces of circles.
It is shown that each necklace packing covers more than one half the area of a curvilinear
triangle. So in the first iteration, more than one half the area is covered by disks. In
the second iteration, more than one half of that remaining area is covered. Continuing this
process ad infinitum implies that the disks in the Apollonian packing leave no area of vacancy
7
Figure 1.5: The first iteration of an Apollonian packing when constructed by necklaces.
in the original curvilinear triangle. The analogous result for spheres packed in Rn was not
proven until 1970, [Boyd (1970b)].
It is a classical problem to find out how a set of congruent shapes may be packed in
space. In the case of packing disks (or balls), Vitali’s covering lemma guarantees the exis-
tence of packings which cover, say a disk almost everywhere, [Stein and Shakarchi (2009)].
As can be seen in figure 1.2, if the initial disks are a Descertes’ quadruple, then an Apollo-
nian packing of the unit disk gives rise to a sequence of curvatures (inverse radii). By the
construction process, this curvature sequence is monotone increasing and unbounded, thus
the radii sequence is decreasing to zero, and may be measured by studying the series
∞∑
j=1
rtj
where {rj}∞j=1 is the sequence of radii. If t = 2, then the result by Kasner implies that the
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series converges due to it equaling the area of the packed (unit) disk apart from a factor of
1
pi
. If t = 1, then the sequence of partial sums represents a sum of circumferences of disks
apart from a factor of 1
2pi
, but the full series diverges, [Mergelyan (1952)], [Wesler (1960)].
We are then led to study the critical exponent of a packing, defined to be
S = inf
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj <∞
}
= sup
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj =∞
}
(1.2)
The calculation of the critical exponent may be interpreted as follows:
Given {rj} ∈ `2(N), what is the smallest t for which {rj} ∈ `t(N)?
The heart of the challenge of estimating or bounding the critical exponent lies in converting
the geometrical information of the packing into useful analytical information.
In [Gilbert (1964)], the distribution of radii as well as the fraction of area covered by
disks of a fixed radius in the Apollonian packing was investigated.
Based on generating “a few hundred circles” using an early IBM 7090 computer, Gilbert
observed that the function m(R) = #{Dn : radius(Dn) > R} where Dn are the disks in the
Apollonian packing can be approximated by the curve 0.07R−1.3.
[Wilker (1967)] showed that S is independent of the sides of the curvilinear triangle
inside which the disks are packed. This allows one to analyze specific packings, such as the
symmetrical packing formed between circles of curvature (0, 1, 1).
Over time, bounds on the critical exponent have tightened. It was shown by [Melzak
(1966)] that
1.035 < S < 1.999971
9
Figure 1.6: Early numerical analysis on the radii in the Apollonian packing, [Gilbert (1964)].
At about the same time, [Hirst (1967)] proved that 1.001 < S < 1.43113 implying
1.035 < S < 1.43113
[Wilker (1967)] subsequently improved the lower bound to 1.059, and thereafter [Boyd
(1970a)] further raised the bound to 1.28467 implying
1.28467 < S < 1.43113
[Melzak (1969)] described a numerical experiment using an early computer system at
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Bell Laboratories. The first 19660 disks of curvature less than 20,000 were generated. For
1 ≤ n ≤ 20, the counting function Num(n) = #{Dn : r−1n ≤ 1000n} was fit by least
squares to a power function f(n) = Anb which gave b = 1.306951, consistent with the earlier
numerical findings of Gilbert. Based on this result, the asymptotic
lim
n→∞
log Num(n)
log n
= S
was later suggested by [Wilker (1977)]. From the above definition, n 7→ Num(n) and n 7→ r−1n
are essentially inverse functions, so r−1n ∼ n
1
S , and so log rn
logn
∼ −1
S
, [Boyd (1982)]. A similar
experiment was recently performed by the author: 41, 734, 964 disks were generated and an
estimate of 1.3057 was obtained.
In 1971, David Boyd presented an algorithm which provided rigorous lower and upper
bounds for S, [Boyd (1971)]. It was shown that
1.272441 < S < 1.35000
which combined with the ad-hoc method in [Boyd (1970a)] showed that
1.28467 < S < 1.35000
Furthermore, it was shown that the upper and lower bounds obtained with this algorithm
converge together at a rate of approximately 1
log κ
for a parameter κ > 0. In principle, with
enough time, S may be determined to any desired level of accuracy. However, the amount
of computational resources needed to determine ever closer bounds increases quite rapidly.
Shortly thereafter, some improved inequalities within the algorithm provided the bounds
1.300197 < S < 1.314534
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[Boyd (1973b)]. Later in chapter 3 of this paper, techniques to obtain rigorous bounds on
other circle packings are presented. The development of these techniques is based on Boyd’s
“circle count” algorithm.
The residual set or limit set R of the Apollonian packing has Hausdorff or Besicovitch
dimension
δ(R) = inf {t : ct(R) = 0} = sup {t : ct(R) =∞}
where t > 0 and ct(R) is the infimum of
∑∞
j=1 a
t
j such that there exists a countable covering
of R by disks of radius aj.
Indeed, the definition of the critical exponent bears a resemblance to the definition of
Hausdorff dimension. [Boyd (1973d)] proved that for the Apollonian packing, δ = S.
In 1974, David Boyd investigated some particular packings of spheres in Rn for 2 ≤ n ≤ 7.
Several of the examples from section 6 p.394-395 of [Boyd (1974)] occur later in this paper.
In [Guettler and Mallows (2010)], a particular generalized Apollonian packing was analyzed.
This packing (which we will refer to as the Boyd/Mallows packing) will be further analyzed
in chapters 3 and 4.
Since the mid 1970’s, the analysis of circle packings has seen a pattern of being cast using
more general mathematical terminology. One of the key observations about the Apollonian
packing is that it contains many symmetries. As can be observed from the previous figures,
there is much inversive (or reflective) symmetry present. It is then an interesting problem to
describe such symmetries in an explicit way. For generalized Apollonian packings (which are
discussed in chapters 3 and 4), exhibiting generators of the symmetry group is, in general, a
non-trivial problem. Since the composition of two symmetries is itself another symmetry, it
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is possible to study the group of symmetries of a packing.
In [Patterson (1976)], finitely generated Fuchsian groups of the second type are consid-
ered. Due to the natural discrete action of such a group Γ on the hyperbolic space H, the
orbit of a point under the action of Γ has accumulation points only on the boundary ∂H. See
section 2 and figure 1 in [Baragar (2014)] for an instructive example. The limit set is the set
of all possible accumulation points of orbits, and in this case is a Cantor-like set, generally
having non-integer Hausdorff dimension. If Γ is a discrete group of hyperbolic isometries, it
is possible to define the absolute Poincare´ series
gs(x, y) =
∑
γ∈Γ
e−sd(x,γy)
where d(x, y) is the hyperbolic distance between x and y in Hn. The critical exponent of the
group Γ is
δ(Γ) = inf {s : gs(x, y) <∞} = sup {s : gs(x, y) =∞}
Then, the critical exponent δ(Γ) is equal to the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set Λ(Γ).
Also, the Hausdorff dimension is strictly less than two if Λ(Γ) is a strict subset of the extended
complex plane C∪∞ = Cˆ. Moreover, there exists a unique geometric probability measure µ
supported on Λ(Γ), [Sullivan (1982, 1984)]. For circle and sphere packings, it will be shown
that their groups of symmetries generally satisfy the above specifications, thus it is possible
to estimate the Hausdorff dimension by estimating the critical exponent, [Sullivan (1984)],
[Kontorovich and Oh (2011)]. Part of the technique in both Sullivan and Patterson’s papers
was to construct a measure µ supported on the limit set with which a lower bound for the
Hausdorff dimension could be obtained. It was suggested that the constructed measure is
closely related to the Laplacian operator ∆ acting on the Hilbert space L2(Γ/H).
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In [Lax and Phillips (1982)], it was shown that ∆ : L2(Γ/H) −→ L2(Γ/H) has a spectrum
of eigenvalues, and that the set of (real) eigenvalues below 1
4
is finite and discrete, and above
1
4
there is a continuous spectrum. Furthermore, the discrete spectrum is empty if δ ≤ 1
2
,
(compare this to the observations regarding equations 3.31, 3.32, and 3.33) and if δ > 1
2
, the
smallest real eigenvalue λ0 (the base eigenvalue) can be related to the critical exponent by
the formula
λ0 = δ(1− δ)
The eigenfunction corresponding to λ0 is the integral of a Poisson kernel with respect to the
measure µ on ∂H, [Kontorovich (2013b)]. With the above relation between δ and λ0, we
may consider the development of techniques to estimate δ a method of estimating λ0. So,
estimating δ may provide potentially important spectral information about ∆. It is now
evident that there are deep connections between circle packings, Hausdorff dimension, and
operator theory.
In several works by Asmus Schmidt [Schmidt (1969, 1975, 1978, 1983, 1984, 2011)], he
developed various algorithms for the complex numbers which possess many of the same
properties of the usual continued fraction algorithm in the case of real numbers. Part of the
analysis hinged upon examining the action of certain 2 × 2 matrices on the extended real
line Rˆ = R ∪∞ via fractional linear transformation (or Mo¨bius transformation)
(
a b
c d
)
· z = az + b
cz + d
which can be viewed as matrix multiplication in P1(C):
(
a b
c d
)(
z
1
)
=
(
az + b
cz + d
)
∼
(
az+b
cz+d
1
)
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Since such maps send circles to circles (a line is just a circle containing the point at infinity),
then the orbit of the extended real line under the action of a subgroup of the full Mo¨bius
group is a collection of circles in C ∪∞.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field, and let OK be it’s ring of integers. The special
linear group SL2(OK) is the set of all 2×2 matrices with entries in OK with determinant one.
It is possible for two matrices in SL2(OK) to have different entries but the same action (e.g.
A · z = kA · z). With the identification of two matrices being equivalent if they induce the
same fractional linear transformation, we get the slightly smaller Bianchi group PSL2(OK).
The orbit of Rˆ under PSL2(OK) is a collection of circles in Cˆ called the Schmidt arrangement
of K, SK . We observe that the unbounded strip Apollonian packing is exactly SZ[i] and that
SOK is figure 3.12 when K = Q[
√−2]. Further analysis of these ideas will be dealt with in
chapter 4.
Heuristic estimates of the critical exponent S = δ for the Apollonian packing have in-
creased in precision throughout the years, due mainly to the unprecedented growth of compu-
tational resources. The methods for estimating δ can be placed into roughly two categories:
orbit count and eigenvalue problem. The best estimate that the orbit count method de-
scribed earlier yielded was δ ≈ 1.3057. In comparison, the eigenvalue methods do appear to
provide more efficient algorithms, however the methods are somewhat specific to the proper-
ties of the fractal. In Chapters 3 and 4, we show how a modification of a circle count method
can be applied to a broad class of packings.
A numerical study by [Manna and Herrmann (1991)], surveyed several Apollonian and
generalized Apollonian strip packings. Using an orbit count method, they found again that
δ ≈ 1.3057. In [Thomas and Dhar (1994)], the problem of determining δ was formulated in
15
Figure 1.7: A portion of the Schmidt arrangement SK , where K = Z[i]. Circles up to
curvature 40 are shown. Notice that Apollonian packings appear as subsets.
terms of solving a functional equation generalized from
f(x′) = c+ αf(R(x))
Such equations can arise when modeling physical quantities such as the free energy within
the renormalization group approach to solving critical phenomena. It is argued that δ is the
limit of a sequence of solutions to certain transcendental equations arising from solving for
the maximal eigenvalue of an infinite dimensional matrix. The first two equations are
22−x
2x− 1 = 1
51−x
25
(
18
2x− 1 + 2
3+x
)
+
(2x+ 1)33−x
27(2x+ 1)− 2 = 1
Numerical approximation to these equations yields estimates 1.30785 and 1.30574. 11 itera-
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tions yielded the estimate
δ ≈ 1.305686729
[McMullen (1998)] provides an eigenvalue algorithm which has more general applications
than that in [Thomas and Dhar (1994)]. The algorithm involves constricting a transition
matrix T and then solving for α > 0 such that the spectral radius of Tα (each entry of T is
raised to the power of α) equals one. Dimension estimates of several fractals were obtained,
including dim(J(f)) ≈ 1.3934 for Douady’s rabbit, and δAp ≈ 1.305688.
Recently, in [Bai and Finch (2018)] a transfer operator method is used to obtain the high
precision estimate of
δ ≈ 1.3056867280498771846459862068510
Depending on the choice of generators of the Apollonian group, compositions of the symme-
tries often results in parabolic translations. This paper claims that most of the numerical
difficulties in estimating δ arise from the parabolic maps. This may partially explain the
relatively slow convergence rates obtained by circle count methods (which do use parabolic
maps). See Chapters 3 and 4 for further details. So, four of the Mo¨bius transformations
which permute the circles of the packing P are replaced with an infinite set of generators, all
of which are contraction maps; one such possible characterization within GL4(Z) (the set of
4×4 integer matrices with determinant ±1) is that the matrices are hyperbolic translations.
Associating a transfer operator (or Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator) to the iterated func-
tion system consisting of the three isometries which yield new disks in each generation of
the Apollonian packing and then computing the leading eigenvalue of the transfer operator
yields the above estimate.
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The study of integral (integer curvature) Apollonian packings has gained popularity in
roughly the last fifteen years. Descarte’s theorem 1.1 guarantees that if the first four cur-
vatures of mutually tangent circles satisfy F (a, b, c, d) = 0 where F is the quadratic form
F (a, b, c, d) = 2(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2) − (a + b + c + d)2, then all the rest of the circles in the
packing have integer curvature (see figure 1.2). Thus, any integral Apollonian packing gives
rise to a subset of Z. Thus, with such packings we see an elegant interplay between geometry,
algebra, and number theory. If necessary, we may re-scale the curvatures such that the seed
curvatures share no common factor. Such an integral packing is referred to as primitive.
Then, some natural questions arise such as: How many circles in a given packing P have
prime curvature? If a circle has prime curvature, we call it a prime circle. If two prime
circles are tangent, then call them twin prime circles. Are there infinitely many twin prime
circles? If so, can one count these twin prime sets asymptotically? Let A be the group of
symmetries of an Apollonian packing P .
Theorem 1.3 (Sarnak (2004)). In any integral Apollonian packing there are infinitely many
twin primes and in particular infinitely many circles whose curvatures are prime. The set of
points ~x in an A orbit of a primitive integral point ~a, for which at least two of ~x’s coordinates
are prime, is Zariski dense in L = {~x : F (~x) = 0)}
The proof of the theorem uses finitely generated subgroups of A and the half-dimensional
sieve [Iwaniec and Kowalski (2004)] is used to generate primes. Another natural question to
ask is: what kinds of curvatures in an Apollonian packing occur modulo n? It appears that
primitive integral Apollonian packings have a density type property in the sense that they
include all large integers of a certain modulus.
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Conjecture 1.1. ([Fuchs and Sanden (2011)], [Lagarias et al. (2002)]) Let P be a primitive
integral Apollonian packing, and let S be the set of residue classes modulo 24 of the curvatures
occurring in P. Then, there exists M > 0 such that if k ≥M and k(mod 24) ∈ S, then k is
a curvature of P.
[Fuchs and Sanden (2009)] did a detailed numerical and statistical analysis of the above
local-to-global conjecture. Using starting curvatures of (−11, 21, 24, 28), they generated cur-
vatures up to 108 and closely analyzed the circles C having curvature 107 ≤ curv(C) ≤ 108 by
grouping them into curvature progressions within the respective residue classes occuring in
this packing curv(C) ≡ 0, 4, 12, 13, 16, 21 (mod 24). Within each residue class, a histogram
of curvature frequency was generated. For curvature k ≡ 0 (mod 24), the number of excep-
tions, that is, circles whose curvature is within [107, 108], equivalent to zero modulo 24, but
not occurring in the packing is 2099. For k ≡ 21 (mod 24) , there is only one exception:
11459805. It is possible that every integer k > 11459805 with k ≡ 21( mod 24) is a curvature
of this packing, [Sarnak (2011)].
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this chapter, we show that circle, sphere, and higher dimensional sphere packings may
be interpreted as subsets of the boundary of hyperbolic space, subject to certain symmetry
conditions based on a discrete group of motions of the hyperbolic space. It has been observed
by, for instance, [Maxwell (1981)] and [Boyd (1973c)], that there are non-Euclidean aspects
to packing problems. David Boyd’s “separation” formula in [Boyd (1973c)], which was used
by [Darboux (1872)] and [Clifford (1882)] is used to determine a polyspherical coordinate
system for packed spheres. With the machinery of hyperbolic (or Lobackevsky) geometry, we
may interpret the separation of two spheres as the minimal distance connecting two disjoint
hyperbolic planes.
We begin with an introduction to some of the standard models of hyperbolic geometry,
then move on to prove some of the important relevant results in order to properly motivate
the analysis of the packings. Suggested references for an introduction into hyperbolic ge-
ometry and Lorentz space include [Baragar (2001)], [Ratcliffe (2006)], [Dolgachev (2016)],
[Alekseevskij et al. (1993)], [Apanasov (2011)], and [Vinberg and Shvartsman (1993)].
2.1 A Vector Model of Hyperbolic Geometry
2.1.1 Spherical Geometry
The unit ball B ∈ R3 can be expressed
B = {~x = (x, y, z) : x2 + y2 + z2 = 1} = {~x : ~x · ~x = 1} = {~x : ~xtI~x = 1}
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where “ · ” indicates the usual Euclidean dot product and I the 3× 3 identity matrix. Lines
in spherical geometry are great circles (think wrapping rubber bands around a basketball),
which are the intersection of B with planes containing the origin, [Asimov (1965)]. The
distance between two points on B is given by the law of cosines ~x ·~y = ||~x||||~y|| cos θ = cos θ.
A Euclidean isometry is a mapping T : Rn −→ Rn that preserves the Euclidean distance
metric. That is, ||T~x|| = ||~x|| for all ~x ∈ Rn. If T = T |B, then we may expect the spherical
distance metric 2.2 to also be preserved.
The isometric property is a strong condition. For instance, since the dot product and
norm are related via ||~x|| = √~x · ~x, we may write ||~x − ~y||2 = ~x · ~x − 2~x · ~y + ~y · ~y and
||~x+ ~y||2 = ~x · ~x+ 2~x · ~y + ~y · ~y. The resulting polarization identity is
~x · ~y = 1
4
(||~x+ ~y||2 − ||~x− ~y||2) (2.1)
implying that T is an isometry if and only if T preserves the dot product. Since the dot
product determines angle, isometries must also preserve angle, thus are conformal maps.
Indeed, since the spherical distance between ~x and ~y on the unit ball B may be given by
dB(~x, ~y) = angle(~x, ~y) = arccos(~x · ~y) (2.2)
then the Euclidean isometries are also sphereical isometries. Conversely, any spherical isom-
etry extends to a unique Euclidean isometry on R3, [Ratcliffe (2006)].
In the present case, T preserves the dot product if and only if
T~x · T~y = ~x · ~y
Since ~x · ~y = ~xtI~y and T~x · T~y = (T~x)tT~y = ~xtT tT~y, then T is an isometry if and only if
T tT = I
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Such maps are also referred to as orthogonal transformations since they send orthonormal
bases to orthonormal bases. If ~x 6= ~y, then T~x 6= T~y, so an isometry is automatically
one-to-one. If T has finite rank, then it is also onto ∗
If T and S are both isometries, then ||TS~x|| = ||T (S~x)|| = ||S~x|| = ||~x||, so TS = T ◦ S
is also an isometry and similarly for ST . Since also I is an isometry, function composition
is associative, and each isometry is injective (thus invertible), we may describe the group of
isometries, as represented by linear maps (so 3 × 3 invertible matrices). This is called the
orthogonal group
O3(R) =
{
T ∈ GL3×3(R) : T tT = I
}
which represents the proper (orientation-preserving) and improper (orientation-reversing)
symmetries of the unit sphere in R3.
If we change I to any other positive definite symmetric matrix A, the resulting positive
symmetric bilinear form ~x ? ~y 7→ ~xtA~y is a weighted version of the dot product and the
surface {~x : ~x ? ~x = 1} is an ellipsoid.
2.1.2 The Pseudosphere
To more radically change the surface {~x : ~x ? ~x = 1}, we modify the signature of A from
(3, 0) (three positive eigenvalues, no negative eigenvalues) to (2, 1). Let
J =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1

The analogous matrix product ~xtJ~y is generally written ~x◦~y and is called the Lorentz Product
of ~x and ~y. Throughout the rest of this paper, we will write ~x ◦ ~y for ~xtJ~y, and the matrix
∗If the condition of finite rank is relaxed, then as counterexample, consider the shift map (x1, x2, ...) 7→
(0, x1, x2, ...) on `2.
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J will vary depending on the packing being analyzed. The surface
V = {~x : ~x ◦ ~x = −1} = {~x = (x, y, z) : x2 + y2 − z2 = −1}
is a hyperboloid of two sheets. Since we desire models of geometry to be connected, we
consider only the top sheet
V+ = {~x : ~x ◦ ~x = −1, z > 0}
Alternatively, we may introduce an equivalence relation by identifying antipodal points ~x
and −~x in the same equivalence class. Although the Lorentz product is symmetric and
bilinear, it is not an inner product, ∗ one reason being that the set L = {~x : ~x ◦ ~x = 0} is an
infinite cone, generally called the light cone. Vectors in L are referred to as light like. If a
plane through the origin intersects V+, then the set of intersecting points will be considered
a line. Note that if we consider ~x ◦ ~x to mean “length squared”, then the equation defining
V+ can be interpreted as a set of points whose square length is −1, that is, points which
have length i. This is the reason for the use of the terminology pseudosphere. Many of the
trigonometric formulas of hyperbolic geometry bear a strong resemblance to the formulas of
spherical geometry, in which case we can often replace the radius of the sphere r with ri and
thus replace the trigonometric functions with their hyperbolic trig counterparts.
If a point ~p ∈ V+ and (0, 0,−1) are joined by a Euclidean line segment, then where this
segment intersects the xy-plane is the usual stereographic projection pi : (x, y, z) 7→ (u, v) =(
x
z+1
, y
z+1
)
of V+ onto the Poincare´ disk D.
So, the disk D provides an alternative viewing perspective admitting an aspect of all
∗Compare the definitions in [Ratcliffe (2006)] to [Stein and Shakarchi (2009)]. According to the definition
in Stein, the Lorentz product fails property (iii) p. 161.
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Figure 2.1: Stereographic projection of points on the upper sheet V+ to the open unit disk
D.
points in V+. This ability to see and draw infinite distance is a useful feature not enjoyed in
plane Euclidean geometry. We may also view and draw the boundary of the disk, ∂D, which
is the unit circle. If desired, the disk can be unfolded by circle inversion (or fractional linear
transformation/Mo¨bious transformation) to the Poincare´ upper half plane. Note that in the
upper half plane model, the boundary is the extended real line (the unfolded unit circle),
the real line together with a point at infinity. There is a metric on V+: for any two points
~x, ~y ∈ V+,
coshσ(~x, ~y) = −~x ◦ ~y
V+ together with the metric σ is a (vector) model of Lorentz (or Minkowski) space, H2 ∼= R2,1.
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2.1.3 A Distance Formula
The law of cosines leads to the formula
~x · ~y = ||~x||||~y|| cos θ
where “·” is the usual Euclidean dot product and θ is the angle between ~x and ~y. In the
setup for the law of cosines, the angle θ is typically drawn as an internal angle to a triangle.
In the case that ~x and ~y represent normal vectors of two planes passing through the origin,
if we desire to know the angle between the two planes, then the above formula requires a
slight modification:
~x · ~y = ±||~x||||~y|| cos θ
The ± sign arises from having the choice of picking the angle θ or its supplimentary angle
pi− θ. This ambiguity in the ± sign may be interpreted as arising from having the choice of
exactly two unit normal vectors when given a plane.
In the Poincare´ Disk or upper half space models, it is entirely possible that two planes
represented by normal vectors ~x and ~y do not intersect. Fortunately, in this case we may
interpret the (now imaginary) angle as distance via the formula
~x ◦ ~y = ±
√
~x ◦ ~x
√
~y ◦ ~y coshψ
where ψ is the length of the geodesic connecting the disjoint planes with normal vectors ~x
and ~y.
In order to calculate ψ, let us first consider the case when ~x and ~y represent lines in
the upper half plane model, with ~x a Euclidean half circle and ~y a vertical line containing
the point at infinity. Since lines are closed and convex, we can determine points P and Q
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Figure 2.2: Two disjoint lines represented by vectors ~x and ~y in the Poincare´ upper half
plane model. The lines are connected by a line of minimal length ψ = |PQ|.
contained in each respective line that are at a minimal distance
ψ = inf{|XY | : X ∈ ~x, Y ∈ ~y}
Using the labeling in the above figure, we are going to be given r and s, where r is the
Euclidean radius of ~x and s is the Euclidean distance between the center of ~x and the base
of the line represented by ~y. Now, we want to identify the coordinates of P and Q. This will
allow us to make use of
cosh d(P,Q) = 1 +
|P −Q|2
2Im(P )Im(Q)
(2.3)
where | · | is the usual distance or modulus in the complex plane and d is the metric in the
upper half plane given the arclength element
ds =
√
dx2 + dy2
y
, y > 0
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See, for instance, [Grosche (1988)] for computations of various path integrals over magnetic
fields.
By making use of equation 2.3, the determination of ψ is reduced to finding the Euclidean
coordinates of points P and Q. Using the labeling in the above figure 2.2, the tangential
version of power of the point implies that r2 = a(a + 2b). Since s = a + b then r2 =
(s− b)(s+ b) = s2 − b2. So, b = √s2 − r2 = Im(Q). So, the point Q has coordinates
Q = (0,
√
s2 − r2)
To find the coordinates of P , we look at the intersection of the two circles
C1 : x
2 + y2 = b2 = s2 − r2
C2 : (x+ s)
2 + y2 = r2
Solving this system yields
P =
(
r2 − s2
s
, r
√
1−
(r
s
)2)
Furthermore,
|P −Q|2 =
(
r2 − s2
s
− 0
)2
+
(r
s
√
s2 − r2 −
√
s2 − r2
)2
=
(
s2 − r2
s2
)2
+
(
r − s
s
√
s2 − r2
)
=
((s− r)(s+ r))2
s2
+
(s− r)2
s2
(s2 − r2)
=
(s− r)(s− r)(s+ r)
s2
(s+ r + s− 2) = 2
s
(s− r)2(s+ r)
Since Im(P ) = r
s
√
s2 − r2 and Im(Q) = √s2 − r2,
|P −Q|2
2Im(P )Im(Q)
=
2
s
(s− r)2(s+ r)
2r
s
√
s2 − r2√s2 − r2 =
1
r
(s− r)
Thus,
cosh d(P,Q) = 1 +
s
r
− 1 = s
r
(2.4)
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To generalize the above formula, we will now consider examining the distance between
two Euclidean half circles in the upper half plane. These lines, l1 and l2, will be represented
by vectors ~x and ~y respectively. From Euclidean geometry, if given a line joining the centers
of two circles, there exists a perpendicular line called the radical axis or power line with
the property that any point on the radical axis has the same power with respect to the
two circles. The power of a point (with respect to a given circle C) is typically defined as
ΠC(P ) = d
2 − r2, where d is the distance from the point to the center of C and r is the
radius of C. For any point P on the radical axis, there is a unique circle Γ centered at P
that intersects both circles orthogonally.
Figure 2.3: Point P on the radical axis of circles C1 and C2.
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Conversely, the center of any circle that intersects both circles orthogonally must lie on
the radical axis. Let b be the radius of the circle orthogonal to l1 (represented by ~x) and l2
(represented by ~y) with center O on the real line. Then,
b2 = s21 − r21 = s22 − r22
By equation 2.4,
cosh d(l1, l2) =
s1
r1
and cosh d(l2, l3) =
s2
r2
Since d is a distance metric, it satisfies the triangle inequality
d(l1, l2) ≤ d(l1, l3) + d(l3, l2)
Since l3 is the radical axis of l1 and l2, it is perpendicular to the geodesic connecting l1 and
l2, thus
d(l1, l2) = d(l1, l3) + d(l3, l2) = cosh
−1(
s1
r1
) + cosh−1(
s2
r2
)
So,
cosh d(l1, l2) = cosh
(
cosh−1(
s1
r1
) + cosh−1(
s2
r2
)
)
Since cosh(x+ y) = cosh x cosh y + sinhx sinh y,
cosh d(l1, l2) = cosh
(
cosh−1(
s1
r1
)
)
cosh
(
cosh−1(
s2
r2
)
)
+ sinh
(
cosh−1(
s1
r1
)
)
sinh
(
cosh−1(
s2
r2
)
)
=
s1
r1
s2
r2
+ sinh
(
cosh−1(
s1
r1
)
)
sinh
(
cosh−1(
s2
r2
)
)
To determine a rational expression for sinh(cosh−1 x) possibly involving square roots, we
first determine such an expression for sin(cos−1 x). Consider θ to be the reference angle
in a right angle triangle with a hypotenuse of unit length and adjacent side of length x.
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Then sin θ = opp.
hyp.
=
√
1−x2
1
. By Euler’s formula, cosx = cosh ix and sinx = −i sinhx, so
sinh(cosh−1 x) =
√
x2 − 1. Thus,
cosh d(l1, l2) =
s1s2
r1r2
√
(
s1
r1
)2 − 1
√
(
s2
r2
)2 − 1 −→ s1
r1
as s, s2, r2 −→∞
which is consistent with the previous formula 2.4. We can now finish the derivation for the
distance formula in the two circle case.
Figure 2.4: Deriving the separation between two lines in the upper half plane.
We have
s = s1 + s2
If P is on the radical axis, then
Π(P ) = d21 − r21 = d22 − r22 =⇒ d21 − d22 = r21 − r22
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The Pythagorean theorem implies s21 + b
2 = d21 and s
2
2 + b
2 = d22. So,
d21 − d22 = s21 − s22 = r21 − r22
Also note that
s21 − r21 = s22 − r22
(s1 − s2)(s1 + s2) = r21 − r22
so
s1 − s2 = r
2
1 − r22
s1 + s2
=
r21 − r22
s
Thus,
2s1 = s+
r21 − r22
s
and 2s2 = s− r
2
1 − r22
s
We now get
cosh d(l1, l2) =
s1s2
r1r2
√
(
s1
r1
)2 − 1
√
(
s2
r2
)2 − 1 = s1s2 +
√
s21 − r21
√
s22 − r22
r1r2
=
s1(s1 + s2)− r21
r1r2
=
s1s− r21
r1r2
=
1
2
(s2 + r21 − r22)− r21
r1r2
=
s2 − r21 − r22
2r1r2
(2.5)
This so-called separation formula will be used to define a matrix (called the separation
matrix) which, modulo nonzero scalars, determines the distances between an initial config-
uration of circles, spheres, or hyper-spheres in a packing.
2.1.4 Lorentzian n-space
The geometric intuition gained from studying the pseudosphere is still valid here.
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Let J now be an arbitrary symmetric matrix with signature (n − 1, 1). So, J has n − 1
positive eigenvalues and one negative eigenvalue. It is also possible to use the signature
(1, n−1), or use−J instead of J . In [Baragar (2017c)], −2J (with some additional conditions)
is used since in that paper the intersection pairing was used, which is the negative of a Lorentz
product. In either case, the results below are the same up to minus signs.
The space Rn together with the above Lorentz product “◦” is a Lorentzian n-space, which
we will denote Rn−1,1. For example, in Einstein’s theory of special relativity, R3,1 is a model
for space time. The first three coordinates of a vector in R3,1 are the spacial coordinates
and the last is the time coordinate, [Ratcliffe (2006)]. Some applications of Lorentz space to
special relativity can be found in [Luehr and Rosenbaum (1968)]. The framework of Lorentz
space also has applications to engineering. See, for instance, [Cleszko (2000)], where Lorentz
space is used to model fluid flow through porous materials.
Throughout this paper, for simplicity we may write Rn for Rn−1,1, both meaning the
whole ambient space. Given ~x ∈ Rn, we define the Lorentz norm or Lorentz length of ~x:
||~x|| =
√
~x ◦ ~x
Technically, the function ~x 7→ ||~x|| is not a norm † because, as before with the pseudosphere,
||~x|| may be positive imaginary. The light cone, L is defined to be the set of all ~x ∈ Rn such
that ||~x|| = 0. If ||~x|| > 0, then ~x is called space-like. If ||~x|| is positive imaginary, then we
say ~x is time-like. If ~x is space-like, then ~x lies in a region of Rn where the Lorentz product
is positive definite. Thus, the Lorentz product restricted to the space-like vectors defines a
weighted Euclidean metric.
†We again appeal to an analytical definition of norm. See [Stein and Shakarchi (2009)]
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As with the pseudosphere before, we expect that lines, planes, and hyperplanes in this
n-dimensional model are intersections of subspaces with the set {~x : ~x ◦ ~x = −1}.
We wish to identify planes with their normal vectors. First define the Lorentz orthogonal
compliment of ~n:
V ⊥~n = {~n}⊥ = {~x : ~n ◦ ~x = 0}
V ⊥~n is a hyperplane through the origin and is itself a closed vector space of codimension one
when ~n 6= ~0.
Let ~n ◦ ~n > 0 and ~m ◦ ~m > 0. In order to discuss the angle between intersecting
hyperplanes with normal vectors ~m and ~n, we would like to make use of the formula
~m ◦ ~n = ±||~m||||~n|| cos θ
The reason for the interpretation of ambiguity of the ± sign above is that when given a
plane, there are two unit normal vectors. The choice of normal vector is a choice of either
the angle or its supplementary angle. If desired, we can eliminate this ambiguity by always
choosing the normal vector that points in the direction of a fixed point, say ~D (so choose
the ~n such that ~n ◦ ~D > 0). We require ~D to be such that ~D ◦ ~D < 0,
∣∣∣ || ~D||| ~D◦ ~E| ∣∣∣ is sufficiently
large, and ~E ◦ ~E = 0, where ~E represents the point at infinity, [Baragar (2017b)]. Fix a ~D
with these properties. Define the forward cone:
L+ =
{
~x ∈ Rn : ~x ◦ ~x < 0, ~x ◦ ~D > 0
}
Let
H = {~x ∈ L+ : ~x ◦ ~x = −1}
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Then, H together with the metric d where
~x ◦ ~y = ||~x||||~y|| cosh d(~x, ~y) = − cosh d(~x, ~y) (2.6)
is a model of hyperbolic or Lobackevsky geometry, Hn−1.
The linear maps preserving the Lorentz product, called Lorentz transformations can be
identified with the infinite matrix group
OJ(R) = {T ∈Mn×n(R) : T~x ◦ T~y = ~x ◦ ~y, ∀~x, ~y ∈ Rn}
and the group of isometries of the model of hyperbolic space induced by J can be identified
with
O+J (R) = {T ∈ OJ(R) : TL+ = L+}
A particular subgroup of interest is the discrete group O+J (Z). Apriori, invertible integer
matrices do not form a group since their inverses may have rational entries. However, the
condition T~x◦T~y = ~x◦~y is equivalent to (T~x)tJT~y = ~xtJ~y or ~xT tJT~y = ~xtJ~y, or T tJT = J .
Thus, det(T tJT ) = det(J) and so (det(T ))2 = 1. So, if given invertible A ∈ Mn×n(Z) and
detA = ±1, then the adjoint matrix of A, adj(A) has integer entries. Using the formula
for A−1 by means of the adjoint, A−1 = 1
det(A)
adj(A), we get that A−1 also has integer
entries. Thus, O+J (Z) is indeed a (discrete) subgroup which plays the role of providing linear
representations of the symmetries of the packings in question.
The map
R~n(~x) = ~x− 2Proj~n(~x) = ~x− 2
~x ◦ ~n
~n ◦ ~n~n (2.7)
is reflection through ~n ◦~x = 0 and is a fundamental building block of the above groups since
all the isometries regardless of dimension or geometric model are generated by reflections,
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[Ratcliffe (2006)]. Note that if ~n ∈ Zn and ~n ◦ ~n = ±1,±2, then R~n ∈ O+J (Z), although it is
certainly possible to have R~n have integer entries even if |~n ◦ ~n| > 2 as we shall see later.
Hyperplanes on H take the form H ∩ V ⊥~n when this intersection is non-empty, which
happens when ~n ◦ ~n > 0. Let us write
H ∩ V ⊥~n = H~n
Since J is a bounded and linear operator, it is continuous. Thus, the Lorentz product is a
continuous operation and we have the decomposition
Rn−1,1 = {~x : ~x ◦ ~n > 0} ∪ V ⊥~n ∪ {~x : ~x ◦ ~n < 0}
as well as a partition of H:
H = H+~n ∪H~n ∪H−~n
where H+~n = {~x ∈ H : ~x ◦ ~n > 0} and H−~n = {~x ∈ H : ~x ◦ ~n < 0}. The boundary of the
forward cone is the set of limit points of sequences {~xn}∞n=1 ⊆ L+ converging to vectors in
the light cone L. That is,
∂L+ =
{
~x ∈ L+ : ~x ◦ ~D > 0, ~x ◦ ~x = 0
}
Equation 2.6 defining the distance metric holds if we replace ~x 7→ k~x and ~y 7→ k~y for any
k ∈ R. This is also echoed in the fact that we could have immediately defined Hn−1 as a
subset of real projective space:
Hn−1 = {~x ∈ Rn−1,1 : ~x ◦ ~x < 0}/R∗ ⊂ Pn−1(R)
See, for instance, [Dolgachev (2016)]. Thus, we may identify
H ∼= ∂L+/R+
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as isometric metric spaces. Fix ~E ∈ ∂L+. Define
∂H ~E = (∂L+ − ~ER+)/R+
and
V ⊥
~P , ~E =
{
~x ∈ Rn : ~x ◦ ~P = ~x ◦ ~E = 0
}
V ⊥~P , ~E = V ⊥ ~E ∩ V ⊥~P is itself a closed vector space of codimension two when ~P and ~E are
linearly independent and on the light cone. Although ∂H ~E is a set of equivalence classes, we
will write ~A to mean the equivalence class [ ~A] ∈ ∂H ~E.
Lemma 2.1. Let ~P , ~E ∈ L, not a multiple of one another. Then, V ⊥~P , ~E and ∂H ~E are
isomorphic as normed Euclidean vector subspaces of codimension two within Rn−1,1. In
particular, the Euclidean metric can be expressed in terms of the Lorentz product.
Proof. We first derive the expression for the metric. Fix ~E ∈ ∂L+ and let ~P ∈ ∂H ~E not
a multiple of ~E. Suppose that ~F ∈ V ⊥ ~E, ~P ∩ ∂L+. Observe that for scalars c1 and c2,
(c1 ~F + c2 ~E) ◦ (c1 ~F + c2 ~E) = 0, so Span
{
~F , ~E
}
⊆ L. But L being a cone means that it
contains no planes. So, ~F and ~E are linearly dependent, thus ~F is a multiple of ~E. So,
V ⊥ ~E ∩ ∂L+ = ~ER+. Again by the continuity of the Lorentz product, the subspace V ⊥ ~E
induces a partition of Rn:
Rn = {~x : ~x ◦ ~E < 0} ∪ V ⊥ ~E ∪ {~x : ~x ◦ ~E > 0} (2.8)
Since V ⊥ ~E intersects ∂L+ only tangentially, then ∂L+ − ~ER+ ⊆ {~x : ~x ◦ ~E < 0} and so ~P
and ~D are in the same half space defined by V ⊥ ~E. Thus, ~P ◦ ~E > 0. Since we may identify
~P ∼ k ~P for k > 0, then for simplicity, scale ~P such that ~P ◦ ~E = 1. Now consider ~A ∈ ∂H ~E,
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scaled so that ~A◦ ~E = 1. Since ~P and ~E are linearly independent, Span{~P , V ⊥ ~E} = Rn. Let
~A ∈ ∂L+. We may decompose A as follows:
~A = a~P
~P + a ~E
~E + ~a, where ~a ∈ V ⊥~P , ~E (2.9)
Observe that ~A ◦ ~E = a~P and we may scale ~A such that a~P = 1. Also, ~A ◦ ~P = a ~E. So,
~A = ~P + ( ~A ◦ ~P ) ~E + ~a
Solving ~A ◦ ~A = 0, we get ~A ◦ ~P = −~a◦~a
2
, so
~A = ~P − ~a ◦ ~a
2
~E + ~a
If we take another point ~B = ~P − ~b◦~b
2
~E +~b, then we get
~A ◦ ~B = −
~b ◦~b
2
− ~a ◦ ~a
2
+ ~a ◦~b
So,
−2 ~A ◦ ~B = (~a−~b) ◦ (~a−~b)
Since V ⊥~P , ~E = V ⊥~P ∩ V ⊥ ~E is the intersection of two tangent spaces to the light cone L,
then V ⊥~P , ~E − {~0} contains only space-like vectors. So, the Lorentz product restricted to
V ⊥~P , ~E − {~0} is positive definite, thus is a Euclidean inner product. So, the function
| ~A~B|2~E =
−2 ~A ◦ ~B
( ~A ◦ ~E)( ~B ◦ ~E)
is a Euclidean metric on ∂H ~E.
Now, the map
ϕ : ∂H ~E →V ⊥
~P , ~E
~A 7→ ~a
~A ◦ ~E
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is well-defined since ϕ( ~A) = ϕ(k ~A) ∀ k > 0. To determine the explicit expressions for the
operations on equivalence classes in ∂H ~E making ϕ an isomorphism of vector spaces, first
let ~A and ~B be represented as above. Define the map
ϕ∗ : V ⊥
~P , ~E →∂H ~E
~a 7→~P − ~a ◦ ~a
2
~E + ~a = ~A
Notice that ϕ∗(2~a) = 2 ~A+ 2( ~A ◦ ~P ) ~E − ~P . By induction, get that
ϕ∗(k~a) = k ~A+ k(k − 1)( ~A ◦ ~P ) ~E + (1− k)~P (2.10)
Notice that ϕ(ϕ∗(k~a)) = k~a and ϕ∗(ϕ( ~A)) = ~A. So this is the “scaling” operation in ∂H ~E.
To determine “addition” in ∂H ~E, we consider first the linear map acting as vector addition
by ~v ∈ V ⊥~P , ~E:
~X 7→ ~P − (~x+ ~v) ◦ (~x+ ~v)
2
~E + ~x+ ~v (2.11)
Notice that translation by ~P is the identity map. Loosening the assumption that ~X ◦ ~E = 1
and ~P ◦ ~E = 1, we can write
~X =
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P +
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E + ~x
Writing ~x = ~X − ~X◦ ~E~P◦ ~E ~P −
~X◦~P
~P◦ ~E
~E and ~v = ~V − ~V ◦ ~E~P◦ ~E ~P −
~X◦~P
~P◦ ~E
~E and expanding 2.11 above, we
get
T~V (
~X) = ~X +
~X ◦ ~E
~V ◦ ~E
~V −
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P −
(
~X ◦ ~V
~V ◦ ~E −
( ~X ◦ ~E)(~V ◦ ~P )
(~P ◦ ~E)(~V ◦ ~E) −
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
)
~E (2.12)
A long but straightforward calculation shows that T~V (
~X) ◦ T~V (~Y ) = ~X ◦ ~Y .
Note that if we wish to loosen the condition ~P ◦ ~E = 1, the “scaling” operation can be
written
ϕ∗(k~a) = k ~A+ k(k − 1)
~A ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E + (1− k)~P
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Corollary 2.1. If T ∈ OJ(R) and T ~E = ~E, then the restriction of T to ∂H ~E is a Euclidean
isometry.
Proof. Since T ∈ OJ , T is invertible and T tJT = J , so T tJ = JT−1. Since T ~E = ~E then
T−1 ~E = ~E. So, T ~A ◦ ~E = (T ~A)tJ ~E = ~AtT tJE = ~AtJT−1 ~E = ~AtJ ~E = ~A ◦ ~E. So,
|(T ~A)(T ~B)|2~E =
−2T ~A ◦ T ~B
(T ~A ◦ ~E)(T ~B ◦ ~E) =
−2 ~A ◦ ~B
( ~A ◦ ~E)( ~B ◦ ~E) = |
~A~B|2~E
So, T preserves the Euclidean metric and is therefore a Euclidean isometry on ∂H ~E.
Another useful isometry is a Cartan Involution. Consider again the decomposition
~X =
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P +
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E + ~x
The map ϕ( ~X) 7→ −ϕ( ~X) sends the point ~x on the boundary to it’s antipodal point −~x.
Geometrically, this is a “−1 map” through the additive identity, or equivalently, rotation by
pi. Explicitly,
~X − 2~x =
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P +
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E − ~x =
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P +
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E −
(
~X −
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P −
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E
)
= 2
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P + 2
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E − ~X
Denoting
T−1( ~X) = 2
~X ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P + 2
~X ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E − ~X (2.13)
the reader can easily verify that T−1 ∈ OJ , T−1 ◦ T−1 = T 2−1 = I and that T−1 has ~P and ~E
as fixed points.
Since it has been established that there is a Euclidean metric on the boundary, then for
visualization purposes, it is possible to express the model of hyperbolic space H induced by
J in a concrete model.
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Lemma 2.2. ([Baragar (2017c)]) Let ~X = a~P
~P + a ~E
~E + ~x ∈ H with ~x ∈ V ⊥~P , ~E. Then
Φ : H → V ⊥~P , ~E × R+
~X 7→
(
~x
a~P
,
1
a~P
)
is an isometry between H and the Poincare´ upper half space model of Hn−1.
In the upper half space model, H~n is represented by a hemisphere perpendicular to the
boundary. If ~n ◦ ~E = 0, H~n contains the point ~E at infinity and is represented by a plane
perpendicular to the boundary. The intersection H~n ∩ ∂Hn−1 is an (n− 2)-sphere.
Since Φ is continuous, it may be extended to the boundary ∂H ~E. Pick ~X ∈ ∂H ~E. So,
~X ◦ ~E > 0 and for c > 0, ( ~X+c ~E)◦( ~X+c ~E) = 2c ~X ◦ ~E. So, || ~X+c ~E|| =
√
2c( ~X ◦ ~E) −→ 0
as c −→ 0+. For such ~X in ∂H ~E, define the extension
Φ¯( ~X) = lim
c→0+
Φ
(
~X + c ~E
|| ~X + c ~E||
)
Let ~Xc =
~X+c ~E
|| ~X+c ~E|| = wc
~P + vc ~P + ~xc, where ~xc ∈ V ⊥~P , ~E. Since ~P◦ ~E~Xc◦ ~E −→ 0 as c −→ 0
+, then
Φ¯( ~X) = (·, 0) i.e. Φ¯ sends points on the boundary ∂H ~E to points on the boundary V ⊥~P , ~E in
the upper half hyperspace model. For the first component,
1
wc
~xc =
~P ◦ ~E
~Xc ◦ ~E
(
~Xc −
~Xc ◦ ~E
~P ◦ ~E
~P −
~Xc ◦ ~P
~P ◦ ~E
~E
)
=
(~P ◦ ~E)|| ~X + c ~E||
~X ◦ ~E
(
~X + c ~E
|| ~X + c ~E|| −
~X ◦ ~E
(~P ◦ ~E)|| ~X + c ~E||
~P −
~X ◦ ~P + c ~P ◦ ~E
(~P ◦ ~E)|| ~X + c ~P ||
~E
)
=
(~P ◦ ~E)( ~X + c ~E)
~X ◦ ~E −
~P −
~X ◦ ~P + c(~P ◦ ~E)
~X ◦ ~E
~E
−→
~P ◦ ~E
~X ◦ ~E
~X − ~P −
~X ◦ ~P
~X ◦ ~E
~E as c −→ 0+
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Thus, it is possible to define Φ on a slightly larger domain in the following way:
Φ( ~X) =

(
~P ◦ ~E
~X ◦ ~E
~X − ~P −
~X ◦ ~P
~X ◦ ~E
~E,
~P ◦ ~E
~X ◦ ~E
)
, if ~X ◦ ~X > 0, ~X ◦ ~E 6= 0(
~P ◦ ~E
~X ◦ ~E
~X − ~P −
~X ◦ ~P
~X ◦ ~E
~E, 0
)
, if ~X ◦ ~X = 0, ~X ◦ ~E 6= 0
Throughout chapters 3 and 4, many packing figures are displayed. The Φ map is used to
create a Euclidean coordinate system on V ⊥~P , ~E for which vectors ~x1, ~x2, ... representing faces
of the packing may be drawn as circles or spheres. Since any two vectors on the boundary of
the upper half space model will have zero “altitude”, then to distinguish between them we
focus on the first coordinate of Φ( ~X) which we denote by Φ( ~X)[0]. Note that Φ(~P ) = (~0, 0)
which is (0, 0) in the case that n = 4. A simple calculation shows that
||Φ( ~X)[0]||2 = −2(
~X ◦ ~P )(~P ◦ ~E)
~X ◦ ~E
Using 2.6, |~P ~X|2 = −2~P◦ ~X
(~P◦ ~E)( ~X◦ ~E) , and so
1
|~P ~X|2 ||Φ(
~X)[0]||2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1|~P ~X|Φ( ~X)[0]
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= (~P ◦ ~E)2
So, letting ~b1 =
1
|~P ~X|Φ(
~X)[0] provides a “unit length” Euclidean drawing vector in V ⊥~P , ~E.
To obtain, for instance, a two-dimensional coordinate system, we let ~b′2 = Φ(~Y )[0], where ~Y
is not a multiple of ~X. Now, by means of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process, let
~b′′2 = ~b
′
2−
~b1◦~b′2
~b1◦~b1
~b1, and finally ~b2 =
1
|~P ~Y |
~b′′2. Now, {~b1,~b2} is orthogonal and provides a basis for
drawing circles or planes on the boundary of the upper half space model. Explicitly, with
the basis β = {~b1,~b2}, then to express ~X on the boundary in terms of β-coordinates, we let
the matrix B =
(
~b1 ~b2
)
. Then,
[ ~X]β = (B
tB)−1BtΦ( ~X)[0] (2.14)
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Since it is possible to express Euclidean distances between points on the boundary in
terms of the Lorentz product, we get the following useful additions:
Lemma 2.3. Let H~n or ~n represent an n − 2 dimensional sphere in ∂Hn−1. Then, the
curvature of the sphere is
curv(~n) =
~E ◦ ~n
||~n|| (2.15)
Proof. The center of the sphere is the reflection (or inversion) of the point ~E at infinity
through ~n. This reflection is given by the map
R~n : ~E 7→ ~E − 2
~E ◦ ~n
~n ◦ ~n ~n
Let ~V ∈ H~n ∩ ∂Hn−1. Using 2.1, the radius of ~n is the distance between R~n( ~E) and ~V .
Then,
|R~n( ~E)~V |2 = −2R~n(
~E) ◦ ~V
(R~n( ~E) ◦ ~E)(~V ◦ ~E)
=
−2( ~E − 2 ~E◦~n
~n◦~n~n) ◦ ~V
(( ~E − 2 ~E◦~n
~n◦~n~n) ◦ ~E)(~V ◦ ~E)
=
−2 ~E ◦ ~V
(−2 ( ~E◦~n)2
~n◦~n )(
~V ◦ ~E)
=
~n ◦ ~n
( ~E ◦ ~n)2
where we have used ~V ◦ ~n = 0. Taking square roots, we get that the radius of ~n is ||~n||~E◦~n and
the reciprocal curvature is
~E◦~n
||~n|| .
Note that in the case of unit basis vectors {~ej}, their curvature is simply ~ej ◦ ~E.
On the Euclidean boundary, it is possible to quickly test whether or not a sphere and
plane intersect or are disjoint.
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Lemma 2.4. Let H~n or ~n represent an n − 2 dimensional sphere in ∂Hn−1. Let H~m or ~m
represent an n− 2 dimensional plane in ∂Hn−1. Then H~n ∩H~m = ∅ if and only if
(~m ◦ ~n)2
~m ◦ ~m < ~n ◦ ~n
also, H~n and H~m intersect tangentially if and only if
(~m ◦ ~n)2
~m ◦ ~m = ~n ◦ ~n
and also, H~n and H~m intersect in a hyperplane of codimension one if and only if
(~m ◦ ~n)2
~m ◦ ~m > ~n ◦ ~n
Proof. Let the radius of ~n be R. Let r be the radius of ~n projected onto ~m (which may be
negative). Then, ~n ◦ ~m = ±||~m||||~n|| cos θ and R2 = −~n◦~n
( ~E◦~n)2 . So,
r2 =
−~n ◦ ~n
( ~E ◦ ~n)2 (1− (cos θ)
2) =
1
( ~E ◦ ~n)2
(
(~m ◦ ~n)2
~m ◦ ~m − ~n ◦ ~n
)
and since ~E ◦ ~n > 0, the quantity (~m◦~n)2
~m◦~m − ~n ◦ ~n is negative precisely when H~n and H~m are
disjoint. (~m◦~n)
2
~m◦~m − ~n ◦ ~n is zero exactly when H~n and H~m intersect tangentially, and positive
when the intersection is more than a point.
It is also possible to interpret the above quantities in terms of the quadrance and spread
of ~n and ~m. See [Wildberger (2005)]. In Euclidean geometry with the usual dot product,
the analogous quantity can be expressed as
~n · Proj~m~n = ~n ·
(
~n− ~n · ~m
~m · ~m ~m
)
= ~n · ~n− (~n · ~n)(cos θ)2 ≥ 0
which may have the trivial interpretation that two planes containing the origin always in-
tersect.
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In the case that a sphere and plane in the boundary of the upper half space model
intersect, the projection of the sphere onto the plane is a circle.
Lemma 2.5. Let ~n represent a sphere and ~m a plane on the boundary of the upper half space
model. Then, the following diagram commutes modulo Φ
~n R~n( ~E)
Proj~m~n RProj~m~n(
~E)
R
pi~m pi~m
R
Proof. Assume that ~P ◦ ~E = 1. Since ~m represents a plane, then ~E ◦ ~m = 0. Let ~X =
RProj~m~n(
~E) and ~Y = Proj~mR~n( ~E). So,
~X = ~E − 2
~E ◦ ~n
~n ◦ ~n ~n+ 2
(~n ◦ ~m)( ~E ◦ ~n)
(~n ◦ ~n)(~m ◦ ~m) ~m
~Y = ~E − 2
~E ◦ ~n
~n ◦ ~n− (~n◦~m)2
~m◦~m
~n+ 2
( ~E ◦ ~n)(~n ◦ ~m)
(~n ◦ ~n)(~m ◦ ~m)− (~n ◦ ~m)2 ~m
Then, a long but straightforward calculation shows that
Φ( ~X)[0] = Φ(~Y )[0]
=
1
~E ◦ ~n~n−
~n ◦ ~m
( ~E ◦ ~n)(~m ◦ ~m) ~m−
~P +
(
(~P ◦ ~m)(~n ◦ ~m)
( ~E ◦ ~n)(~m ◦ ~m) −
~P ◦ ~n
~E ◦ ~n
)
~E
Note that, in general, Φ( ~X)[1] = 0 but Φ(~Y )[1] > 0. Thus, “modulo Φ” means that the two
points lie in a common vertical line perpendicular to the boundary or “floor”.
The next lemma provides a relationship between the curvatures of hyperspheres at known
separations. It is a generalization of Descarte’s theorem and will be useful in chapter 3 for
determining curvatures of circles packed between regions bounded by circles which may not
be mutually tangent.
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Lemma 2.6. Let {~e1, ..., ~en} be the standard basis repesenting n hyperspheres in the desired
gapped orientation defined by the separation matrix J . If curv(~ej) = kj, and ~k = (k1, ..., kn),
then
~ktJ−1~k = 0 (2.16)
Proof. We have
~e1 ◦ ~E =~e t1 J ~E = k1
...
~en ◦ ~E =~e tnJ ~E = kn
So, J ~E = (k1, ..., kn) = ~k. Since ~E is on the boundary,
~E ◦ ~E = 0 = J−1~k ◦ J−1~k = ~kt(J−1)tJJ−1~k = ~kt(J−1)t~k
Since J is symmetric and invertible, so is J−1, so
~kt(J−1)t~k = ~ktJ−1~k
Corollary 2.2. (Descartes, theorem 1.1) In the case that
J =

1 −1 −1 −1
−1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1
 and ~k = (a, b, c, d)
we get, by writing ~ktJ−1~k = 0,
(a+ b+ c+ d)2 = 2(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2)
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Going back to the distance metric 2.6, it is possible to deduce this equation by a straight-
forward calculation using the separation formula 2.5 in the upper half hyperspace model and
the Euclidean metric on the boundary, equation 2.1. To do so, let ~x and ~y represent two
planes intersecting the boundary in spheres of radii r1 and r2, respectively. From the sepa-
ration formula, we have
cosh d(~x, ~y) =
s2 − r21 − r22
2r1r2
By lemma 2.6, we have r21 =
~x◦~x
(~x◦ ~E)2 , r
2
2 =
~y◦~y
(~y◦ ~E)2 , and
s2 = |R~x( ~E)R~y( ~E)|2
=
−2R~x( ~E) ◦R~y( ~E)
(R~x( ~E) ◦ ~E)(R~y( ~E) ◦ ~E)
=
−2( ~E − 2~x◦ ~E
~x◦~x ~x) ◦ ( ~E − 2~y◦
~E
~y◦~y ~y)
(( ~E − 2~x◦ ~E
~x◦~x ~x) ◦ ~E)(( ~E − 2~y◦
~E
~y◦~y ~y) ◦ ~E)
=
(~x ◦ ~x)(~y ◦ ~y)
( ~E ◦ ~x)2( ~E ◦ ~y)2
(
( ~E ◦ ~y)2
~y ◦ ~y +
( ~E ◦ ~x)2
~x ◦ ~x − 2
( ~E ◦ ~x)( ~E ◦ ~y)(~x ◦ ~y)
(~x ◦ ~x)(~y ◦ ~y)
)
=
~x ◦ ~x
( ~E ◦ ~x)2 +
~y ◦ ~y
( ~E ◦ ~y)2 −
2~x ◦ ~y
( ~E ◦ ~x)( ~E ◦ ~y)
Thus, we get that the separation between ~x and ~y is
−2~x ◦ ~y
( ~E ◦ ~x)( ~E ◦ ~y)
( ~E ◦ ~x)( ~E ◦ ~y)
2||~x||||~y|| =
−~x ◦ ~y
||~x||||~y||
Therefore, separation is equivalent to the Lorentz product.
Given ~X ∈ ∂L, it is also possible to construct a translation isometry map based on ϕ( ~X).
Although translation in V ⊥~P , ~E may be decomposed into reflections or −1 maps, it is useful to
know the map explicitly. We provide a derivation of the map given in Lemma 4 of [Baragar
(2017c)]. We desire a map T~v that acts as translation by ~v in V
⊥~P , ~E, while fixing ~E. Let
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~P ◦ ~E = 1 and let ~A = a~P ~P + a ~E ~E + ~a, where ~a ∈ V ⊥ ~E, ~P . With ~P ◦ ~E = 1, we may write
~A = ( ~A ◦ ~E)~P + ( ~A ◦ ~P ) ~E + ~a and
~A
~A ◦ ~E =
~P +
~A ◦ ~P
~A ◦ ~E
~E +
~a
~A ◦ ~E
Since T~v( ~E) = ~E and T
−1
~v (
~E) = ~E,
1 =
~A
~A ◦ ~E ◦
~E =
~A
~A ◦ ~E ◦ T
−1
~v (
~E) = T~v
(
~A
~A ◦ ~E
)
◦ ~E
= (a′~P
~P + a′~E
~E + ~a′ + ~v) ◦ ~E = a′~P
Since T~v
(
~a
~A◦ ~E
)
= ~a~A◦ ~E + ~v, then T~v
(
~A
~A◦ ~E
)
= ~P + a′~E
~E + ~a~A◦ ~E + ~v. Since
~A ◦ ~A = 0 and T~v
is an isometry, T~v
(
~A
~A◦ ~E
)
◦ T~v
(
~A
~A◦ ~E
)
= 0 and thus a′~E =
−(~a′+~v)◦(~a′+~v)
2
. Then, ~a′ ◦ ~a′ = ~a◦~a
( ~A◦ ~E)2
and ~a′ ◦ ~v = ~a◦~v~A◦ ~E =
~A◦~v
~A◦ ~E . Writing
~a
~A◦ ~E =
~A
~A◦ ~E − ~P −
~A◦~P
~A◦ ~E
~E, it is possible to write
~a′ ◦ ~a′ = 1
( ~A ◦ ~E)2
(
~A− ( ~A ◦ ~E)~P − ( ~A ◦ ~P ) ~E
)
◦
(
~A− ( ~A ◦ ~E)~P − ( ~A ◦ ~P ) ~E
)
=
−2 ~A ◦ ~P
~A ◦ ~E
Thus,
T~v
(
~A
~A ◦ ~E
)
= ~P − 1
2
(
−2
~A ◦ ~P
~A ◦ ~E + 2
~A ◦ ~v
~A ◦ ~E + ~v ◦ ~v
)
+
~a
~A ◦ ~E + ~v
=
~A
~A ◦ ~E −
(
~A ◦ ~v
~A ◦ ~E +
1
2
(~v ◦ ~v)
)
~E + ~v
replacing
~A
~A◦ ~E with
~A, we get
T~v( ~A) = ~A− ( ~A ◦ ~v + 1
2
( ~A ◦ ~E)(~v ◦ ~v)) ~E + ( ~A ◦ ~E)~v (2.17)
The reader can verify that T~v ∈ OJ(R). As expected, translations commute: T~vT~z = T~zT~v
and also a composition of m translations by ~v is translation by m~v: Tm~v = Tm~v. Also, if
m = 1
2
, 1
3
, ... then we have an elegant way of finding roots (there may be more than given by
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the formula) of these particular maps. For instance, if
J = −

−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

then
T =

0 −1 0 0
1 2 0 0
0 2 1 0
0 2 0 1

represents translation from ~P = R~e1( ~E) to R~e2( ~E) and
T
1
5 =

4
5
−1
5
0 0
1
5
6
5
0 0
− 4
25
6
25
1 0
− 4
25
6
25
0 1

2.2 Integral Apollonian Packings
The Apollonian packing contains many symmetries and explicit representations are possible.
The collection of such symmetries is generally referred to as the Apollonian group A <
GL4(Z), the group of 4 × 4 invertible integer matrices with unit determinant. Based on
the results of Apollonius, if given three mutually tangent circles A,B,C, these circles are
enough to define the entire packing since there will be exactly two circles mutually tangent
to the given three; an inner circle and an outer circle. Based on Descarte’s theorem, 1.1, if
the starting curvatures of A,B,C are a, b, c, then the mutually tangent internal and external
circles have curvatures
d, d′ = a+ b+ c± 2√ab+ ac+ bc
respectively. Starting with the four circles A,B,C,D of curvature a, b, c, d or a, b, c, d′, it is
then possible to generate the curvatures of all future circles in the packing by taking three at
a time while using a fourth circle’s curvature and applying the above rule. In the case that
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the starting curvatures satisfy 1.1, no further square roots are extracted since
√
ab+ ac+ bc
is a perfect square. So, any future circle in the packing will have curvature that is a Z-linear
combination of a, b, c, d.
Fix the standard basis {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} and let each ~ej represent a normal vector to a plane
which intersects the boundary. Further, let us suppose that the separation of each differential
plane is −1. That is, the four planes are mutually tangent. The separation matrix is then,
as before,
J = −

−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

Since J is symmetric and of finite rank, J diagonalizes and its eigenvalues are {−2, 2, 2, 2}.
Thus, the quadratic form
~xtJ~y = ~x ◦ ~y
is a Lorentz product and the above results concerning Lorentzian 4−space and its boundary
apply.
Fix the perspective point ~E = ~e3 + ~e4 as the point at infinity.
Each reflection symmetry fixes three basis vectors while moving a fourth. Since the strip
packing configuration in figure 2.5 is, up to inversion, similar to any Apollonian packing, such
a symmetry can generate either a new internal or external tangent circle. Take for instance
the leftmost vertical dotted line. Let us associate a normal vector ~n2 to this line of symmetry.
Since ~n2 is perpendicular on the boundary to ~e1, ~e3, and ~e4, then ~n2◦~e1 = ~n2◦~e3 = ~n2◦~e4 = 0.
This allows us to set up a system of linear equations. It is expected that there are three
linearly independent equations yet four unknowns, thus one free variable since the solution
set is the span of a single vector. In other words, it is a direct consequence of the reflection
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Figure 2.5: An initial configuration of the four basis vectors along with some symmetries
(dotted lines) as visualized on the boundary of the model of hyperbolic space induced by J
above. ~e1 and ~e2 represent the circles while ~e3 and ~e4 the horizontal lines.
map 2.7 that any nonzero scalar multiple of a normal vector will produce the same reflection
matrix. Solving this system by row reducing the augmented matrix
~n2 ◦ ~e1 = 0
~n2 ◦ ~e3 = 0
~n2 ◦ ~e4 = 0
⇐⇒

~n2J~e1 = 0
~n2J~e3 = 0
~n2J~e4 = 0
⇐⇒
 1 −1 −1 −1 0−1 −1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 −1 1 0

we get that ~n2 = (1,−1, 1, 1). Then,
R~n2(~x) = ~x− 2
~x ◦ ~n2
~n2 ◦ ~n2~n2 = ~x−
1
2
(−4x2)~n2 =

x1
x2
x3
x4
+ 2x2

1
−1
1
1

Thus, R~n2 has matrix representation
R~n2 =

1 2 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 2 1 0
0 2 0 1

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Taking the other lines of symmetry and solving similarly, we get that
R~n1 =

−1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 0 1 0
2 0 0 1
 , R~n3 =

1 0 2 0
0 1 2 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 2 1
 , R~n4 =

1 0 0 2
0 1 0 2
0 0 1 2
0 0 0 −1

The Apollonian group is the subgroup
A = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4〉 < GL4(Z)
with GL4(Z) the group of invertible integer matrices with unit determinant. It should be
noted that this list of generators is not unique. See chapter 4 for another list, which provides
a more systematic way of generalization to other packings. In the present case, OJ(R) is an
algebraic group in the sense that it is defined by the quadratic equations arising from the
condition that T~x ◦ T~y = ~x ◦ ~y. A has at least two important features. First, A is small in
the sense that it is of infinite index in OJ(Z). In [Lagarias et al. (2002)], it is shown how to
use A to find a point ~v in each orbit of ~x that is a “root”, which corresponds to the basis
vector’s curvatures. Second, A is still large enough such that it is Zariski dense in OJ(R).
Roughly speaking, this means that any polynomial p in the variables aij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 of
4 × 4 matrices such that p(A) = 0 for A ∈ A must also vanish on the complex points of
OJ(R), [Sarnak (2011)].
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CHAPTER 3
BOUNDS ON THE HAUSDORFF DIMENSION
In this chapter, we develop rigorous upper and lower bounds on the Hausdorff (or Be-
sikovitch) dimension of the residual set of several generalized Apollonian circle packings. We
find that the Hausdorff dimension of each residual set (or critical exponent) is strictly greater
than that of the Apollonian packing. This lends further evidence to the unsolved conjecture
that, among the many possible space filling disk tilings of the plane, the Apollonian packing
has the smallest possible residual set dimension, [Thomas and Dhar (1994)]. To the author’s
knowledge, this conjecture remains unproven, though the analogous result for the Sierpinski
gasket constructed from triangles was proved in [Eggleston (1953)]. For the circle packings
analyzed in this chapter, calculated heuristic estimates are provided, and all of which lie
within the respective interval of rigorous bounds.
3.1 Boyd’s Method
Recall the critical exponent of the Apollonian packing is
S = inf
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj <∞
}
= sup
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj =∞
}
and that S = δ, the Hausdorff dimension of the packing, [Boyd (1973d)]. Let T (a, b, c) be
the curvilinear (or triply asymptotic) triangle bounded by three mutually externally tangent
circles A,B,C of curvatures a, b, c, with 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c, and b > 0. The condition b > 0
guarantees that T (a, b, c) has finite area even if a = 0, in which case A is a line. Let t > 0
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and define a zeta-type function (also called the Melzak function)
M(a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=1
rtn (3.1)
where the rn are the radii of the disks in the Apollonian packing within T (a, b, c) and the
equality holds in the extended sense. For simplicity, we will often suppress the variable t,
writing M(a, b, c). Note that M is invariant under any rigid Euclidean motion, thus M is
symmetric in the three variables a, b, c. For example, if 0 < a = b, interchanging a and
b is, geometrically, a reflection of the packing about the line tangent to circle A and B.
If 0 ≤ a < b, this reflection is inversion, in which case we will see later that M remains
unchanged. The results in [Wilker (1967)] or [Melzak (1966)] show that M(a, b, c; t) is a
monotone decreasing function (strict if finite) of each variable. We give a modern proof:
Lemma 3.1. M(a, b, c; t) is decreasing in each variable a, b, c. M is strictly decreasing if
t > δ, and M(a, b, c; t) = +∞ if t < δ.
Note that, apriori, δ may depend on (a, b, c). We will see shortly that this is not the case.
Proof. If t < δ, then by the definition of the critical exponent, the series defining M diverges,
so equality trivially holds (∞ =∞).
Now let t > δ and {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} be the standard basis. Let
J =

1 −1 −1 −1
−1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

Let ~k = (a, b, c, c1) be the curvatures of ~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4 respectively. By lemma 2.6, solving for
c1 in ~k
tJ−1~k = 0 gives the usual Descartes relationship
c1 = a+ b+ c± 2
√
ab+ ac+ bc
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We will take the positive square root since we are selecting the internal tangent circle. Using
the translation map 2.12 derived earlier, translation from P = R~e1( ~E) to R~e2( ~E) is given by
U =

0 −1 0 0
1 2 0 0
0 2 1 0
0 2 0 1

Let {Cn} be the sequence of disks in which C1 is the smaller of the disks tangent to A,B,C
and Cn is the smaller of the disks tangent to A,B,Cn−1. Let cn = curvature(Cn). The
necklace curvatures {cn} are then the curvatures of the U -translates of ~e1. The nth iterate
of U is
Un =

1− n −n 0 0
n n+ 1 0 0
n(n− 1) n(n+ 1) 1 0
n(n− 1) n(n+ 1) 0 1

Using the linearity of the Lorentz product,
cn = curvature(U
n~e1) = (1− n, n, n(n− 1), n(n− 1)) ◦ ~E
=(1− n)~e1 ◦ ~E + n~e2 ◦ ~E + n(n− 1)~e3 ◦ ~E + n(n− 1)~e4 ◦ ~E
=(1− n)c+ nc1 + n(n− 1)(a+ b)
=(1− n)c+ n(a+ b+ c+√ab+ ac+ bc) + n2(a+ b)− n(a+ b)
=c+ 2n
√
ab+ ac+ bc+ n2(a+ b) (3.2)
Let  > 0 be given. If we replace a 7→ a +  then cn increases. By [Kasner and Supnick
(1943)], M(a, b, c; t) can be summed up by necklaces, thus with the above replacement, each
set of necklace curvatures increases. Thus, each set of necklace radii decrease. Since t > 1,
M(a+ , b, c; t) < M(a, b, c; t). Since M is symmetric in each a, b, c, M is strictly decreasing
in each variable.
If T (a, b, c) is dilated by a factor of 1
α
, where α > 0, then the radii rn are replaced by
1
α
rn
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and a, b, c are scaled by α. So, we see that M is homogenous of degree −t:
M(αa, αb, αc; t) = α−tM(a, b, c; t) (3.3)
This M function has enough nice properties that we are able to develop some useful multi-
plicative inequalities.
Lemma 3.2. (Boyd) Let 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c, and b > 0. Then,
(a+ c)−tM(0, 1, 1; t) ≤M(a, b, c; t) ≤ b−tM(0, 1, 1; t) (3.4)
We will prove a slightly more general result later. The result of lemma 3.2 immediately
implies that M(a, b, c; t) converges exactly when M(0, 1, 1; t) converges, so indeed S = δ is
independent of (a, b, c). Therefore, it suffices to study
sup{t : M(0, 1, 1; t) =∞} = inf{t : M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞}
Since the Apollonian packing is a fractal with self-similarity properties, it is no surprise
that there are self-similarity inequalities governing the behavior of M(a, b, c). To derive
such inequalities, we sum up M(a, b, c) by summing up the curvatures of the center disk,
A1 = B1 = C1, three necklace tails of disks, {An}, {Bn}, {Cn}, and six bands of sub-triangles
(see figure 1).
M(a, b, c) = a−t1 +
∞∑
n=2
(a−tn + b
−t
n + c
−t
n )
+
∞∑
n=1
(M(b, an, an+1) +M(c, an, an+1) +M(c, bn, bn+1)
+M(a, bn, bn+1) +M(a, cn, cn+1) +M(b, cn, cn+1)) (3.5)
With this functional type equation in M , it is now possible to apply the basic inequality
of lemma 3.2 to the six bands of sub-triangles M(b, an, an+1), ...,M(b, cn, cn+1). Letting
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(a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) and applying the upper inequality of 3.2, we get
M(0, 1, 1) ≤ a−t1 +
∞∑
n=2
(a−tn + b
−t
n + c
−t
n ) +M(0, 1, 1)
∞∑
n=1
(2a−tn + 2b
−t
n + 2c
−t
n ) (3.6)
Let h0(t) = a
−t
1 +
∑∞
n=2(a
−t
n + b
−t
n + c
−t
n ) and f0(t) = 2
∑∞
n=1(a
−t
n + b
−t
n + c
−t
n ). We can then
write a self-similarity inequality
M(0, 1, 1) ≤ h0(t) +M(0, 1, 1)f0(t) (3.7)
If M(0, 1, 1; t) < ∞, f0(t)M(0, 1, 1) can algebraically move to the left hand side as a finite
quantity to obtain
M(0, 1, 1) ≤ h0(t)
1− f0(t) (3.8)
which, in itself, suggests that t > S when t is the root of f0 − 1. Part of the result in
[Boyd (1971)] shows that extracting the unique root of f0(t) − 1 indeed provides an upper
bound for δ. Based on calculations discussed in the next sections, this root is t ≈ 1.571653,
and although somewhat above the true value of δ, this is a rigorous bound as compared to
the heuristic approximations obtained in [Gilbert (1964)], [Melzak (1966)], [Boyd (1982)],
[Manna and Herrmann (1991)], [Thomas and Dhar (1994)], [McMullen (1998)], and [Bai and
Finch (2018)]. In a similar manner as above, we can get a rigid lower bound for δ. Applying
the lower inequality (a + c)−tM(0, 1, 1) ≤ M(a, b, c) from lemma 3.2 towards equation 3.5,
we get
M(0, 1, 1) ≥ h0(t) +M(0, 1, 1)
∞∑
n=1
((b+ an+1)
−t + (c+ an+1)−t + (c+ bn+1)−t
+ (a+ bn+1)
−t + (a+ cn+1)−t + (b+ cn+1)−t) (3.9)
Letting
g0(t) = (b+ an+1)
−t + (c+ an+1)−t + (c+ bn+1)−t + (a+ bn+1)−t + (a+ cn+1)−t + (b+ cn+1)−t
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and (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), then solving g0(t) = 1, we obtain a lower bound of t ≈ 1.191559.
Combining the results from these two basic self-similarity inequalities gives
1.191559 ≤ δ ≤ 1.571653
In order to obtain tighter bounds, we may iterate 3.7 and 3.9 by replacing the sub-triangle
functions M(a, cn, cn+1) etc. with their expanded sums of the form in equation 3.5 and
applying lemma 3.2. The initial bounds are coarse for at least two reasons: First, we are
applying the basic inequalities from lemma 3.2 to M(a, bn, bn+1) etc., even though a, bn, and
bn+1 may be relatively small. If we can sum up, say, M(a, bn, bn+1) in the same manner
as 3.5 by taking a center disk, three tails, and 6 bands of sub-triangles, then we will have
comparatively larger curvatures, for which the inequalities of lemma 3.2 will numerically
tighten. Second, we will see in the next section that the derivation of 3.5 involves a chain of
two inequality signs. Though the double inequality gives the desired result, it is possible to
improve upon them by using some additional properties of M(a, b, c).
We postpone the exact details of the construction of iterate functions fm and gm until the
next section when we define them for the Boyd/Mallows packing. Briefly, in the current case
of the Apollonian packing, we define iterate functions f0, f1, f2, ... and g0, g1, g2, ... describing
the estimate terms in the self-similarity inequality 3.7 or 3.9 arising from when a sub-triangle
term M(·, ·, ·) is “broken into tails” via 3.5; which will happen exactly when the curvatures
of the bounding disks are sufficiently small below a certain bound, say κ > 0. The subscript
0, 1, 2, ... determines the maximum number m, of such iterations that can be taken before
stopping the iteration procedure and solving fm = 1 or gm = 1. As more terms to the series
representations of fm and gm are added, it becomes computationally more intensive to solve
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fm = 1 and gm = 1. Using a value of κ = 841 for g3 and a value of κ = 4900 for f4, the
bounds 1.272441 < δ < 1.35 were obtained in [Boyd (1971)], an impressive result considering
the computing resources available at the time. See section 3.5 for a brief discussion regarding
the computer architecture differences between then and now.
3.2 The Boyd/Mallows Packing
In the case of the Apollonian packing, the basis vectors {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} may be chosen to
represent mutually tangent circles, which in turn implies that the separation matrix has the
above circulant form. Boyd [Boyd (1974)] showed the existence of many other generalized
Apollonian packings that do not possess the mutually tangent condition. For instance, the
disks represented by ~e1 and ~e2 may be disjoint. Recall the separation formula 2.5,
cosh d(l1, l2) =
s2 − r21 − r22
2r1r2
If r1 = r2 =
1
2
then we get cosh d(l1, l2) = 2(s
2 − 1
2
). If s =
√
2, then we get a separation of
3. This leads to using the matrix
J =

1 −3 −1 −1
−3 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

to define a Lorentz product as well as a packing of disks with some distinct differences
compared to the Apollonian packing. Note that it is also possible to choose −J above and
all the results are the same modulo minus signs. The existence of this particular packing
was first shown by [Boyd (1974)]. Although Boyd provides the separation matrix and a
general description of the construction process, it was likely not until [Guettler and Mallows
(2010)] that pictures of this packing were published. We will refer to this packing as the
Boyd/Mallows packing.
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Figure 3.1: A region of a Boyd/Mallows packing with integer curvatures.
Let {rn} be a sequence of radii of the disks packed within a bounded region of a Boyd/-
Mallows packing. We again wish to estimate the critical exponent
S = inf
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj <∞
}
= sup
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj =∞
}
We now know that S = δ, the Hausdorff dimension of the residual set, due to [Sullivan
(1984)], or [Kontorovich and Oh (2011)].
What we can see from the above figure is that the Boyd/Mallows packing has a slightly
different construction process. In the Apollonian packing, exactly one disk of largest possible
radius is removed (or drawn in, according to our pictures) from a curvilinear triangle. In
this case, there are three disks. For example, in the above figure, within T (0, 1, 2), there are
initially three disks of curvature 8, 9, and 10.
Set ~k = (a, b, c, d) = (~e1◦ ~E,~e2◦ ~E,~e3◦ ~E,~e4◦ ~E). By lemma 2.6, writing ~ktJ−1~k = 0 gives
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an analogue of the Descarte’s quadruple relationship but for the Boyd/Mallows packing:
− 1
8
(a2 + b2)− 1
2
(c2 + d2) +
1
4
ab+
1
2
(a+ b)(c+ d) = 0 (3.10)
Define the quadratic form
K(~k) = ~ktJ−1~k
Define cn as being the smaller of the two solutions to K(cn, cn−1, a, b) = 0. So, the sequence
{cn} is the set of curvatures of “center disks” down the necklace opposite the triangle from
the bounding circle C of curvature c = c0. By symmetry, {bn} and {an} are the curvatures
of the center tails of circles in necklaces opposite bounding circles B and A, respectively.
Figure 3.2: Within T (a, b, c), there are 3 tangent circles to draw, at least initially.
To solve for a1, we know that the the disks corresponding to a and a1 are disjoint, so
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solving K(a1, a, b, c) = 0 results in
a1 = a+ 2b+ 2c±
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc
Similarly,
b1 = 2a+ b+ 2c±
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc
and also,
c1 = 2a+ 2b+ c±
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc
Lemma 3.3. Let A, B, and C be three pairwise externally tangent circles with curvatures
a, b, and c. Let {Cn} be the sequence of disks in which C1 is the smaller of the disks tangent
to A and B, and at a separation of 3 from C. Let Cn be the smaller of the disks tangent to
A and B at a separation of 3 from Cn−1. Then, ∀n ∈ N,
cn = gn(a, b, c) = c+ 2n
2(a+ b) + n
√
8d (3.11)
where d =
√
ab+ ac+ bc.
Proof. Let {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} be the standard basis with the separation matrix
J = [~ei ◦ ~ej] =

1 −3 −1 −1
−3 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

and
~k = (curv(~e1), curv(~e2), curv(~e3), curv(~e4) = (~e1 ◦ ~E,~e2 ◦ ~E,~e3 ◦ ~E,~e4 ◦ ~E) = (c, c1, a, b)
Consider the reflections R1 = R(1,−1,2,2) and R2 = R(1,−1,0,0). Then, R2R1 = P is a parabolic
translation moving ~e1 to ~e2 and
P n =

1− n −n 0 0
n n+ 1 0 0
2n(n− 1) 2n(n+ 1) 1 0
2n(n− 1) 2n(n+ 1) 0 1

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Then, by the linearity of the Lorentz product,
cn = curv(P
n~e1) = curv(1− n, n, 2n(n− 1), 2n(n− 1))
= (1− n)(~e1 ◦ ~E) + n(~e2 ◦ ~E) + 2n(n− 1)((~e3 + ~e4) ◦ ~E)
= (1− n)c+ nc1 + 2n(n− 1)(a+ b)
Note that, based on the picture determined by the curvatures a, b, c, c1, ~E (the point at
infinity) is not ~e3 + ~e4. Using c1 = 2a+ 2b+ c+
√
8d gives the desired result.
For example, using T (0, 1, 2) pictured above, we have c1 = 8, c2 = 18, c3 = 32 etc. Since
the necklace opposite the curvilinear triangle from either A, B or C has three “tails”, we
need formulas for the curvatures of the circles in the “left” and “right” tails.
Lemma 3.4. Let A, B, and C be three pairwise externally tangent circles with curvatures
a, b, and c. Let {Cn,r} be the sequence of circles in which C1,r is the smaller of the circles
tangent to C1 and C2, and at a separation of 3 from A. Let Cn,l be the smaller of the circles
tangent to Cn+1 and Cn at a separation of 3 from B. Then, ∀n ∈ N,
cn,r = rn(a, b, c) = g1(b, c, a) + 2n(2(a+ b) + 2n(a+ b) +
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc)
= a+ 2b+ 2c+ 4(n2 + n)(a+ b) + (2n+ 1)
√
8d (3.12)
and
cn,l = ln(a, b, c) = g1(c, a, b) + 2n(2a+ 2b+ 2n(a+ b) +
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc)
= 2a+ b+ 2c+ 4(n2 + n)(a+ b) + (2n+ 1)
√
8d (3.13)
where d =
√
ab+ ac+ bc.
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Proof. As before, let {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} be a basis with the separation matrix J above and ~k =
(~e1 ◦ ~E,~e2 ◦ ~E,~e3 ◦ ~E,~e4 ◦ ~E) = (c, c1, a, b). Consider the reflection R3 = R(1,1,−2,0). Then,
R3(~e3) = (1, 1,−1, 0). So,
P n(1, 1,−1, 0) = (1− 2n, 1 + 2n, 4n2 − 1, 4n2)
=⇒ cn,r = (1− 2n)c+ (1 + 2n)c1 + (4n2 − 1)a+ 4n2b
Substituting in c1 = 2a + 2b + c +
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc gives the desired result. Interchanging
the roles of a and b gives the formula for the sequence of circle curvatures in the left tail
cn,l.
In order to craft self-similarity inequalities, we need to establish some properties of an
analogous zeta-type function for the Boyd/Mallows packing. Let T (a, b, c) be the region
bounded by three mutually externally tangent circles A, B, and C with curvatures a, b, c
such that 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c, b > 0, and t > 0. Define
M(a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=1
rtn (3.14)
where rn are the radii of the disks within T (a, b, c) packed according to the discrete sym-
metry group of the Boyd/Mallows packing (described explicitly at the end of this section).
Notational caution: Despite the same notation, throughout this section, this M function
is for the Boyd/Mallows packing, not the Apollonian packing.
As a result of formulas 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13, M(a, b, c; t) is a decreasing function of
variables a, b, c and is strictly decreasing when t > δ since T (a, b, c) can be comprised of
necklaces, explicitly given in 3.17. Additionally, for the same reasons as in the previous
section, M(a, b, c; t) is symmetric in a, b, c and homogenous of degree −t.
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We wish to establish that
M(a, b, c; t) <∞⇐⇒M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞
allowing us to specifically analyze the Boyd/Mallows packing within T (0, 1, 1) and hence
develop bounds for
sup{t : M(0, 1, 1; t) =∞} = inf{t : M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞}
Remark. The Boyd/Mallows packing in T (0, 1, 1) is not an integer packing since, for
instance cn = gn(0, 1, 1) = 1 + 2n
2 +
√
8n.
Lemma 3.5. Let 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c, b > 0 and M defined by 3.14. Then,
(a+ c)−tM(0, 1, 1; t) ≤M(a, b, c; t) ≤ b−tM(0, 1, 1; t) (3.15)
with the inequality holding in the extended sense when t < S = δ.
The proof will be done similarly to Lemma 1 in [Boyd (1971)] without the osculatory
assumption of the Apollonian packing.
Proof. For the rightmost inequality, let α = 1
b
. Then, using the homogeneity and decreasing
properties of M , we have
btM(a, b, c; t) = bt
∞∑
n=1
rtn =
∞∑
n=1
(brn)
t = M(
a
b
,
b
b
,
c
b
; t) ≤M(0, 1, c
b
; t) ≤M(0, 1, 1; t)
Note that the use of two ≤’s makes this inequality somewhat more coarse, as mentioned
earlier. For the leftmost inequality, we have M(a, b, c; t) = c−tM(a
c
, b
c
, 1; t) ≥ c−tM(a
c
, 1, 1; t).
Note that if a = 0, we’re done. If a > 0, then a
c
> 0. So, it suffices to show that for any
r > 0,
M
(
1
r
, 1, 1; t
)
≥
(
r
r + 1
)t
M(0, 1, 1; t) (3.16)
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since by setting r =
c
a
, we get
M
(a
c
, 1, 1; t
)
≥
( c
a
c
a
+ 1
)t
M(0, 1, 1; t) =
(
c
c+ a
)t
M(0, 1, 1; t) =
ct
(c+ a)t
M(0, 1, 1; t)
and thus
M(a, b, c; t) ≥ c−tM
(a
c
, 1, 1; t
)
≥ (a+ c)−tM(0, 1, 1; t)
Figure 3.3: Mapping T (1
r
, 1, 1) to T (0, 1, 1) via inversion.
Now, to prove 3.16, we need to compare the radii of disks packed in T (1
r
, 1, 1) compared
to T (0, 1, 1). Fortunately, we can easily map T (1
r
, 1, 1) to T (0, 1, 1) via an inversion mapping.
Let T1 = T (
1
r
, 1, 1) and T2 = T (0, 1, 1)
Let T1 be enclosed by circles of radius 1, 1, and r. Then, the center of the circle of radius
r is on the horizontal line tangent to the circles of radius 1. Let Γ be the circle orthogonal
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to the circles of radius one, and let Γ have radius γ and center O as pictured in figure 3.3.
Then, inversion through Γ fixes the circles of radius one and sends the circle of radius r to
the vertical line making the left side of T2. Thus, inversion through Γ sends T1 to T2. Let
d = d(O, T1), the distance between O and T1. Then,
d = 2r cos θ
Figure 3.4: Expressing the radii of Γ and T1 together.
By the star trek lemma and the Pythagorean theorem, cos 2θ = γ−r
r+1
and also γ − r =
√
r2 + 2r. So,
γ = r +
√
(r + 1)2 − 1
We can now use the distances d = d(O, T1) and γ = d(O, T2) to relate the radius of a disk
in T1 to it’s inverted image in T2.
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Figure 3.5: Comparing radii in T1 versus T2.
By definition of inversion,
|OA||OA′| = |OB||OB′| = γ2
Then,
|A′B′| = |OA′| − |OB′| = γ
2
|OA| −
γ2
|OB| = γ
2
( |OB| − |OA|
|OA||OB|
)
= γ2
( |AB|
|OA||OB|
)
Since |OA| ≥ d and |OB| ≥ d but not both equal, we get |OA||OB| > d2. So,
|A′B′| = γ2
( |AB|
|OA||OB|
)
<
γ2
d2
|AB|
Thus, if a disk in T1 has radius r1, then its inverted image in T2 has radius r2 such that
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2r2 <
γ2
d2
(2r1) or
d2
γ2
r2 < r1
We can simplify the above estimate in terms of r.
d2
γ2
=
(2r cos θ)2
γ2
=
4r2
γ2
(
cos 2θ + 1
2
)
=
2r2
(
γ−r
r+1
+ 1
)
γ2
=
2r2
(
γ+1
r+1
)
(r +
√
(r + 1)2 − 1)2
=
2r2
(
γ+1
r+1
)
2r(1 + r +
√
(r + 1)2 − 1) =
r
r + 1
(
r + 1 +
√
(r + 1)2 − 1
r + 1 +
√
(1 + r)2 − 1
)
=
r
r + 1
So, we get
r
r + 1
r2 < r1 =⇒
(
r
r + 1
r2
)t
< rt1
Therefore, (
r
r + 1
)t
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≤M(1
r
, 1, 1; t)
from which the result follows.
We now proceed to develop a basic self-similarity argument by summing up the circle
curvatures in T (a, b, c). A functional type equation for M(a, b, c) can be developed by writing
M(a, b, c) as a sum of 3 necklaces (each with 3 bands of circles), four central triangles, and
18 sub-triangle bands (6 from each necklace):
M(a, b, c) =
∞∑
n=1
(
a−tn + a
−t
n,l + a
−t
n,r + b
−t
n + b
−t
n,l + b
−t
n,r + c
−t
n + c
−t
n,l + c
−t
n,r
)
+M(a, c1, b1) +M(b, c1, a1) +M(c, b1, a1) +M(c1, b1, a1)
+
∞∑
n=1
(M(b, an, an,l) +M(b, an+1, an,l) +M(an, an,l, an,r) +M(an+1, an,l, an,r)
+M(c, an, an,r) +M(c, an+1, an,r)
+M(c, bn, bn,l) +M(c, bn+1, bn,l) +M(bn, bn,r, bn,l) +M(bn+1, bn,r, bn,l)
+M(a, bn, bn,r) +M(a, bn+1, bn,r)
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+M(a, cn, cn,l) +M(a, cn+1, cn,l) +M(cn, cn,l, cn,r) +M(cn+1, cn,l, cn,r)
+M(b, cn, cn,r) +M(b, cn+1, cn,r)) (3.17)
Figure 3.6: The 0th iteration necklace of the Boyd/Mallows packing.
Note that since we are assuming that 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c and b > 0, then c1 ≤ b1 ≤ a1,
an+1 ≤ an,l ≤ an,r, bn+1 ≤ bn,r ≤ bn,l, and cn+1 ≤ cn,l ≤ cn,r so that the above sums with
M(·, ·, ·) are written in increasing curvature so that we may make use of lemma 3.5.
Define
h0(t) =
∞∑
n=1
(
a−tn + a
−t
n,l + a
−t
n,r + b
−t
n + b
−t
n,l + b
−t
n,r + c
−t
n + c
−t
n,l + c
−t
n,r
)
Applying the lower inequality of lemma 3.5, we get
M(a, b, c) ≤ h0(t) + 2M(0, 1, 1)(c−t1 + b−t1 +
∞∑
n=1
(a−tn + a
−t
n+1 + a
−t
n,l + b
−t
n + b
−t
n+1 + b
−t
n,r
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+ c−tn + c
−t
n+1 + c
−t
n,l)) (3.18)
If we write
f0(a, b, c; t) = 2(c
−t
1 + b
−t
1 +
∞∑
n=1
(a−tn + a
−t
n+1 + a
−t
n,l + b
−t
n + b
−t
n+1 + b
−t
n,r + c
−t
n + c
−t
n+1 + c
−t
n,l))
and let (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) and f0(t) = f0(0, 1, 1; t), it is now possible to write
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≤ h0(t) +M(0, 1, 1; t)f0(t) (3.19)
Symbolically, this appears to imply that if f0(t) < 1, then
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≤ h0(t)
1− f0(t) (3.20)
One must treat such inequalities with caution since it is possible that M(0, 1, 1; t) =∞. For
instance, if we naively write M(0, 1, 1; t) = 2∞ and f0(t) = 12 , then 2∞ ≤ h0(t) +∞ does
not mean that ∞ ≤ h0(t). On the other hand, if M(0, 1, 1) <∞, then inequality 3.20 does
hold and hints that t > S = δ when f0(t) = 1. The result of Theorem 3.1 will show that
extracting the unique root of f0(t) − 1 indeed gives an upper bound for S of t = 1.549702.
Based on our computations, this value is truncated, not approximated. A discussion of the
potential numerical error arising from solving f0(t) = 1 is discussed after the main result of
Theorem 3.1.
Applying the lower inequality from lemma 3.5 to equation 3.17 gives another self-similarity
statement, this time for a lower bound:
M(a, b, c) ≥ h0(t) +M(0, 1, 1)
(
(a+ b1)
−t + (b+ a1)−t + (c+ a1)−t + (c1 + a1)−t
+
∞∑
n=1
(2(b+ an,l)
−t + 2(c+ an,r)−t + (an + an,r)−t + (an+1 + an,r)−t
+ 2(c+ bn,l)
−t + 2(a+ bn,r)−t + (bn + bn,l)−t + (bn+1 + bn,l)−t
+ 2(a+ cn,l)
−t + 2(b+ cn,r)−t + (cn + cn,r)−t + (cn+1 + cn,r)−t)
)
(3.21)
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Letting g0(t) be the function to the right of M(0, 1, 1) above with (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), we can
write
M(0, 1, 1) ≥ h0(t) +M(0, 1, 1)g0(t)
Theorem 3.1 will also show that solving g0(t) = 1 yields a lower bound of t = 1.238656. So,
we have established rigorous (albeit somewhat coarse) bounds on the critical exponent or
residual set Hausdorff dimension of the Boyd/Mallows packing:
1.238656 ≤ δ ≤ 1.549702
Note: it is possible to replace the above inequality signs “≤” with strict inequalities “<”.
However, “≤” signs result as an artifact of the proof of Theorem 3.1. To sharpen these
bounds, a similar iteration algorithm as discussed in the previous section will be employed.
The basic idea is to begin with the “0th necklace iteration” sum, equation 3.17. If an
M(x, y, z) occurring in this sum is sufficiently large (meaning that the middle curvature
term y within T (x, y, z) is sufficiently small below a given fixed bound, say κ > 0), then we
“take tails” on T (x, y, z) meaning M(x, y, z) is itself broken into a necklace sum or functional-
type sum of the form 3.17. This is the first iteration. Continue this iteration process, which
(as we will show) will eventually stabilize once all triangle triples T (·, ·, ·) are such that the
middle term is larger than κ. If κ is relatively large, several iterations may be possible. If
κ < c1, then no iterations will take place because the smallest middle curvature triple of
subtriangles within a 0th iteration necklace of T (a, b, c) is c1. Since the inequalities of lemma
3.5 numerically sharpen as curvatures a, b, and c increase, the upper bound estimates drop
to δ meanwhile the lower bound estimates increase to δ. The following results will provide
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the technical details required to make the above explanation precise.
To facilitate the notation of writing expressions involving multiple sums, define the fol-
lowing map:
S : M(a, b, c) 7→M(a, b, c1) +M(a, c1, b1) +M(a, c, b1) +M(b, c1, a1)
+M(b, c, a1) +M(c, b1, a1) +M(c1, b1, a1) (3.22)
Also assume that S is linear so that iterates S2 = S ◦ S (composition, not Lorentz product),
S3 = S ◦ S ◦ S etc. make sense.
Lemma 3.6. Let 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c and b > 0. Define Mj(a, b, c; t) by the following recursion:
M1(a, b, c; t) = a
−t
1 + b
−t
1 + c
−t
1 (3.23)
Mj(a, b, c; t) = Mj−1(a, b, c; t) + Sj−1M1(a, b, c; t) (j ≥ 2) (3.24)
Then, {Mj(a, b, c; t)}∞j=1 is a positive monotone increasing sequence of functions with limit
M(a, b, c; t).
One implication of this lemma is that the Boyd/Mallows packing is complete. This will
also be shown later using the group of symmetries in lemma 3.8. Also, the method of proof
provides information about the rate at which {Mj(a, b, c; t)} counts the circles up to a given
curvature within T (a, b, c). Also note for later that lemma 3.5 applies to Mj (This fact will
be used in the proof of Theorem 3.1).
Proof. Let P = P(a, b, c) denote the full packing of circles in T (a, b, c). Let Pj denote the
partial packing of disks occurring in Mj. That is,
Mj(a, b, c; t) =
∑
~x∈Pj
(~x ◦ ~E)−t
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To show that Mj increases to M , we can show that Pj increases to P . This follows from
showing that kj(a, b, c), the minimum curvature of disks in P −Pj goes to infinity as j goes
to infinity. Since 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c and letting
k0(a, b, c) = min{c1, b1, a1} = c1
then
k1(a, b, c) =
min{k0(a, b, c1), k0(a, c1, b1), k0(a, c, b1), k0(b, c1, a1), k0(b, c, a1), k0(c, b1, a1), k0(c1, b1, a1)}
= c2 = c+ 4(a+ b) + 2(2a+ 2b+
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc)
≥ b+ 4b+ 4b+
√
8
√
b2
≥ 11b (3.25)
We now proceed by induction to show that kj(a, b, c) ≥ j2b. Assume that kj−1(a, b, c) ≥
(j − 1)2b. Then,
kj(a, b, c) = min{cj+1, kj−1(a, c1, c1,l)}
≥min{cj+1, (j − 1)2c1}
≥min{2j2b, (j − 1)2(11b)}
≥2j2b
Thus, if t > S, M(a, b, c; t) is an absolutely convergent series, so
M(a, b, c; t)−Mj(a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=N(j)
rtn ≤
∞∑
n=3j
rtn −→ 0 as j −→∞
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where N(j) = 3
∑j
k=1 7
k−1. If t < S, then the sequence of partial sums
{∑K
n=1 r
t
n
}∞
K=1
is
unbounded, thus Mj(a, b, c; t) =
∑N(j)
n=1 r
t
n ↗∞.
In order to iterate equation 3.17, we first define a set-valued function which outputs the
triangle triples (as vectors in R3) arising from the sum in 3.17. Let
τ(a, b, c) = {(a, c1, b1), (b, c1, a1), (c, b1, a1), (c1, b1, a1)}∪
∞⋃
n=1
{(b, an, an,l), (b, an+1, an,l), (an, an,l, an,r), (an+1, an,l, an,r),
(c, an, an,r), (c, an+1, an,r),
(c, bn, bn,l), (c, bn+1, bn,l), (bn, bn,r, bn,l), (bn+1, bn,r, bn,l),
(a, bn, bn,r), (a, bn+1, bn,r),
(a, cn, cn,l), (a, cn+1, cn,l), (cn, cn,l, cn,r), (cn+1, cn,l, cn,r),
(b, cn, cn,r), (b, cn+1, cn,r)} (3.26)
Let κ > 0. Define
f0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
y−t : ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ(a, b, c)} (3.27)
g0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
(x+ z)−t : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c)} (3.28)
h0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=1
(
a−tn + a
−t
n,l + a
−t
n,r + b
−t
n + b
−t
n,l + b
−t
n,r + c
−t
n + c
−t
n,l + c
−t
n,r
)
(3.29)
These are the 0th iterate functions from earlier.
Let l be a set (or a list). Define a list iteration function
S (κ, l) = l ∪
⋃
{τ(x, y, z)− {(x, y, z)} : y < κ, (x, y, z) ∈ l} (3.30)
For fixed κ > 0, define iterates of S as
S m(κ, l) = S (κ,S (κ, ...)...)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
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For convenience of notation, we will allow S m(∞, l) to mean the unrestricted iteration of
S done m times. For m ≥ 1, define
fm(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
y−t : ~x ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c))} (3.31)
gm(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
(x+ z)−t : ~x ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c))} (3.32)
hm(κ; a, b, c; t) = hm−1(κ; a, b, c; t)
+
∑{
h0(κ;x, y, z; t) : ~x ∈ S m−1(κ; τ(a, b, c)), y < κ
}
(3.33)
For fixed κ, a, b, c, and m, the functions fm, gm, and hm above are defined when t >
1
2
.
At t = 1
2
, they are harmonic-type series since cn  n2. If c1 > 1, they are non-negative,
continuous, strictly monotone decreasing functions of t, tending to ∞ as t → 1
2
+
and 0 as
t→∞. Based on the above definitions of fm, gm, and hm, if κ is smaller than all sub-triangle
curvatures, we expect that the iteration should terminate; in other words, fm = fm+1 = · · · .
We next exhibit discrete bounding or “cutoff” values for κ which ensure that the iteration
process terminates. Finding such values is effectively the same as finding the largest sub-
triangle at a given iteration stage of the packing.
Lemma 3.7. Let m ≥ 0 and fm, gm, hm be defined as above. If κ ≤ 5p+1b then
fm(κ; a, b, c; t) = fp(κ; a, b, c; t) ∀m ≥ p
gm(κ; a, b, c; t) = gp(κ; a, b, c; t) ∀m ≥ p
hm(κ; a, b, c; t) = hp(κ; a, b, c; t) ∀m ≥ p
In the case (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), let βm be defined as β0 = c1 = 3 + 2
√
2, and βm = β
m+1
0 .
Then, if κ ≤ βm,
fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) = fp(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) ∀m ≥ p (3.34)
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Figure 3.7: The first iteration of the necklace packing for any c1 < κ ≤ b1. The gray disks
are added because those four subtriangles have a middle curvature smaller than κ.
and similarly for gm and hm.
Proof. We show by induction that if κ ≤ 5mb, then min{y : (x, y, x) ∈ S m−1(∞; τ(a, b, c))} ≥
κ implying fm = fm−1 by the definition of fm. By lemma 3.6, we have
{min{y : (x, y, x) ∈ S m−1(∞; τ(a, b, c))}}∞m=1 = {c1, g1(c1, b1, a), ...}
and since
c1 = c+ 2a+ 2b+
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc ≥ 3b+
√
8
√
b2 ≥ 5b
then assuming min{y : (x, y, x) ∈ S m−1(∞; τ(a, b, c)) ≥ 5m−1b implies
min{y : (x, y, x) ∈ S m(∞; τ(a, b, c)) ≥ 5(5m−1b)
When (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), the above minimum arises from the largest sub-triangle. The base
case m = 0 gives c1 = 3 + 2
√
2 and by the symmetry of the packing, induction shows that
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the minimum is explicitly
min{y : (x, y, x) ∈ S m(∞; τ(0, 1, 1))} = (3 + 2
√
2)m+1
The proof is similar for gm and hm.
Remark. When (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), since β0 > 5, the cutoff values are tight compared
to the more conservative 5m+1 for general (a, b, c). Compare the expression for βm to that
of δ2m in [Boyd (1971)]. βm used here is simpler due to an additional symmetry enjoyed
by the Boyd/Mallows packing within T (0, 1, 1); namely, the largest sub-triangles T (x, y, z)
corresponding to the κ−cutoff value may have y = z. Due to this symmetry and the
definitions of fm, gm, and hm, many of the details in the following theorem follow similarly
to Theorem 1 in [Boyd (1971)].
Theorem 3.1. Let S be the critical exponent of the Boyd/Mallows packing. Let fm(κ; a, b, c; t),
gm(κ; a, b, c; t), and hm(κ; a, b, c; t) be defined as above for κ > 0, m ≥ 0, and t > 12 . Define
µm(κ) and λm(κ) to be the unique solutions of fm(κ; 0, 1, 1;µm(κ)) = 1 and gm(κ; 0, 1, 1;λm(κ)) =
1 respectively. Then,
λm(κ) ≤ S ≤ µm(κ) (3.35)
Moreover, if 1 < κ ≤ βm, then λm(κ) = λm+1(κ) = · · · , µm(κ) = µm+1(κ) = · · · , and
0 < µm(κ)− λm(κ) < 1
log11 κ
(3.36)
Proof. With (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), c1 = 3 + 2
√
2 > 1, so fm and gm are strictly decreasing,
continuous functions. Thus, µm(κ) and λm(κ) are unique. We will show that if t > µm(κ),
then
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≤ hm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) (3.37)
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and if t > λm(κ), then
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≥ hm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− gm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) (3.38)
To establish 3.37, we first show that
Mj(a, b, c; t) ≤ hm(κ; a, b, c; t) +Mj(0, 1, 1; t)fm(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.39)
Let m = 0, fix κ > 0 and t > 1
2
. Using lemma 3.5 and 3.17,
Mj(a, b, c; t) < h0(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑{
Mj−1(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), y ≤ βj+10
}
< h0(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑{
y−tMj−1(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c)
}
= h0(κ; a, b, c; t) + f0(κ; a, b, c; t)Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t)
< h0(κ; a, b, c; t) + f0(κ; a, b, c; t)Mj(0, 1, 1; t) (3.40)
establishing 3.39 for m = 0. If also true for 1, ...,m− 1, then using the definitions of fm and
hm,
Mj(a, b, c; t)
< h0(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{Mj−1(~x; t) : ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ(a, b, c), y < κ}
+
∑{
Mj−1(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), κ ≤ y ≤ βj+10
}
< h0(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{hm−1(κ; ~x; t) + fm−1(κ; ~x; t)Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), y < κ}
+
∑{
y−tMj−1(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), κ ≤ y ≤ βj+10
}
< hm(κ; a, b, c; t) +Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t)fm(κ; a, b, c; t)
< hm(κ; a, b, c; t) +Mj(0, 1, 1; t)fm(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.41)
This establishes 3.39 using induction. Now set (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) and let t > µm(κ), making
fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) < 1. As before, we get Mj(0, 1, 1; t)(1− fm(κ; a, b, c; t)) < hm(κ; a, b, c; t) and
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then
Mj(0, 1, 1; t) <
hm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) (3.42)
Since Mj ↗M , then letting j →∞, we get 3.37. Thus, if t > µm(κ), then M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞
implying by the definition of S that µm(κ) ≥ S.
To establish 3.38, we may assume that M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞, otherwise the inequality holds
trivially. Again using 3.5 and 3.17, we may write M(a, b, c; t) as a sum of disk necklaces and
remaining sub-triangles
M(a, b, c; t) = hm(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{M(~x; t) : ~x ∈ S m(κ, τ(a, b, c))}
≥ hm(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑{
(x+ z)−tM(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ S m(κ, τ(a, b, c))}
= hm(κ; a, b, c; t) + gm(κ; a, b, c; t)M(0, 1, 1; t)
Letting (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) establishes 3.38. If t > λm(κ) then gm < 1 since gm is decreasing.
Since limt→λm(κ)+ gm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) = 1 and
lim
t→λm(κ)+
hm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− gm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) ≤ limt→λm(κ)+M(0, 1, 1; t) = M(0, 1, 1;λm(κ))
then M(0, 1, 1;λm(κ)) =∞ which shows that λm(κ) ≤ S.
Next, we show that
gm(κ; a, b, c; t) ≥ 5.5−tfm(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.43)
For m = 0, we compare x+z to y for ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ(a, b, c). For instance, if ~x = (c, an, an,r)
(the 9th necklace term in τ(a, b, c)) then
c+ an,r = 2a+ b(1 + 4n+ 4n
2) + c(3 + 4n+ 4n2) +
√
8d(2n+ 1)
≤ 5.5(a+ b(2n2) + c(2n2) +
√
8dn) = 5.5an
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where d =
√
ab+ ac+ bc. The 11th and 21st terms in τ(a, b, c) can also be compared with the
constant 5.5, while the other terms can be compared with constants (also indpendent of κ
and m) ranging between 2 and 5. So, (x+z)−t ≥ 5.5−ty−t for all (x, y, z) ∈ τ(a, b, c) implying
g0(κ; a, b, c; t) ≥ 5.5−tf0(κ; a, b, c; t). If 3.43 is true for 1, ...,m − 1 then in the construction
of S m(κ, τ(a, b, c)), any sub-triangles T (x, y, z) with y < κ are replaced and 3.43 applies,
implying that gm ≥ 5.5−tfm.
Now let 1 < κ ≤ βm. By lemma 3.7, λm(κ) = λm+1(κ) = ... and µm(κ) = µm+1(κ) = ...
and y ≥ κ for all (x, y, x) ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c)). Let  > 0 be given. Since κ
βm
≤ 1, then if q
is a curvature occurring in the expression of fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t), then q ≥ βm, so κq ≤ 1. Thus,(
κ
q
)
≤ 1 = 1 and so
fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) =
∞∑
n=1
q−tn ≥
∞∑
n=1
κq−t−n = κ
fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t+ ) (3.44)
Computation showed that µ3(1153) = 1.394080, so λm(κ) ≤ 1.394080 for all κ and m. Thus,
5.5−λm(κ) ≥ 5.5−1.394080 > 1
11
. Using 3.43, 3.44, and κ > 1 to ensure log11 κ > 0,
1 = gm(κ; 0, 1, 1;λm(κ))
≥ 5.5−λm(κ)fm(κ; 0, 1, 1;λm(κ))
> 11−1fm(κ; 0, 1, 1;λm(κ))
≥ 11−1κµm(κ)−λm(κ)fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; (µm(κ)− λm(κ)) + λm(κ))
= 11−1κµm(κ)−λm(κ) (3.45)
This proves 3.36 and concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. The above condition that 1 < κ ≤ βm is necessary in establishing the multi-
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plicative inequality 3.44. For example, if m = 0 and κ = 6 > β0 = 3 +
√
8, then τ(0, 1, 1)
includes (0, 3 +
√
8, 3 +
√
8) so the property κ/q ≤ 1 fails. If 0 < κ ≤ 1, then log κ ≤ 0 and
the inequalities leading to 3.45 flip and give no useful information. If κ = 1, 3.44 degrades
to the monotonic decreasing property of fm. 0 < κ ≤ 1 could be treated as a separate case,
but since in our computations, we seek values of κ > 103 to get reasonable tightness, the
insistence that κ > 1 is a mild condition.
Theoretically, these rigorous bounds on S can be determined to arbitrarily high ac-
curacy since 1
log κ
→ 0 as κ → ∞. After performing computations, it appears that indeed
µm(κ)−λm(κ) = O( 1log κ). For instance, λ3(1153)−µ3(1153) ≈ 0.093656 < (log11(1153))−1 ≈
0.340121 (see table 3.1). So, the amount of computation time required with this method to
determine S within reasonable accuracy increases quite rapidly.
In order to obtain actual numerical values for upper and lower bounds based on Theorem
3.1, we need to solve fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) = 1 and gm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) = 1. Based on the fact that fm
and gm are defined as infinite series, this means that we must determine how to compute
sums such as
∞∑
n=1
c−tn ,
∞∑
n=1
c−tn,l,
∞∑
n=1
c−tn,r
With modern computational resources, it is straightforward to truncate the sums and simply
compute, for instance
∑50
n=1 c
−t
n with the understanding that there is some amount of error in
the approximation. In fact, since cn ≥ 0, any finite approximation of gm will yield a rigorous
lower bound, although the bound can be improved if the tails of the series are somehow
incorporated into the function. A finite approximation to f will yield, upon solving f = 1,
an invalid upper bound since the disks occurring in T (0, 1, 1) are under-counted. Perhaps a
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better strategy is to write
∞∑
n=1
c−tn =
N−1∑
n=1
c−tn +
∞∑
n=N
c−tn
and since the full series is convergent,
∑∞
n=N c
−t
n −→ 0 as N → ∞. Then, one method
to approximate the tail
∑∞
n=N c
−t
n is to use the well-know Euler-Maclaurin series formula
[Whittaker and Watson (1996)]:
∞∑
n=N
(n+ α)−t ≈ 1
2
(N + α)−t +
1
t− 1(N + α)
−t+1 +
t
12
(N + α)−t−1
− t(t+ 1)(t+ 2)
720
(N + α)−t−3 + · · · (3.46)
where we may desire more or less terms on the right-hand side depending on the choice of N .
Although asymptotic series such as the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula are divergent
due to the growth rate of the coefficients, it is possible to obtain good approximations to
series like
∑∞
n=N(n+ α)
−t by selecting an appropriate number of approximating terms from
the right-hand side of 3.46. We will initially select N = 20, and the first 4 terms on the
right-hand side of 3.46.
For example, we wish to write
cn = k((n+ α)
2 − β) (3.47)
Comparing coefficients (since n ranges over N) to equation 3.3, we get k = 2(a + b), α =
α(a, b, c) = d√
2(a+b)
, and β = β(a, b, c) = ab
2(a+b)2
, where d =
√
ab+ ac+ bc. Making use of
the binomial theorem,
∞∑
n=N
c−tn =
∞∑
n=N
(2(a+ b)((n+ α)2 − β))−t
= 2−t(a+ b)−t
∞∑
k=0
(−t
k
)
(−β)k
∞∑
n=N
((n+ α)2)−t−k (3.48)
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= 2−t(a+ b)−t
( ∞∑
n=N
(n+ α)−2t + tβ
∞∑
n=N
(n+ α)−2t−2 + 1
)
(3.49)
It was previously found that λ0(κ) = 1.238656 > 1.2, (for any κ > 0) so with N = 20 and
t > 1.2, we may use the 4th term of the right member of 3.46 to estimate that |1| < 2×10−9
by using only k = 0, 1 of equation 3.48. Letting
ζ(s,N, a, b, c) =
1
2
(N + α(a, b, c))−s +
1
s− 1(N + α(a, b, c))
−s+1
+
s
12
(N + α(a, b, c))−s−1 − s(s+ 1)(s+ 2)
720
(N + α(a, b, c))−s−3 (3.50)
we can then write
∞∑
n=N
c−tn ≈ 2−t(a+ b)−t (ζ(2t, N, a, b, c) + tβ(a, b, c)ζ(2t+ 2, N, a, b, c)) (3.51)
Similarly, to compute
∑∞
n=N c
−t
n+1 =
∑∞
n=N+1 c
−t
n ,
∞∑
n=N
c−tn+1 ≈ 2−t(a+ b)−t (ζ(2t, N + 1, a, b, c) + tβζ(2t+ 2, N + 1, a, b, c)) (3.52)
In a similar fashion, writing
cn,l = 4n
2(a+ b) + 2n(2a+ 2b+
√
8d) + 2a+ b+ 2c+
√
8d
and setting
cn,l = 4(a+ b)((n+ σc,l)
2 − δc,l)
implies that
σc,l =
a+ b+
√
2d
2(a+ b)
and δc,l = σ
2
c,l −
2a+ b+ 2c+
√
8d
4(a+ b)
Thus,
∞∑
n=N
c−tn,l ≈ 4−t(a+ b)−t (ζc,l(2t, N, a, b, c) + tδc,lζc,l(2t+ 2, N, a, b, c)) (3.53)
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where
ζc,l(s,N, a, b, c) =
1
2
(N + σc,l(a, b, c))
−s + · · ·
Making use ofM(a, b, c) ≥ (a+c)−tM(0, 1, 1) in 3.17, the tail terms arising from g0(κ; a, b, c; t)
are
∞∑
n=N
((an + an,r)
−t + (an+1 + an,r)−t + 2(a+ bn,r)−t + 2(a+ cn,l)−t
+ 2(b+ an,l)
−t + (bn + bn,l)−t + (bn+1 + bn,l)−t + 2(b+ cn,r)−t
+ 2(c+ an,r)
−t + 2(c+ bn,l)−t + (cn + cn,r)−t + (cn+1 + cn,r)−t) (3.54)
For instance, the second term in the above series can be written as
an+1 + an,r = 6(b+ c)n
2 + n(8(b+ c) + 3
√
8d) + n0(2
√
8d+ 3a+ 3b+ 4c)
= 6(b+ c)(n2 + 2nσ2 + σ
2
2 − δ2)
from which we get
σ2 =
4(b+ c) + 3
√
2d
6(b+ c)
and δ2 = σ
2
2 −
2
√
8d+ 3a+ 3b+ 4c
6(b+ c)
and so
∞∑
n=N
(an+1 + an,r)
−t =
∞∑
n=N
(6(b+ c)((n+ σ2)
2 − δ2))−t
≈ 6−t(b+ c)−t (ζ2(2t, N, a, b, c) + tδ2ζ2(2t+ 2, N, a, b, c)) (3.55)
where as before ζ2 is given by the Euler-Maclaurin asymptotic series
ζ2(s,N, a, b, c) =
1
2
(N + σ2(a, b, c))
−s + · · ·
Further details of the algorithm to compute the roots of f − 1 and g− 1 can be found in the
sample code supplied at the end of chapter 6.
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The inequalities presented in lemma 3.5 can be improved upon to offer tighter bounds
on S with roughly the same amount of computation. In [Boyd (1973b)], it was shown that
for the Apollonian packing,
(
a+
b+ c
2
)−t
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≤M(a, b, c; t) ≤ 1
2
((a+ b)−t + c−t)M(0, 1, 1; t) (3.56)
where again 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c, b > 0. Note that if b = c, the lower bound becomes 3.5 and
if also a = 0, the upper bound is that in 3.5. The proof of this inequality makes use of
a preliminary lemma and then the main theorem establishing that M(a, b, c; t) is a strictly
convex function of a, b, c ≥ 0. The properties used of the Apollonian packing in the lemma
are that M(a, b, c; t) is decreasing in all its variables, homogenous of degree −t, and that the
packing within T (0, 1, 1) is symmetric about it’s main vertical axis. But we now know from
above that the Boyd/Mallows packing within T (0, 1, 1) also satisfies these properties. The
only other property used in the main theorem is that
√
ab+ ac+ bc is a concave function
of (a, b, c). The corresponding quantity in the Boyd/Mallows packing is
√
8
√
ab+ ac+ bc,
which is also concave, (see [Beckenbach and Bellman (2012)] or [Marcus and Lopes (1957)]).
In order to make use of 3.56 for the Boyd/Mallows packing, we define the following
functions for κ > 0, 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c, b > 0, and t > 1
2
:
f0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
2−1((x+ y)−t + z−t) : ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ(a, b, c)}
g0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
(x+ 2−1(y + z))−t : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c)}
h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) = h0(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.57)
And for m ≥ 1, define
fm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
2−1((x+ y)−t + z−t) : ~x ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c))}
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gm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
(x+ 2−1(y + z))−t : ~x ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c))}
hm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) = hm(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.58)
We now get a similar result to Theorem 3.1 for the functions fm,i and gm,i.
Theorem 3.2. Let S be the critical exponent of the Boyd/Mallows packing. Let fm,i(κ; a, b, c; t),
gm,i(κ; a, b, c; t), and hm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) be defined by equations 3.57 and 3.58 as above for
κ > 0, m ≥ 0, and t > 1
2
. Define µm,i(κ) and λm,i(κ) to be the unique solutions of
fm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1;µm,i(κ)) = 1 and gm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1;λm,i(κ)) = 1 respectively. Then,
λm,i(κ) ≤ S ≤ µm,i(κ) (3.59)
Furthermore, if 1 < κ ≤ βm, then λm,i(κ) = λm+1,i(κ) = · · · , µm,i(κ) = µm+1,i(κ) = · · · , and
0 < µm,i(κ)− λm,i(κ) < 1
log11 κ
(3.60)
Proof. Let ~x = (x, y, z) denote a curvature triple. If (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), then since x + y ≥
c1 = β0 = 3 +
√
8 ≈ 5.83 > 1 and z ≥ c1 > 1 for all ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ(0, 1, 1), then
1
2
((x+y)−t+z−t) decreases as t increases, implying that f0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) is strictly decreasing
in variable t. Similarly, since x + y+z
2
≥ y+z
2
≥ y ≥ c1 > 1, then (x + y+z2 )−t decreases
as t increases. Thus, g0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) is also strictly decreasing in t. By induction and the
definition of S , fm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) and gm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) are strictly decreasing functions of t. In
addition, fm,i and gm,i are continuous, thus µm,i and λm,i are the uniquely defined roots of
fm,i − 1 and gm,i − 1, respectively.
For fixed κ > 0 and t > 1
2
, using 3.56,
Mj(a, b, c; t) < h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑{
Mj−1(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), y ≤ βj+10
}
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< h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑{
2−1((x+ y)−t + z−t)Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c)
}
= h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) + f0,i(κ; a, b, c; t)Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t)
< h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) + f0,i(κ; a, b, c; t)Mj(0, 1, 1; t) (3.61)
and assuming 3.61 is true for 1, ...,m− 1,
Mj(a, b, c; t)
< h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{Mj−1(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), y < κ}
+
∑{
Mj−1(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), κ ≤ y ≤ βj+10
}
< h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{hm−1,i(κ; ~x; t) + fm−1,i(κ; ~x; t)Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), y < κ}
+
∑{
2−1((x+ y)−t + z−t)Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c), κ ≤ y ≤ βj+10
}
< hm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +Mj−1(0, 1, 1; t)fm,i(κ; a, b, c; t)
< hm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +Mj(0, 1, 1; t)fm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.62)
Letting (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) and t > µm,i(κ) makes fm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) < 1 and so
Mj(a, b, c; t) <
hm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− fm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) <∞ (3.63)
Since Mj ↗M , then letting j →∞ shows that M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞ implying that µm,i(κ) ≥ S.
Similar to theorem 3.1, to show that λm,i(κ) ≤ S, we first assume that M(0, 1, 1; t) < ∞.
Now,
M(a, b, c; t) = hm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{M(~x; t) : ~x ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c))}
≥ hm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑{
(x+ 2−1(y + z))−tM(0, 1, 1; t)~x ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c))}
= hm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) + gm,i(κ; a, b, c; t)M(0, 1, 1; t) (3.64)
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Letting t↘ λm,i(κ) forces M(0, 1, 1; t)↗∞ implying that λm,i(κ) ≤ S.
Replacing fm with fm,i and gm with gm,i in lemma 3.7 shows that if κ ≤ βm, then
fm,i = fm+1,i = · · · and gm,i = gm+1,i = · · · implying that λm,i(κ) = λm+1,i(κ) = · · · and
µm,i(κ) = µm+1,i(κ) = · · · . Observe that for 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c and b > 0, 12((a + b)−t + c−t) ≤
1
2
b−t + 1
2
b−t = b−t and so for all (x, y, z) ∈ S m(κ; τ(a, b, c)), we have 1
2
((x+ y)−t + z−t) ≤ y−t
implying fm,i ≤ fm. When (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), (c1, c1, b1) = (3+
√
8, 3+
√
8, 4+
√
8) ∈ τ(0, 1, 1)
and 1
2
((2c1)
−t + b−t1 ) < c
−t
1 so the inequality is strict: fm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) < fm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t).
Similarly for gm and gm,i, we see that (a+ c)
−t ≤ (a+ b+c
2
)−t and (c1 + b1)−t < (c1 + c1+b12 )
−t
implying gm(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) < gm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t). Letting 1 < κ ≤ βm and combining with 3.36,
0 < µm,i(κ)− λm,i(κ) < µm(κ)− λm(κ) < 1
log11(κ)
(3.65)
The above results were incorporated into a computer program written using Sagemath
(which is effectively based on Python). All computations were run on personal computers
with 8 Gigabytes of random access memory and a single central processor unit. Table 3.1
provides the computed upper and lower bounds. The convergence rate with both sets of
inequalities appears to be roughly 1
log κ
(natural log, log base 10 and log base 11 all pro-
vided similar values), however the improved functions λm,i and µm,i appear to provide closer
starting values (λ0,i(κ) and µ0,i(κ)) to S. As suggested by Theorem 3.1, the approximate
slope of fm, gm, fm,i, and gm,i is − log κ. A numerical root-finding algorithm incorporating a
Newton type map x0 7→ − Alog κ(1 − f0(κ; 0, 1, 1, x0)) + x0 was employed using this constant
approximate slope. The value of A ≈ 1.5 as well as the initial guess for x0 can be adjusted to
offer faster or slower convergence to the root of fm−1, gm−1, fm,i−1, or gm,i−1. Iterations
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of the Newton type map were done until |fm(κ; 0, 1, 1;xn)−1| < 10−7, xn = x0, x1, x2, ... and
similar for gm, fm,i, gm,i.
m κ λm(κ) λm,i(κ) µm,i(κ) µm(κ)
0 ≤ β0 1.238656 1.304679 1.391406 1.549702
1 16 1.274746 1.316674 1.367061 1.445461
1 33 1.278722 1.318153 1.365074 1.437800
2 100 1.288116 1.320996 1.359760 1.417712
2 197 1.292704 1.322415 1.357262 1.408436
3 1153 1.300423 1.324607 1.353417 1.394080
4 6725 - 1.326166 1.350711 -
Table 3.1: Table of upper and lower bounds of S = δ for various κ andm of the Boyd/Mallows
packing.
The κ values of 33, 197, 1153, and 6725 were rounded down from the cutoff values of
β1 = β
2
0 ≈ 33.97, β2 = β30 ≈ 197.99, β3 = β40 ≈ 1153.99, and β4 = β50 ≈ 6725.99 where
β0 = 3 + 2
√
2 ≈ 5.82. The other values of 16 and 100 were inserted to illustrate that further
refinement of the estimate can happen even with the same number of iterations. The fact
that λ1,i(33) = 1.318153 proves that the critical exponent or Hausdorff dimension of the
residual set of the Boyd/Mallows packing is strictly greater than the critical exponent of the
Apollonian packing (see section 3.5). The longest calculations took approximately 6 hours
to complete. The above values are truncated, not rounded.
The fact that the Boyd/Mallows packing within T (0, 1, 1) is not an integral packing
presents somewhat of a computational slowdown since floating point numbers are needed in
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order to represent the curvatures occurring both in the finite part of 3.17 as well as in the
functions approximating the tails based on 3.46. To avoid floats in the initial curvature lists,
it is possible to instead derive a basic inequality like 3.15 for the integral packing within
T (0, 1, 2). Using the homogeneity and decreasing properties of M(a, b, c), we get
(
2
b
)−t
M(a, b, c) = M
(
2a
b
, 2,
2c
b
)
≤M(0, 2, 2) ≤M(0, 1, 2)
Equivalently,
M(a, b, c) ≤ 2tb−tM(0, 1, 2) (3.66)
Applying this inequality to 3.17,
M(a, b, c; t) ≤ h0(κ; a, b, c; t) + 2tM(0, 1, 2; t)f0(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.67)
Letting (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 2) then solving 2tf0(0; 0, 1, 2; t) = 1 yields t ≈ 1.808. For the first
iteration, solving 2tf1(33; 0, 1, 2; t) = 1 yields a better upper bound of approximately 1.544.
From the lower inequality of 3.5,
M(a, b, c) ≥ (a+ c)−tM(0, 1, 1) ≥ (a+ c)−tM(0, 1, 2)
and solving g0(0; 0, 1, 2; t) = 1 yields t ≈ 1.124783. With these farther apart starting values,
being “behind an iteration” appears to be a far greater computational burden than using
floating point numbers for the triangle curvatures. Floats may be required anyways since
evaluating f and g involve exponentiation.
Obtaining a heuristic estimate of S = δ is also possible by means similar to [Borkovec
et al. (1994)], whose methods are based on [Boyd (1973c)], [Melzak (1966)], and [Gilbert
(1964)]. The method presented here will rely on the inherent hyperbolic structure of the
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packing. We refer the reader to the previous chapter for some of the notation as well as
preliminary results in hyperbolic geometry. We will see that since each generator of the group
of lattice-preserving isometries Γ has a matrix representation, the problem of determining the
Hausdorff dimension of the residual set δ is then equivalent to determining the average growth
rate of the orbit of a point under random products of certain non-commuting matrices. After
a similarity transformation, these integer matrices correspond to Lorentz transformations (in
fact, Lorentz boosts, see [Thomas and Dhar (1994)] or [So¨derberg (1992)]) which generate a
discrete subgroup of the full Lorentz group O1,3(R).
Choose the standard basis and the separation matrix
J = [~ei ◦ ~ej] =

1 −3 −1 −1
−3 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

from earlier. Fix ~D = ~e1 +~e2 +~e3 +~e4 and let ~E = ~e3 +~e4 represent the point at infinity. We
wish to find generators for the group Γ with finite index in O+J (Z), the group of isometries
fixing the “forward cone” L+ and preserving the lattice
4⊕
j=1
~ejZ
With a set of generators for Γ, we may exhibit a finite (but large) orbit of a vector in H. The
limit set, Λ(Γ), is defined as the set of all accumulation points of Γ-orbits on the boundary
∂H. Since Γ acts discretely on H, any Γ-orbit has a limit set Λ(Γ) in the boundary ∂H with
some Hausdorff dimension. Loosely speaking, the results by [Patterson (1976)] and [Sullivan
(1984)] imply that this dimension is equal to the critical exponent of the group Γ, which
coincides with the critical exponent S above.
We may visualize the intersection of the hyperplanes ~e1 ◦ ~x = 0, ~e2 ◦ ~x = 0, ~e3 ◦ ~x = 0,
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and ~e4 ◦ ~x = 0 with the boundary as in the figure below.
Figure 3.8: A set of generating symmetries for the Boyd/Mallows packing which intersect
only tangentially.
Since Γ is generated by reflections [Ratcliffe (2006)] (in this case, reflections preserving
the lattice), we proceed to find such lattice-preserving reflection isometries by finding normal
vectors defining planes which are invariant subspaces of the reflections. This method is
similar to those in [Baragar (2017a)]. The planes with normal vectors ~n1, ~n2, ~n3, ~n4, ~n5 are
symmetries of the unbounded strip packing shown above and in figure 3.1. To find ~n1, we
note that ~n1 ◦ ~x = 0 intersects ~e2 ◦ ~x = 0, ~e3 ◦ ~x = 0, and ~e4 ◦ ~x = 0 perpendicularly.
This means that ~n1 ◦ ~e2 = ~n1 ◦ ~e3 = ~n1 ◦ ~e4 = 0. Letting the unknown ~x = (x1, x2, x3, x4),
one straightforward way to solve for ~n1 is to find a nontrivial solution to the set of linear
equations 
~x ◦ ~e2 = 0
~x ◦ ~e3 = 0
~x ◦ ~e4 = 0
⇐⇒

~xtJ~e2 = 0
~xtJ~e3 = 0
~xtJ~e4 = 0
⇐⇒

−3x1 + x2 − x3 − x4 = 0
−x1 − x2 + x3 − x4 = 0
−x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0
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⇐⇒
−3 1 −1 −1 0−1 −1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 −1 1 0
 (3.68)
Solving for ~x is now simply a matter of row reducing the above matrix. Scaling to get a
lattice point with minimal entries, we find ~n1 = (−1, 1, 2, 2). Note that the above system
has 3 equations but 4 unknowns, which can be interpreted as meaning that the length of the
normal vector doesn’t matter; we just want any nonzero vector in Span{~n1}. Solving in a
similar manner, we find that ~n2 = (1,−1, 2, 2), and ~n3 = (1, 1,−2, 0). To solve for ~n4 and
~n5, we need another equation which will be obtained momentarily.
Recall that reflection through a plane defined by normal vector ~n is given by
R~n : ~x 7→ ~x− 2~x ◦ ~n
~n ◦ ~n~n (3.69)
For example, to obtain a matrix representation for R~n1 relative to the standard basis being
used, we simply write out the components of 3.69:
R~n1(~x) =

x1
x2
x3
x4
− 2 8x1(−8)

−1
1
2
2
 =

−x1 + 0x2 + 0x3 + 0x4
2x1 + x2 + 0x3 + 0x4
4x1 + 0x2 + x3 + 0x4
4x1 + 0x2 + 0x3 + x4

=⇒ R~n1 =

−1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0
4 0 1 0
4 0 0 1

Calculating similarly, we obtain
R~n2 =

1 2 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 4 1 0
0 4 0 1
 , R~n3 =

1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

Observe that, consistent with these matrices representing reflections, R2~n1 = R
2
~n2
= R2~n3 = I
since reflection is an involution. This also implies that each reflection map has characteristic
polynomial p(t) = t2−1 = (t+1)(t−1). Since the characteristic polynomial has no repeated
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factors, it must match with the minimal polynomial. Since the minimal polynomial has no
repeated factors, the reflection matrix must diagonalize. Indeed, each reflection map has a
diagonal matrix representation 
−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

where nonzero vectors ~v ∈ ker(R + I) = Eλ=−1 are what we desire for representing normal
vectors to the hyperplanes in ker(R− I) = Eλ=1, fixed under reflection R.
Now, R~n3(~e3) = (1, 1,−1, 0) (on the boundary, it is the image of the line ~e3 under inversion
in the circle ~n3) and so R~e3−~e4(1, 1,−1, 0) = (1, 1, 0,−1) since
R~e3−~e4 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

and on the Euclidean boundary represents reflection across the line through the centers of
~e1 and ~e2. Now observe geometrically that ~n4 ◦ (1, 1, 0,−1) = 0 and so now we have the 3
required equations to solve for ~n4 in the same manner we solved for ~n1 above:
~x ◦ ~e1 = 0
~x ◦ ~e3 = 0
~x ◦ (1, 1, 0,−1) = 0
⇐⇒

~xtJ~e1 = 0
~xtJ~e3 = 0
~xtJ(1, 1, 0,−1) = 0
⇐⇒

x1 − 3x2 − x3 − x4 = 0
−x1 − x2 + x3 − x4 = 0
−x1 − x2 − x3 + 3x4 = 0
⇐⇒
 1 −3 −1 −1 0−1 −1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 −1 3 0
 (3.70)
Simply row-reducing the above matrix, we get that, modulo nonzero scalars, ~n4 = (3, 1, 2,−2).
Performing a similar calculation or moving ~n4 via R~n1−~n2 yields ~n5 = (1, 3, 2,−2). Using
equation 2.7 again,
R~n4 =

1 6 0 6
0 3 0 2
0 4 1 4
0 −4 0 −3
 , R~n5 =

3 0 0 2
6 1 0 6
4 0 1 4
−4 0 0 −3

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Since each of the planes represented by ~n1, ~n2, ~n3, ~n4, ~n5 intersect only tangentially by equa-
tion 2.5, we expect any composition of the form R~njR~nk , j 6= k to fix the point of tangency
of ~nj and ~nk and, additionally, the point E = ~e3 + ~e4 at infinity if ~nj and ~nk both rep-
resent planes containing ~E. Indeed, this is corroborated by the composition of reflections
representing a parabolic translation having Jordan canonical form
R~njR~nk ∼

1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , j 6= k (3.71)
Loosely speaking, the Γ-orbit of a vector has a tree-like structure (see, for instance,
[Baragar (2006)], where a particular orbit is a tree, or [Stange (2016)], where orbits are
various graphs and forests). One of the benefits to having a generating set of reflections
whose planes only intersect tangentially is that the Γ-orbit of a point in H will not have
loops, except those that arise from applying an isometry followed by its inverse (see figure
3.9). Computationally, we are interested in creating a finite (but large) orbit of a point. If
elements of Γ may be applied without the need to check for infinite loops, then, all other
things equal, the orbit is created much faster.
When considering a packing within a bounded region, the map ~x 7→ ~x ◦ ~E = curv(~x)
plays the role of a height function: it has a finiteness property, and it is linear. After many
numerical experiments attempting to estimate the critical exponent, it has been observed
that it is possible to choose other points instead of the point ~E at infinity to define height.
For instance, the map ~x 7→ ~x ◦ (α~P + ~E), α ∈ R appears to be asymptotically equivalent
to curvature, even in an unbounded region (see figures 3.10 and 3.11 below). Furthermore,
it appears that there may be a wide range of choices for ~D where ~x ◦ ~D = h(~x) defines the
height map. This is suggested from Theorem 1.5 in [Kontorovich and Oh (2011)], however
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Figure 3.9: Vectors in the Γ(~e1) orbit with maximum entry below 20. The numbered arrows
indicate which map R~n1 , ..., R~n5 is applied.
the conditions of that theorem do not quite apply to this particular orbit since the seed
vectors do not lie in the light cone.
For ~x = (x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ R3,1, let ~D = 12(~e1 + ~e2 + ~e3 + ~e4). Define a height function
h(~x) = ~x ◦ ~D = 4x1 + 4x2 + 2x3 + 2x4 (3.72)
Observe that h has a finiteness property:
∀M > 0, #{~x ∈ Z4 : h(~x) < M} <∞ (3.73)
This ~D was chosen since it appears to give a “smoother” response of heights (see figures 3.10
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and 3.11). This ~D also satisfies
|| ~D||
| ~D ◦ ~E| =
√
3
2
>
1
2
= radius(~ej) (3.74)
So ~D is above all the hyperplanes in the packing, when viewed in the Poincare´ upper half
hyperspace model, [Baragar (2017b)].
If an isometry T is such that h(T~x) < h(~x), then we will say that T gives descent to ~x.
If h(T~x) > h(~x), then we will say that T gives ascent to ~x.
Lemma 3.8. Given the generators 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4R~n5〉 = Γ and ~x ∈ H ∩ Z4, then there
is a method of descent sending ~x into the region F = ⋂5j=1H+~nj
The basic idea of the algorithm is that if ~x ∈ H−~nj , then we apply R~nj to ~x. We continue
this process until the image of ~x is one of the faces {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4, ~e1 + ~e2 − ~e4}. Since ~x is
a lattice point, h(~x) ∈ N, and hence the descent must stop in a finite number of steps. So,
given any disk represented by ~x in the Boyd/Mallows packing, there exists a sequence of
isometries of Γ sending ~x to one of the above faces. Furthermore, this descent argument
shows that the Boyd/Mallows packing is complete since reversing the descent process allows
us to place a disk in any region (possibly covering it completely), however small, within the
strip H+~e3 ∩H+~e4 .
Proof. Let ~x ∈ H−~n1 . That is, ~x ◦ ~n1 = 8x1 < 0, so x1 < 0. Now, h(R~n1(~x)) = 20x1 +
4x2 + 2x3 + 2x4 = 16x1 + h(~x) < h(~x). So, R~n1 gives descent to ~x. Since ~x ∈ H−~n1 and
H−~n1 ⊂ H+~n2 , then R~n2(~x) ∈ H−~n2 , which means that R~n2(~x) ◦ ~n2 = −8x2 < 0, so ~x2 > 0.
With h(R~n2(~x)) = 4x1 + 20x2 + 2x3 + 2x4 = h(~x) + 16x2 > h(~x), then R~n2 gives ascent
to ~x. Since H−~n1 ⊂ H+~n3 , then R~n3(~x) ∈ H−~n3 . So, R~n3(~x) ◦ ~n3 = −4x3 < 0, so x3 > 0.
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Then, h(R~n3~x) = 4x1 + 4x2 + 6x3 + 2x4 = h(~x) + 4x3 > h(~x) implying that R~n3 gives
ascent. Since H−~n1 ⊂ H+~n4 , R~n4(~x) ∈ H−~n4 , so R~n4(~x) ◦ ~n4 = −8x2 − 8x4 < 0, so x2 + x4 > 0.
Then, h(R~n4(~x)) = 4x1 + 36x2 + 2x3 + 34x4 = h(~x) + 32(x2 + x4) > h(~x), so R~n4 gives
ascent. Since H−~n1 ⊂ H+~n5 , R~n5(~x) ∈ H−~n5 , so R~n5(~x) ◦ ~n5 = −8x1 − 8x4 < 0, so x1 + x4 > 0.
h(R~n5(~x)) = 36x1 + 4x2 + 2x3 + 34x4 = h(~x) + 32(x1 + x4) > h(~x), so R~n5 gives ascent. The
other cases where ~x is in H~n2 , H~n3 , H~n4 , H~n5 are proved similarly and in each case there is
one map R~nj giving descent to ~x ∈ H−~nj while the other maps give ascent.
The above ideas were incorporated into a computer program written using Sagemath. A
finite portion of the orbit of the thin group Γ = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 , R~n5〉 acting on the faces
{~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4, ~e1 +~e2−~e4} was created using the function RecursivelyEnumeratedSet with
the 5 faces as the seed [e1,e2,e3,e4,e1+e2-e4] and any successor defined to be any vector
in the orbit with a maximum height hmax below 219. For improved memory management,
the option structure = ‘symmetric’ was used since each generator is a reflection. There
were calculated to be 13, 244, 370 disks with a height below 219. The disks were then sorted
according to height and then fit by linear least-squares regression to the exponential curve
y = axb using the function find fit. The results are summarized below.
We observe that the heuristic estimate of δ ≈ 1.33544546879 is sandwiched between the
rigorous bounds displayed in table 3.1 and is merely 0.0035 off from the arithmetic average
of the rigorous lower and upper bounds λ3,i and µ3,i. Since it has herein been established
that the convergence of the rigorous bounds is, at worst, O( 1
log11 κ
), it is presumable that
the heuristic estimate values also converge, and at roughly the same rate. Based on this
evidence and the numerical behavior of the heuristic estimates displayed in the above table,
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log2(hmax) # disks
1
b
5 32 1.31494748847
6 70 1.10957509358
7 204 1.33632127512
8 494 1.30341522387
9 1266 1.34408718196
10 3158 1.33864323427
11 8060 1.33499147009
12 20414 1.33833323268
13 51166 1.33489422100
14 129372 1.33600572904
15 326298 1.33557257412
16 823878 1.33534986049
17 2079258 1.33542221707
18 5249000 1.33557504276
19 13244370 1.33544546879
Table 3.2: Heuristic estimates of the dimension of the Boyd/Mallows packing for various
orbit sizes.
we claim that the critical exponent of the Boyd/Mallows packing is approximately 1.335.
Higher decimal digit accuracy is of course possible. Running the above algorithms on a
supercomputer cluster would allow us to obtain at least one additional decimal place of
estimate precision, and would also tighten the rigid bounds. However, due to the relatively
slow convergence rate of the algorithms, an alternative treatment of the problem may be
needed in order to obtain closer bounds. This will be left as an open question in chapter six.
Summarizing the results of this section, we now know that for the Boyd/Mallows packing,
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Figure 3.10: Fitting a curve y = axb to the heights of disks with height less than 211, where
~D = 1
2
(~e2 + ~e2 + ~e3 + ~e4).
the critical exponent S = δ satisfies
1.326166 ≤ S ≤ 1.350711 (3.75)
and that S ≈ 1.335.
3.3 The Q[
√−2] Packing
In the case of the Boyd/Mallows packing, the basis vectors {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} were chosen such
that the disks represented by ~e1 and ~e2 had a separation of 3. Now, we consider a packing of
disks and associated group of symmetries based on vectors ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3 each at a separation
of 3 as based on formula 2.5. To the author’s knowledge, this packing was first considered and
pictured in [Stange (2015)]. In Stange’s paper, this packing arises as the orbit of the extended
real line R ∪ {∞} under the action of the Bianchi group PSL2(OK), where K = Q[
√−2],
OK is the ring of integers, and the action is via fractional linear transformation (see chapter
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Figure 3.11: Fitting a curve y = axb to the heights of disks with height less than 211, where
now ~D = 1
2
~P + 1
8
~E. Notice the “rougher response” compared to in figure 3.10. This in turn
requires more disks to be generated in order to obtain equal relative error in the least squares
regression.
4 for further details).
We will re-use the notation of the previous sections for the Q[
√−2] packing. Since ~e1,
~e2, and ~e3 are at a separation of 3, then we make use of the separation matrix
J = [~ei ◦ ~ej] =

1 −3 −3 −1
−3 1 −3 −1
−3 −3 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1
 (3.76)
which again induces a Lorentz product and a model of hyperbolic geometry wherein it is
possible to visualize this packing.
Let {rn}∞n=1 be the sequence of radii of all disks packed within a bounded region of the
Q[
√−2] packing. As before, we wish to estimate or bound the critical exponent
SQ[
√−2] = inf
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj <∞
}
= sup
{
t :
∞∑
j=1
rtj =∞
}
and SQ[
√−2] coincides with the Hausdorff dimension of the packing due to [Sullivan (1984)].
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Figure 3.12: A bounded section of the Q[
√−2] strip packing. Only vectors with maximum
entry less than 30 are shown.
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Figure 3.13: The Q[
√−2] packing inverted in the unit disk with curvatures labeled.
Notice that this packing is similar to the Boyd/Mallows packing, except that the upper
bounding line defined by ~e3 in the Boyd/Mallows packing is replaced by a symmetry. In the
Boyd/Mallows packing, there are three disks drawn within any vacant curvilinear triangle.
In the above figure, we observe that one of the three disks is replaced by a symmetry. This
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implies that the Q[
√−2] packing lacks the rotational symmetry present in the Boyd/Mallows
packing, which in turn creates some difficulties in applying the circle count method.
In order to craft a circle count argument for the disks in T (0, 1, 1), we first refer to the
following figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: The 0th iteration necklace of the Q[
√−2] packing. The circles in gray are also
counted.
We wish to develop similar formulas for the curvatures of the internally tangent gray
circles. To obtain the curvatures of the pairs of gray circles in the tail opposite the disk
with curvature b, we apply the same methods developed for the Boyd/Mallows packing in
the previous section.
Lemma 3.9. Let A, B, and C be three pairwise externally tangent circles with curvatures
a, b, and c, respectively. Let Bn,ir be the sequence of disks in which B1,ir is represented
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by R~e2(~e4) = (0, 2, 0, 1) and Bn,ir is represented by P
n−1(0, 2, 0, 1) where P is the parabolic
translation
P =

0 −1 0 0
1 2 0 0
0 4 1 0
0 4 0 1

where ~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4 represent B,B1, C, A. Similarly, let Bn,il be the sequence of disks repre-
sented by P n−1(0, 2, 1, 0). Then, ∀n ∈ N,
bn,ir = (1 + 4n
2)a+ 2b+ 4n2c+ 2n
√
8d (3.77)
bn,il = 4n
2a+ 2b+ (1 + 4n2)c+ 2n
√
8d (3.78)
where d =
√
ab+ ac+ bc. Furthermore, if An,sc is the sequence of disks represented by
parabolic images of
R(1,1,−1,0)(~e1) = (3, 2,−2, 0)
and An,sr are the parabolic images of
R(1,1,−1,0)(~e4) = (2, 2,−2, 1)
then we have
an,sc = (3− 5n)a+ (2 + 5n)a1 + (10n2 − 2n− 2)b+ (10n2 − 2n)c (3.79)
an,sr = (2− 4n)a+ (2 + 4n)a1 + (8n2 − 2)b+ (8n2 + 1)c (3.80)
Furthermore, if Cn,sc are the P
−n−1-images of R(1,1,−1,0)(~e2) = (2, 3,−2, 0) and Cn,sl are the
P−n-images of R(1,1,−1,0)(~e4) = (2, 2,−2, 1), then we have
cn,sc = (2 + 5n)c1 + (3− 5n)c+ (10n2 − 2n− 2)b+ (10n2 − 2n)a (3.81)
cn,sl = (2 + 4n)c1 + (2− 4n)c+ (8n2 − 2)b+ (8n2 + 1)a (3.82)
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Proof. Let {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} represent disks of curvatures b, b1 = g1(a, b, c), c, and a, respectively.
We let ~e1 and ~e2 be at a separation of 3 and the rest of the disks tangent. So we may make
use of the previous separation matrix from the Boyd/Mallows packing
1 −3 −1 −1
−3 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

Now, P−1(0, 2, 0, 1) = (2, 0, 0, 1), so by the linearity of the Lorentz product,
curv(P n(2, 0, 0, 1)) = curv(2− 2n, 2n, 4n(n− 1), (2n− 1)2)
= (2− 2n)b+ 2nb1 + 4n(n− 1)c+ (2n− 1)2a
Using b1 = 2a + b + 2c +
√
8d gives the above formula for bn,ir. Similarly, applying P
n to
(2, 0, 1, 0) gives the formula for bn,il above. For the gray disks in the tail opposite A, we note
that
P n(3, 2,−2, 0) = ((3− 5n, 2 + 5n, 10n2 − 2n− 2, 10n2 − 2n))
and since curv(~e1) = ~e1 ◦ ~E = a, ~e2 ◦ ~E = a1, ~e3 ◦ ~E = b, and ~e4 ◦ ~E = c, then we get by the
linearity of the Lorentz product that curv(3, 2,−2, 0) = (3 − 5n)a + (2 + 5n)a1 + (10n2 −
2n− 2)b+ (10n2− 2n)c giving the formula for an,sc. Similarly, applying P n−1 to (2, 2,−2, 1)
gives the formula for an,sr. For the formulas cn,sc and cn,sl, we let the curvatures of ~e1, ..., ~e4
be (c1, c, b, a). Applying P
−n−1 to (2, 3,−2, 0) and (2, 2,−2, 1) gives the formulas for cn,sc
and cn,sl.
In order to craft at least an initial “0th iteration” self-similarity inequality, we observe
that the analogous zeta-type function for the Q[
√−2] packing has the same key properties.
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Let T (a, b, c) be the region bounded by three mutually externally tangent circles A, B, and
C with curvatures a, b, c such that 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c and b > 0. Let t > 0. Define
M(a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=1
rtn (3.83)
where rn are the radii of the disks within T (a, b, c) packed according to the discrete symmetry
group of the Q[
√−2] packing. Again, we caution the reader that throughout this section,
this M function is for the Q[
√−2] packing.
As a result of the formulas occurring in lemma 3.9, M(a, b, c; t) is a decreasing function
of variables a, b, c and is strictly decreasing when t > δ. Also, M(a, b, c; t) is symmetric in
a, b, c and homogenous of degree −t. By means similar to the basic inequality of 3.15, this
establishes that
M(a, b, c; t) <∞⇐⇒M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞
allowing us to specifically analyze the Q[
√−2] packing within T (0, 1, 1) and hence develop
bounds for
SQ[
√−2] = sup{t : M(0, 1, 1; t) =∞} = inf{t : M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞}
Remark. The Q[
√−2] packing in T (0, 1, 1) is not an integer packing since many of the
curvatures of disks occurring for the Boyd/Mallows packing within T (0, 1, 1) occur in the
Q[
√−2] packing e.g. c1 = 3 +
√
8 occurs in both packings. If, additionally, we exchange
the variables a and b so that the Q[
√−2] packing within T (0, 1, 1) is symmetric about the
vertical axis, then the argument in the previous section shows that the improved inequalities
of 3.56 also apply.
As with the Boyd/Mallows packing, we now proceed to develop a basic functional equa-
tion by summing up the circle curvatures in T (a, b, c). We may write M(a, b, c) as a sum of
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necklaces of circles, many of which occur in the Boyd/Mallows packing, in addition to the 6
smaller internal disk necklaces (shown in figure 3.14) along with the sub-triangles occupying
the vacant space within T (a, b, c):
M(a, b, c) =
∞∑
n=1
(
a−tn + a
−t
n,l + a
−t
n,sc + a
−t
n,sr + b
−t
n,l + b
−t
n,r + b
−t
n,il + b
−t
n,ir + c
−t
n + c
−t
n,r + c
−t
n,sc + c
−t
n,sl
)
+M(a, c1, b1) +M(b, c1, a1) +M(c, b1, a1) +M(c1, b1, a1)
+
∞∑
n=1
(M(b, an, an,l) +M(b, an+1, an,l) +M(an, an,l, an,r) +M(an+1, an,l, an,r)
+M(c, an, an,r) +M(c, an+1, an,r) +Ms(−an,r, an,sr, an,sc) +ML(−an,r, an,sr, an,sc)
+M(c, bn, bn,l) +M(c, bn+1, bn,l) +M(bn, bn,r, bn,l) +M(bn+1, bn,r, bn,l)
+M(a, bn, bn,r) +M(a, bn+1, bn,r) +Ms(−bn, bn,ir, bn,il) +ML(−bn, bn,ir, bn,il)
+M(a, cn, cn,l) +M(a, cn+1, cn,l) +M(cn, cn,l, cn,r) +M(cn+1, cn,l, cn,r)
+M(b, cn, cn,r) +M(b, cn+1, cn,r) +Ms(−cn,l, cn,sl, cn,sc) +ML(−cn,l, cn,sl, cn,sc))
(3.84)
where Ms(−cn,l, cn,sl, cn,sc) sums up the curvatures in the smaller of the internally tangent
triangles formed by Cn,l, Cn,sl, and Cn,sc and ML(−cn,l, cn,sl, cn,sc) sums up the curvatures in
the larger of the internally tangent triangles formed by Cn,l, Cn,sl, and Cn,sc.
Note that the above sums with M(·, ·, ·) are written in increasing curvature so that we
may make use of the inequality lemmas. The only portions of the above sum that we need
to treat differently are the components with the internally tangent curvilinear triangles. In
[Boyd (1971)], the assumption on T (a, b, c) was that 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c and b > 0. In order to
count up the disks in the internally tangent triangles, we consider the special case when the
outermost circle curvature −a is negative. The most negative curvature value that −a may
attain occurs when the centers of circles A, B, and C are collinear, in which case the radius
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of A is 1
b
+ 1
c
, so the (oriented) curvature of A is −a = −bc
b+c
. For instance, if b = c = 1, then
−1
2
≤ −a ≤ 1. In other words, the smallest circle containing two tangent circles of radius
one is a circle of radius 2, having thus (oriented) curvature −1
2
.
Lemma 3.10. Let Tsmall(−a, b, c) = Ts(−a, b, c) be the smaller of curvilinear triangles
bounded by circles A,B, and C in which B and C are internally tangent to A. Let 0 <
a ≤ bc
b+c
, 0 < b ≤ c and let Msmall(−a, b, c; t) = Ms(−a, b, c; t) =
∑∞
n=1 r
t
n for the disks of
radii rn in Ts(−a, b, c). Then,
c−tM(0, 1, 1; t) ≤Ms(−a, b, c; t) ≤ b−tF1
(
b
a
)t
M(0, 1, 1; t) (3.85)
where
F1(r) =
2r(r +
√
r2 − 2r − 1)
2r2 + 2(r − 1)√r2 − 2r − 4r + 1 (3.86)
Observe that F1(r) −→ 1 as r −→ ∞ in which case the right member of the above
inequality matches 3.15.
Proof. The inversion mapping T (0, b, c) to Ts(−a, b, c) dilates the radius of each disk in
T (0, b, c), thus Ms(−a, b, c) ≥M(0, b, c). By 3.9 and 3.16,
Ms(−a, b, c) ≥M(0, b, c) ≥ c−tM(0, 1, 1)
where we have used Lemma 3.5 with the first variable equal to 0. For the other direction,
since
btMs(−a, b, c) = Ms(−a
b
, 1,
c
b
) ≤Ms(−a
b
, 1, 1)
then, letting 1
r
= a
b
, we wish to show that
Ms(
−1
r
, 1, 1) ≤ G1(a, b, c, t)M(0, 1, 1)
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for some function G1 = G1(a, b, c, t). To do so, we compare the radii of circles packed in
T1 = T (0, 1, 1) to the radii of circles packed according to the same group of symmetries
within T2 = Ts(
−1
r
, 1, 1). It is possible to use inversion to map T1 to T2.
Figure 3.15: Inversion from T1 to T2.
Introduce a coordinate system so that we have the two circles of radius 1 have centers
(1, 1) and (1,−1). Let the outer black circle have radius r > 0 (We may also consider it
to have oriented curvature −1
r
by the above notation). Then, the distance from the center
of the black circle of radius r to the center of the circle centered at (1, 1) is r − 1. Let the
dashed circle Γ be centered on the x−axis with a radius γ and orthogonal to the two circles
of radius 1. Then, γ = r +
√
(r − 1)2 − 1 = r +√r2 − 2r. Consider a radial line emanating
from O and passing through the center of a circle (in gray) contained in T1. Let the points
of intersection be A and B and let the corresponding inverted gray circle within T2 have
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inverted points A′ and B′. By definition of inversion, we have
|OA||OA′| = |OB||OB′| = γ2
so we may express the quantity |A′B′| as
|A′B′| = |OA′| − |OB′| = γ
2
|OA| −
γ2
|OB| = γ
2
( |OB| − |OA|
|OA||OB|
)
= γ2
|AB|
|OA||OB|
Since |OB| ≥ d(O, T1) = d = γ − 1 and |OA| ≥ d (but not both equal),
|A′B′| < γ2 |AB|
d2
So, if a circle of radius r1 in T1 is inverted into T2 with a radius of r2, then r2 < r1
γ2
d2
. Letting
F1 =
γ2
d2
gives
Ms(
−1
r
, 1, 1) ≤ F1(r)tM(0, 1, 1)
Therefore,
Ms(−a, b, c) = b−tMs(−a
b
, 1,
c
b
) ≤ b−tMs(−a
b
, 1, 1) ≤ b−tF1( b
a
)tM(0, 1, 1)
Note that, based on the setup of figure 3.84, we require b
a
≥ 2. Based on the inequalities of
3.85, it is possible to obtain a basic comparison of radii between disks packed in the smaller
internally tangent triangle T (−a, b, c) to the corresponding disks in the larger internally
tangent triangle. We first compare curv(3, 2,−2, 0) to curv(1, 1,−1, 0). Analyzing these
curvatures in the small disk tails opposite circle A yields
curv(2, 2,−2, 1) ≤ curv(3, 2,−2, 0) = 3a+ 2a1 − 2b ≤ 5
2
curv(1, 1,−1, 0)
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Applying the parabolic translation P , we also see, as before,
curv(P n(3, 2,−2, 0)) = (3− 5n)a+ (2 + 5n)a1 + (10n2 − 2n− 2)b+ (10n2 − 2n)c
and
curv(P n(1, 1,−1, 0)) = (1− 2n)a+ (1 + 2n)a1 + (4n2 − 1)b+ 4n2c
from which we can conclude
curv(P n(3, 2,−2, 0)) ≤ 5
2
curv(P n(1, 1,−1, 0))
So, disks in the larger internally tangent triangle have a corresponding radius of no more
than 5
2
times that in the smaller triangle. A similar argument is made for the disk tails
opposite sides B and C.
As can be observed from figure 3.15, T (−1
r
, 1, 1) is not well-defined for r > 0 as there are
two internally tangent circles within the circle of radius r. Since the triangle tails within such
disks occur in the above necklace, an inequality comparison of the radii of disks packed within
T (0, 1, 1) and the larger of the two internally tangent triangles, TL(
−1
r
, 1, 1) = Tlarge(
−1
r
, 1, 1)
can be made. Such a comparison yields sharper results than introducing the above factor of
5
2
.
Lemma 3.11. Let Tlarge(−a, b, c) = TL(−a, b, c) be the larger of the two curvilinear triangles
bounded by circles A,B, and C in which B and C are externally tangent to each other
and internally tangent to A. Let 0 < a ≤ −bc
b+c
0 < b ≤ c, and let Mlarge(−a, b, c; t) =
ML(−a, b, c; t) =
∑∞
n=1 r
t
n for the disks of radii rn in TL(−a, b, c). Then,
c−tM(0, 1, 1; t) ≤ML(−a, b, c; t) ≤ b−tF2
(
b
a
)t
M(0, 1, 1; t) (3.87)
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Figure 3.16: Comparing the radii of disks packed within T (0, 1, 1) to their inverted images
packed within Tlarge(
−1
r
, 1, 1).
where
F2(r) =
(
1 +
1
r −√r2 − 2r − 1
)2
(3.88)
Proof. For the lower inequality, we have
ML(−a, b, c) ≥Ms(−a, b, c) ≥ c−tM(0, 1, 1)
by the previous lemma 3.10. Referring to figure 3.16, let (1) denote “circle of radius one”,
(r) denote “circle of radius r” etc. Let two (1)’s be internally tangent within (r). To send,
T (0, 1, 1) to Tlarge(
−1
r
, 1, 1), we need an inverting circle, (γ) which will fix the two (1)’s as well
as their point of tangency. Thus, the center of (γ) (shown dotted in gray in figure 3.16) is on
(r) and also along the same axis formed by the line connecting the (1)’s tangency point and
the center of (r). If a circle within T (0, 1, 1) of diameter |AB| is inverted into Tlarge(−1r , 1, 1)
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with diameter |A′B′|, then, by definition of inversion,
γ2 = |OA||OA′| = |OB||OB′|
Let d = dist(O, T (0, 1, 1)). Then
|A′B′| = |OA′| − |OB′|
=
γ2
|OA| −
γ2
|OB| = γ
2
( |OB| − |OA|
|OA||OB|
)
= γ2
( |AB|
|OA||OB|
)
Since |OA| ≥ d and |OB| ≥ d+ |AB|,
|A′B′| < γ
2
d2
|AB|
with the strict inequality coming from the fact that r > 0. So if a circle within T (0, 1, 1) of
radius r1 is inverted into TL(
−1
r
, 1, 1) with radius r2, then r2 <
γ2
d2
r1. Thus, for any r > 0,
ML(
−1
r
, 1, 1; t) ≤ F t2M(0, 1, 1; t) (3.89)
where F2 = F2(r) =
γ2
d2
and the inequality is strict if t is larger than the critical exponent
(thus the zeta functions M and ML are finite). Observe that d + 1 +
√
r2 − 2r = r. Thus,
γ = r −√r2 − 2r and d = r −√r2 − 2r − 1. Thus,
F2(r) =
(
1 +
1
r −√r2 − 2r − 1
)2
Again using the facts that ML(−a, b, c) is decreasing in each variable and homogeneous of
degree −t,
btML(−a, b, c) = ML(−a
b
, 1,
c
b
) ≤ML(−a
b
, 1, 1)
letting 1
r
= a
b
gives the desired result.
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Notice the symmetry of these quantities compared to the case of Tsmall(
−1
r
, 1, 1).
Let τ1 = τ from the previous section. Let
τ2(a, b, c) =
∞⋃
n=1
{(an,r, an,sr, an,sc), (−bn, bn,ir, bb,il), (−cn,l, cn,sl, cn,sc)} (3.90)
Repeating the notation from earlier, for κ > 0, 0 < b ≤ c, and 0 ≤ a ≤ bc
b+c
, define
fˆ0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
y−t : ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ1(a, b, c)
}
+
∑{
(1 + (
5
2
))ty−tF1(
y
x
)t : ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)
}
(3.91)
g0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
(x+ z)−t : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c)}
+ 2
∑{
z−t : ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)
}
(3.92)
h0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=1
(a−tn + a
−t
n,l + a
−t
n,sc + a
−t
n,sr + b
−t
n,l + b
−t
n,r + b
−t
n,il + b
−t
n,ir+
+ c−tn + c
−t
n,r + c
−t
n,sc + c
−t
n,sl) (3.93)
Using the slightly improved inequality, we may instead use
f0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
y−t : ~x ∈ τ1(a, b, c)
}
+
∑{
y−t
(
F1(
y
x
)t + F2(
y
x
)t
)
: ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)
}
(3.94)
If (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1), then based on 3.84,
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≤ h0(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) +M(0, 1, 1; t)f0(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) (3.95)
with the inequality holding in the extended sense when t < δQ[
√−2] = SQ[√−2]. If t > δQ[√−2],
then M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞ and it is possible to write
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≤ h0(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− f0(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) (3.96)
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Applying the left member inequality of 3.10 brings us to
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≥ h0(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) + g0(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)M(0, 1, 1; t) (3.97)
where the inequality also holds in the extended sense when t < δQ[
√−2]. Extracting the
unique roots of the functions f0−1 and g0−1 suggests the following bounds on the Hausdorff
dimension δQ[
√−2] of the Q[
√−2] circle packing:
1.296 ≤ δQ[√−2] ≤ 1.704 (3.98)
Greater precision of this estimate is of course possible (see 3.46). Making use of 3.56 for the
triples appearing in τ1(a, b, c) with the roles of a and b interchanged to guarantee that the
improved inequalities apply, we can define
f0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) =
1
2
∑{
(x+ y)−t + z−t : ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ1(a, b, c)
}
+
∑{
y−t
(
F1(
y
x
)t + F2(
y
x
)t
)
: ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)
}
(3.99)
and
g0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∑{
(x+
1
2
(y + z))−t : ~x ∈ τ(a, b, c)
}
+2
∑{
z−t : ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)
}
(3.100)
Extracting the (unique) roots of the functions f0,i − 1 and g0,i − 1 via the built-in Sage
function find root suggests the improved bounds
1.354 ≤ δQ[√−2] ≤ 1.572 (3.101)
The upper bound may be closer to the true dimension due to the different inequalities of
Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 arising in fm and fm,i. Due to the additional terms in fm, fm,i, gm,
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and gm,i as well as the lack of rotational symmetry that the Boyd/Mallows and Apollonian
packings enjoy, the determination of the roots of fm − 1, gm − 1, fm,i − 1, and gm,i − 1
appear to require far more computational time than previously. With a value of N = 30 and
while using a personal computer, the determination of the roots of f2(34; 0, 1, 1; t) − 1 and
g2(34; 0, 1, 1; t)− 1 yielded
1.342 ≤ δQ[√−2] ≤ 1.533 (3.102)
However, these computations appear to take over twice as long as the comparable compu-
tations for the Boyd/Mallows packing for a fixed κ > 0. Refinement of the algorithm may
be possible. Proving the above bounds should follow similarly to the procedures in the pre-
vious section. A tighter heuristic estimate may also be possible using the transfer operator
methods in [Bai and Finch (2018)]. For now, we combine the two previous bounds to obtain
1.354 ≤ δQ[√−2] ≤ 1.533 (3.103)
Further analysis and tightening of these bounds will be saved for a later time.
A heuristic estimate of the Hausdorff dimension for the Q[
√−2] packing is also possible
by similar methods used above in the Boyd/Mallows packing. Let
Γ = 〈R~e1−~e2 , R~e1−~e2+~e3+~e4 , R~e3−~e4 , R~e1−~e3〉
=
〈
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ,

1 2 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 2 1 0
0 2 0 1
 ,

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1
−1 −1 1 0
 ,

0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

〉
act on the face ~e1. Using h(~x) = ~x ◦ ~D with ~D = 12(~e1 + ~e2 + ~e3 + ~e4), all vectors in Γ~e1
up to a height of 220 were generated. The function y = anb was fit by linear least squares
regression to the counting function #{~x ∈ Γ~e1 : h(~x) ≤ n}. The results are summarized in
table 3.3.
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log2(hmax) # disks
1
b
5 44 1.44837249895
6 104 1.39054322905
7 302 1.47563712344
8 812 1.47431364260
9 2186 1.46764295810
10 6266 1.47725637671
11 17426 1.47853094652
12 48506 1.47853551527
13 135080 1.47950872442
14 376898 1.48000948424
15 1049936 1.47980763598
16 2931320 1.48025671062
17 8178182 1.48030389883
18 22821446 1.48026144044
19 63663746 1.48025617501
20 177637082 1.48022823337
Table 3.3: Heuristic estimates of the dimension of the Q[
√−2] packing for various finite
orbits of ~e1.
Summarizing, we may conclude that the critical exponent of (or Hausdorff dimension of
the residual set of) the Q[
√−2] packing satisfies
1.354 ≤ δQ[√−2] ≤ 1.533
and that
δQ[
√−2] ≈ 1.4802
3.4 Another Generalized Apollonian Packing
In this section, we briefly explore another packing with which it is possible to obtain rigorous
bounds on the critical exponent or Hausdorff dimension of the residual set. We find that the
critical exponent is most likely greater than that of the Apollonian packing. We refer the
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reader to the previous sections of this chapter for notation, again with the caution that the
function M(a, b, c; t) will be for the packing appearing below. As in the previous sections,
let {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4} be the standard basis. The separation matrix
J = [~ei ◦ ~ej] = −

−1 1 3 1
1 −1 3 1
3 3 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

leads to another generalized Apollonian packing which is more visually recognizable to the
Apollonian packing than the Boyd/Mallows or Q[
√−2] packings. This packing may be
considered as arising from the Apollonian packing by replacing the face ~e3 with a symmetry.
See also figure 4.20, which is the same packing (up to inversion or a change of basis) and
can also be defined by
−1 1 3 1
1 −1 3 1
3 3 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 or

−1 7 1 1
7 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

Using the tools from the previous sections, we may develop rigorous bounds as well as a
heuristic estimate for this packing. We again wish to study the critical exponent as defined
initially in equation 1.2. Observe from figure 3.17 that the procedure for packing a curvilinear
triangle T (0, 1, 1) will differ slightly depending on whether one chooses a triangle bordering
~e1 along the base of the strip versus a triangle bordering the horizontal line of symmetry
defined by ~e1+~e3−~e4. If we choose the curvilinear triangle T (0, 1, 1) bordering the horizontal
line of symmetry, then observe that it is possible to write the functional type equation
M(a, b, c; t) = a−t1 +
∞∑
n=1
(a−t2n−1 + a
−t
2n,l + a
−t
2n,r + b
−t
n+1 + c
−t
n+1)
+
∞∑
n=1
(ML(−a2n, a2n,l, aan,r) +Ms(−a2n, a2n,l, a2n,r)
+M(a, bn, bn+1 +M(a, cn, cn+1) +M(b, cn, cn+1)
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Figure 3.17: Two equivalent strip packings in which one of the faces of the Apollonian
packing is replaced with a symmetry.
+M(b, an, an+1) +M(c, an, an+1) +M(c, bn, bn+1)) (3.104)
where M(a, b, c; t) =
∑∞
n=1 r
t
n for the radii {rn}∞n=1 of the disks packed within T (0, 1, 1),
cn = gn(a, b, c) = (a + b)n
2 + 2n
√
ab+ ac+ bc + c, a2n,l are the curvatures of the internal
disks tangent to A2n and B, a2n,r are the curvatures of the internal disks tangent to A2n
and C, ML counts curvatures in the larger triangle within A2n, and Ms counts curvatures of
disks in the smaller triangle internal to A2n. To determine formulas for a2n, a2n,l, and a2n,r
we can look at the parabolic images of A2, A2,l, and A2,r.
Lemma 3.12. Let A,B, and C be three pairwise externally tangent circles with curvatures
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a, b, and c. Let {An} be the sequence of disks in which A1 is the smaller of the disks tangent
to A,B, and C, and An is the smaller of the disks tangent to B,C, and An−1 for n ≥ 2. Let
A2,l and A2,r be the two disks internally tangent to A2 and externally tangent to B and C,
respectively. Then,
a2n = 4(b+ c)n
2 + 4nd+ a
a2n,l = 8(b+ c)n
2 + +8dn+ 2a+ b
a2n,r = 8(b+ c)n
2 + +8dn+ 2a+ c (3.105)
where d =
√
ab+ ac+ bc.
Proof. The fact that a2n = 4(b + c)n
2 + 4nd + a follows directly from equation 3.2 with
2n replacing n and interchanging a and c. Now set up the system in which ~e1 represents
A1, ~e2 represents A2, ~e3 represents B, and ~e4 represents C. Then, we get that A2,l is
R~e2(~e3) = (0, 2, 1, 0) and A2,r is R~e2(~e4) = (0, 2, 0, 1). Using again the parabolic translate
sending ~e1 to ~e2,
U =

1 −1 0 0
1 2 0 0
0 2 1 0
0 2 0 1
 and Un =

1− n −n 0 0
n n+ 1 0 0
n(n− 1) n(n− 1) 1 0
n(n− 1) n(n− 1) 0 1

then Un(2, 0, 1, 0) = (2(1− n), 2n, 2n(n− 1) + 1, 2n(n− 1)). Thus,
curv(Un(2, 0, 1, 0)) = 2(1− n)~e1 ◦ ~E + 2n~e2 ◦ ~E + (2n(n− 1) + 1)~e3 ◦ ~E + 2n(n− 1)~e4 ◦ ~E
= 2(1− n)a+ 2na1 + (2n(n− 1) + 1)b+ 2n(n− 1)c
Replacing n with 2n gives the desired result. Now consider Un(2, 0, 0, 1) = (2(1−n), 2n, 2n(n−
1), 2n(n− 1) + 1). Thus,
curv(Un(2, 0, 0, 1)) = 2(1− n)a+ 2na1 + 2n(n− 1)b+ (2n(n− 1) + 1)c
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Replacing n with 2n gives the desired result.
By the above lemma and the properties established for the corresponding M function
for the Apollonian packing, M(a, b, c; t) is homogenous of degree −t, decreasing (strict if
finite) in each variable a, b, c, t, but no longer symmetric in a, b, c (although the interchange
of a, b, or c will not affect the critical exponent, as discussed earlier). Thus, we get results on
M(a, b, c; t) above analogous to lemma 3.16, theorem 3.2, and lemma 3.10 with the functions
F1 and F2. If 0 ≤ a ≤ bcb+c , 0 < b ≤ c, then we get
c−tM(0, 1, 1) ≤Ms(−a, b, c) ≤ b−tF1( b
a
)tM(0, 1, 1) (3.106)
c−tM(0, 1, 1) ≤ML(−a, b, c) ≤ b−tF2( b
a
)tM(0, 1, 1) (3.107)
Let
h0(κ; a, b, c; t) = a
−t
1 +
∞∑
n=1
(a−t2n−1 + a
−t
2n,l + a
−t
2n,r + b
−t
n+1 + c
−t
n+1)
and
f0(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=1
(b−t(F1(b/a)t + F2(b/a)t)) + f0,Ap(κ; a, b, c; t)
where f0,Ap(κ; a, b, c; t) is the function arising in inequality 3.7 with the Apollonian packing.
Then, we can write
M(a, b, c; t) ≤ h0(κ; a, b, c; t) +M(0, 1, 1; t)f0(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.108)
and as before, setting (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) and extracting the unique root of f0 − 1 (as will be
shown) provides an upper bound for the critical exponent. Similarly,
M(a, b, c; t) ≥ h0(κ; a, b, c; t) +M(0, 1, 1; t)g0(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.109)
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where g0 = 2
∑∞
n=1 a
−t
2n,r + g0,Ap. Since f0 > f0,Ap and g0 > g0,Ap, this strongly suggests
that the critical exponent of this packing is strictly greater than δAp. Due to the vertical
symmetry of this packing within T (0, 1, 1) pictured above, we may again make use of the
improved inequality 3.56 and define
f0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) =
∞∑
n=1
(b−t(F1(b/a)t + F2(b/a)t)) + f0,i,Ap(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.110)
g0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) = 2
∞∑
n=1
a−t2n,r + g0,i,Ap(κ; a, b, c; t) (3.111)
In order to extract the unique root of g0,i− 1, we again need to know how to compute series
of the form
∞∑
n=1
a−t2n,r
If we insist that
a2n,r = 8(b+ c)n
2 + 8dn+ 2a+ c = k((n+ σ2n,r)
2 − δ2n,r)
then, comparing coefficients, we get k = k2n,r(a, b, c) = 8(b+ c), σ2n,r = σ2n,r(a, b, c) =
d
2(b+c)
,
and δ2n,r = δ2n,r(a, b, c) = σ
2
2n,r − 2a+c8(b+c) = c(b−c)8(b+c)2 . Thus, repeating the methods of the
previous section, we may write
∞∑
n=1
a−t2n,r =
N−1∑
n=1
a−t2n,r +
∞∑
n=N
a−t2n,r
where
∞∑
n=N
a−t2n,r ≈ 8−t(b+ c)−t (ζ2n,r(2t, N, a, b, c) + tδ2n,r(a, b, c)ζ2n,r(2t+ 2, N, a, b, c)) (3.112)
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and
∞∑
n=N
(n+ σ2n,r)
−s ≈ ζ2n,r(s,N, a, b, c)
=
1
2
(N + σ2n,r)
−s +
1
s− 1(N + σ2n,r)
−s+1
+
s
12
(N + σ2n,r)
−s−1 − s(s+ 1)(s+ 2)
720
(N + σ2n,r)
−s−3 (3.113)
Extracting the root of f0,i−1 presents a different challenge since a2n,lF1(a2n,l/a2n) is a ra-
tional function with square root terms. So, it may not be possible to write a2n,lF1(a2n,l/a2n) =
k((n + σ)2 − d) for some k, σ, d, which appears to be a crucial step in the approxima-
tion of tail terms such as
∑∞
n=N a
−t
2n,l(F1(a2n,l/a2n))
t. Since the evaluation of f0 or f0,i
does not involve iterating equation 3.104, a large value of N can be used to truncate
the sum
∑∞
n=1 a
−t
2n,l(F1(a2n,l/a2n))
t ≈ ∑Nn=1 a−ta2,l(F1(a2n,l/a2n))t. Based on the decay rate
a−t2n,l(F1(a2n,l/a2n))
t << 1
n
, we can comfortably achieve three decimal digits of precision by
choosing N = 2, 000. With this choice of N , the roots of g0,i and f0,i were computed and
suggest the following bounds:
Theorem 3.3. Let S be the critical exponent of the packing defined above. Let f0,i(κ; a, b, c; t),
g0,i(κ; a, b, c; t), and h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) = h0(κ; a, b, c; t) be defined as above for any κ > 0
and t > 1
2
. Define µ0,i(κ) and λ0,i(κ) to be the unique roots of f0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) − 1 and
g0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)− 1, respectively. Then,
λ0,i(κ) = 1.298 ≤ S ≤ 1.448 = µ0,i(κ) (3.114)
A heuristic estimate of 1.407 was also obtained (see table 4.3 in chapter four). The upper
bound of 1.448 is likely closer to the heuristic estimate of 1.407 due to the inequality 3.106
used in f0 and f0,i being sharper than that for g0 or g0,i.
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Proof. The disks packed in T (a, b, c) (or possibly T (−a, b, c)) by the symmetries expressed
pictorially in figure 3.17 and explicitly in chapter 4 adjacent figure 4.20 are countable and
may be ordered by increasing (not strict) curvature D = {D1, D2, ...}. Define a finite ap-
proximation to M(a, b, c; t) by
Mj(a, b, c; t) =
N(j)∑
n=1
curv(Dn)
−t (3.115)
where N(j) = N(j, a, b, c) = max{#{Dn ∈ D : curv(Dn) ≤ j}, 1}. Define
τ1(a, b, c) =
∞⋃
n=1
{(a, bn, bn+1), (a, cn, cn+1), (b, cn, cn+1)
+ (b, an, an+1), (c, an, an+1), (c, bn, bn+1)} (3.116)
and
τ2(a, b, c) =
∞⋃
n=1
{(−a2n, aan,l, a2n,r)} (3.117)
Then,
Mj(a, b, c; t) < h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{Mj(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ1(a, b, c)}
+
∑
{Mj,s(~x; t) +Mj,L(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)}
≤ h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{2−1((x+ y)−t + z−t)Mj(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ1(a, b, c)}
+
∑
{y−t(F1(y
x
)t + F2(
y
x
)t)Mj(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)}
= h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) + f0,i(κ; a, b, c; t)Mj(0, 1, 1; t)
Letting (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) and t > µ0,i(κ), then f0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) < 1 and so
Mj(0, 1, 1; t) < h0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) +Mj(0, 1, 1; t)f0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
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Since now Mj <∞, we may rearrange the above and get
Mj(0, 1, 1; t) <
h0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− f0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) <∞ (3.118)
Letting j −→ ∞, Mj ↗ M and thus M(0, 1, 1; t) < ∞. We have shown that if t > µ0,i(κ),
then M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞ implying that µ0,i(κ) ≥ S. We now want to show that
M(0, 1, 1; t) ≥ h0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− g0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) (3.119)
We may assume that M(0, 1, 1; t) <∞ or else the inequality holds automatically. Now,
M(a, b, c; t) = h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{M(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ1(a, b, c)}
+
∑
{Ms(~x; t) +ML(~x; t) : ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)}
≥ h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) +
∑
{(x+ 2−1(y + z))−tM(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x = (x, y, z) ∈ τ1(a, b, c)}
+
∑
{2z−tM(0, 1, 1; t) : ~x ∈ τ2(a, b, c)}
= h0,i(κ; a, b, c; t) + g0,i(κ; a, b, c; t)M(0, 1, 1; t)
Letting (a, b, c) = (0, 1, 1) establishes 3.119. If t > λ0,i(κ), then g0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) < 1. So,
lim
t→λ0,i(κ)+
h0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t)
1− g0,i(κ; 0, 1, 1; t) ≤ limt→λ0,i(κ)+M(0, 1, 1; t) = M(0, 1, 1;λ0,i(κ)) (3.120)
So, M(0, 1, 1;λ0,i(κ)) =∞ implying λ0,i(κ) ≤ S.
3.5 Return to the Apollonian Packing
This section contains a brief description of the methods employed to obtain tighter rigid
bounds on the Hausdorff dimension or critical exponent of the Apollonian packing. The
upper and lower bounds obtained in [Boyd (1973b)]
1.300197 < S < 1.314534 (3.121)
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can now be replaced with the tighter bounds
1.301898 < S < 1.311751 (3.122)
Using the notation from section 3.1, we let fm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) and gm,i(κ; a, b, c; t) be the
functions arising in the self-similarity inequalities arising from the functional type equa-
tion 3.5 using the improved inequalities in 3.56. The equations fm,i = 1 and gm,i = 1
were solved using a numerical root-finding algorithm incorporating a Newton type map
x0 7→ − Alog κ(1 − f0(κ; 0, 1, 1;x0)) + x0. For each iteration, the constant approximate slope
− log κ was used. The value of A ≈ 1.5 as well as the initial guess x0 may be changed to offer
faster or slower convergence to the roots of fm,i − 1 and gm,i − 1. Iterations of the Newton
type map were done until |fm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1;xn) − 1| < 10−7 and |gm,i(κ; 0, 1, 1;xn) − 1| < 10−7
to justify 6 decimal digits of precision for a direct comparison with the values obtained in
table 1 in [Boyd (1971)] and table 1 in [Boyd (1973b)]. The values of λm,i and µm,i at the
iteration-cutoff values of κ = 4, 25, 144, and 841 agree with those found in table 1 of [Boyd
(1973b)] to at least 4 decimal digits.
The IBM model 360/75 used by Boyd was a 32/64 bit system based on IBM’s 360 proces-
sor architecture. The primary processing system could utilize both fixed and floating point
operations. Since the evaluation of the functions fm,i and gm,i include exponentiation, we
compare the most precise floating point operations possible in the hardware of the 360/75
versus a modern personal computer based on an Intel microprocessor. For further infor-
mation on the IBM 360 mainframe systems, see [IBM Systems Reference Library (1967)],
[Anderson et al. (1967)], [Gribbin et al. (1989)], [Elliott (2010)].
The IBM 360/75 could support a 64 bit “doubleword” in which bit 0 is the sign, bits 1
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through 7 are the exponent, and bits 8 through 63 are the fractional part of the floating point
number. Thus, any two distinct floats could differ by no less than 2−56, which corresponds to
roughly 16 decimal digits of granularity. Thus, execution of numerical estimation functions
such as regula falsi or find-root can be expected to maintain, at best, precision to 16 decimal
places.
Intel processors which started with the early Pentium models in the 1980’s included
specific hardware for performing calculations with floating points. Initially, the Pentium
hardware was compatible with older generation processors which included a separate device
for float computations, called a ’387. The later development of IEEE standard 754 in 1985
specified floating-point computation close to that done by the ’387. Subsequent genera-
tions of Intel and AMD processors that supported the “x86” architecture included various
extensions to IEEE 754 aimed at speeding up specific numerical calculations, mostly for
the purposes of multi-media and graphics processing. Current x86 processing units support
double-precision floating point operations as defined in IEEE 754. These operations have the
same general format as that used with the IBM 360/75; one small difference being that 64
bit numbers within the current double precision format have 53 bits for their fractional part
instead of 56. This could result in slightly reduced precision to roughly 15 decimal digits.
The columns labeled gm,i− 1 and fm,i− 1 specify the indicated accuracy of the root and
the columns labeled “evals” indicate the number of function evaluations needed to obtain
this accuracy using the above Newton type method. Starting values of 1.305 were used for
both upper and lower bounds up to κ = 4900. For κ = 28561 = 134, a starting value of
1.31 was used for the upper bound and 1.302 was used for the lower bound. This data is
not provided in Boyd’s follow-up paper [Boyd (1973a)] when using fm,i and gm,i. Thus, it is
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possible that those comparable values obtained are not all accurate to within 10−6.
m κ λm,i(κ) gm,i − 1 evals µm,i(κ) fm,i − 1 evals
0 ≤ 4 1.282595 −8.91× 10−7 12 1.345720 5.65× 10−7 8
1 25 1.295219 −4.13× 10−8 4 1.322908 −6.53× 10−7 3
2 144 1.298677 −9.95× 10−7 4 1.317053 3.41× 10−7 5
3 841 1.300238 −2.35× 10−7 6 1.314464 7.09× 10−7 6
4 4900 1.301226 −2.22× 10−7 7 1.312845 5.85× 10−7 7
5 28561 1.301898 −4.84× 10−8 5 1.311751 7.53× 10−8 8
Table 3.4: Table of upper and lower bounds of S = δAp of the Apollonian packing for various
κ and m.
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CHAPTER 4
CROSS SECTIONS OF SPHERE PACKINGS
There are infinitely many ways to slice a packing of spheres with a plane. In this chapter,
we investigate several such cross sections of Apollonian and generalized Apollonian sphere
packings. We realize that the set of all possible cross sections represents a large class of circle
packings that includes some subsets of Schmidt arrangements as well as ample cones for K3
surfaces.
The generalization of the Apollonian circle packing to three dimensions is a packing of
spheres. [Soddy (1936a)] is probably the most well-known work and due to it the sphere
packing analogous to the Apollonian packing is often referred to as Soddy’s hexlet or the
Soddy packing. Configurations of spheres of equal radii and also of varying radii have in-
terested engineers and physicists for their applications to material science. For instance,
in [Horsfield (1934)], the strength of asphalt mixtures is investigated, and it is found that
the material strength is partially based on the packing density of spherical particles in an
aggregate mix. [Hudson (1949)] investigates the packing density of spheres with two possible
radii. Applications to bulk storage, ceramics, interstitial compounds, and solid solutions are
considered.
Some of the first work in estimating the Hausdorff dimension or critical exponent of the
Apollonian sphere packing was due to a series of papers by Larman: [Larman (1966b,a,
1967)]. David Boyd later proved that the Apollonian sphere packing is indeed a complete
packing of space and furthermore that the Hausdorff dimension of the residual set is bounded
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above by the critical exponent, [Boyd (1970b)]. The work of [Sullivan (1984)] may imply that
the critical exponent and the Hausdorff dimension of the residual set agree. Later in [Boyd
(1973c)], the separation formula (formula 2.5) was used to develop a polysphereical coordinate
system, which, as discussed earlier, is effectively equivalent to the vector representation
of a sphere (or plane) in hyperbolic geometry. In [Boyd (1974)], the existence of several
generalized Apollonian sphere packings, or “gapped” packings are investigated. The first
such packing that we investigate in this chapter is what we are calling the “egg crate”
packing, and it is the three dimensional analogue of the Boyd/Mallows packing. [Maxwell
(1982)] also explores sphere packings and their Coxeter diagrams with an approach via
hyperbolic geometry similar in style to the methods presented here.
In [Bessis and Demko (1990)] and [Bullett and Mantica (1992)], several other gapped
or generalized circle packings are described explicitly with the symmetry group elements
represented by 2×2 matrices. Several pictures are included, and it appears that some of the
packings may also be realized as cross sections of sphere packings.
The current best-known heuristic estimate of the Hausdorff dimension of the Soddy pack-
ing is due to [Borkovec et al. (1994)], where the approximately 31 trillion spheres of radius
greater than 2−19 packed within the unit sphere were generated and an estimate of
δSoddy ≈ 2.4739465
was obtained. This result has been recently verified by [Sta¨ger and Herrmann (2018)]. If
the methods used in [Bai and Finch (2018)] are applicable to sphere packings, then higher
precision estimates of δSoddy are likely possible.
As mentioned in chapter 1, a series of works by Asmus Schmidt [Schmidt (1969, 1975,
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1978, 1983, 1984, 2011)] led to the development of various algorithms for the complex num-
bers generalizing the usual continued fraction algorithm in the case of real numbers. The
action of PGL2(C) on the extended real line Rˆ = R∪∞ via fractional linear transformation
(or Mo¨bius transformation) is defined as(
a b
c d
)
· z = az + b
cz + d
which can alternatively be described as matrix multiplication in P1(C):(
a b
c d
)(
z
1
)
=
(
az + b
cz + d
)
∼
(
az+b
cz+d
1
)
Since these maps send circles to circles (a line is just a circle containing the point at infinity),
then the orbit of Rˆ under the action of a subgroup of the full Mo¨bius group is a collection
of circles in Cˆ = C ∪∞.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field, and let OK be the ring of integers. The special
linear group SL2(OK) is the set of all 2 × 2 matrices with entries in OK with determinant
one. It is possible for two matrices in SL2(OK) to have different entries but the same action.
For instance, A · z = cA · z for c 6= 0 since P1 is equipped with homogeneous coordinates.
With the identification of two matrices being equivalent if they induce the same fractional
linear transformation, we get the slightly smaller Bianchi group PSL2(OK). The orbit of Rˆ
under PSL2(OK) is a collection of circles in Cˆ called the Schmidt arrangement of K, denoted
SK . For instance, if K = Q[i], OK = Z[i] and we may refer to SZ[i] as the Q[i]−Apollonian
packing in attempt to be consistent with the notation found in [Stange (2015)]. In this
chapter, we prove that several cross sections of sphere packings are contained within Schmidt
arrangements for certain quadratic imaginary fields. It should also be mentioned that part
of the motivation for studying cross sections is due to the work of [Stange (2015)].
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We begin the first section with an analysis of the Apollonian sphere packing (or Hexlet).
Within the hexlet are several interesting cross sections which will be pictured and discussed.
4.1 The Apollonian Sphere Packing (The Hexlet)
Begin with a basis {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4, ~e5} representing five mutually tangent spheres. By formula
2.5, the separation matrix is then
J = (~ei ◦ ~ej) =

1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 1
 (4.1)
Soddy’s perspective of the hexlet was the sphere packing within the unit sphere (see figure
1.4). We may invert or unfold the packing across the boundary of the unit sphere to form
an unbounded “sheet” sphere packing contained between two planes.
Figure 4.1: The basis vectors ~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4 and ~e5 in the unfolded version of Soddy’s hexlet.
~e1, ~e2, and ~e3 are represented by the spheres. ~e5 will define the plane going through the south
poles of the spheres and ~e4 contains the north poles.
Let OJ(Z) be the group of lattice-preserving isometries and let Γ ⊆ OJ(Z) be the sym-
metry group of the Apollonian sphere packing. We wish to find a list of generators of Γ. We
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begin by letting ~E = ~e4 + ~e5 represent the point at infinity, and the vectors ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3
represent spheres, whose radii are 1
2
since ~e1 ◦ ~E = ~e2 ◦ ~E = ~e3 ◦ ~E = 2. We observe that the
plane going through the center of ~e1 (which is R~e1( ~E) = ~P = 4~e1 + ~E) and which contains
the point of tangency of ~e2 and ~e3 (~e2 +~e3), and is perpendicular to the bounding planes ~e4,
~e5 is a symmetry of the packing. Denote this plane with a normal vector ~n1. Then, reflection
through ~n1 interchanges the spheres ~e2 and ~e3 while leaving the other basis vectors fixed.
Therefore, a matrix representation for R~n1 relative to the selected standard basis is
R~n1 =

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

and so ~n1 is in the eigenspace of R~n1 corresponding to the eigenvalue of −1. Solving for ~n1
by means similar to those in Chapter 3 obtains ~n1 = ~e2−~e3. Another symmetry is the plane
perpendicular to ~e4, ~e5, and containing the point of tangency ~e1 + ~e2 as well as R~e3( ~E). Let
this plane have normal vector ~n2. Reflection through ~n2 then interchanges ~e1 with ~e2 while
fixing the other basis vectors, so the reflection map through ~n2 has matrix representation
R~n2 =

0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

Solving yields ~n2 = ~e1 − ~e2. One more vertical plane symmetry is the plane containing the
centers of ~e1 and ~e2. Label this plane with normal vector ~n3. Reflection through ~n3 will
then fix all the basis vectors except send ~e3 to the opposite side of the plane ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0. It
is possible to solve for ~n3 by finding a non-trivial solution to the following system of linear
equations:
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
~x ◦ ~e1 = 0
~x ◦ ~e2 = 0
~x ◦ ~e4 = 0
~x ◦ ~e5 = 0
⇐⇒

~xtJ~e1 = 0
~xtJ~e2 = 0
~xtJ~e4 = 0
~xtJ~e5 = 0
⇐⇒

x1 − x2 − x3 − x4 − x5 = 0
−x1 + x2 − x3 − x4 − x5 = 0
−x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 − x5 = 0
−x1 − x2 − x3 − x4 + x5 = 0
⇐⇒

1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 0
−1 −1 −1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 −1 −1 1 0
 (4.2)
Row reducing the augmented matrix above, we get that ~n3 = (1, 1,−2, 1, 1). Using the
reflection map 2.7,
R~n3 =

1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1

There is one additional Euclidean symmetry that is not a composition of 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3〉. It
is reflection though the horizontal plane ~n4. Since this symmetry interchanges ~e4 with ~e5
while fixing ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3, we get that, using a similar method, that ~n4 = ~e4 − ~e5 and
R~n4 =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0

The Euclidean symmetries of the packing, 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4〉 will not generate the full pack-
ing from an orbit since the Euclidean symmetries fix curvature. So, at least one additional
symmetry is needed; a spherical inversion. Let ~n5 represent the unit sphere going through
the north pole of ~e1, (~e1 + ~e4) which is perpendicular to ~e2, ~e3, and ~e5. This inversion then
interchanges ~e1 with ~e4 while fixing ~e2, ~e3, and ~e5. Therefore,
R~n5 =

0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1

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Let F ′ ⊆ H4 be the region bounded by hyperplanes H~n1 , H~n2 , H~n3 , H~n4 , and H~e4 . The
visualization of F ′ on the boundary ∂H4 is a triangular prism intersecting the plane ~e5 since
~e5 ◦ ~E = 0. Let F = F ′ ∩H+~n5 . So, F is a polygonal region in H4 with the finite geometric
property (it has a finite number of sides). Also, F has finite volume with one cusp, ~E. The
only non-identity symmetry fixing F ′ is reflection through the plane halfway between ~n4 and
~e4. But since ~n4 ◦ ~n4 = 4 6= ~e4 ◦ ~e4 = 1, no such isometry can exist. Therefore, F is a
fundamental domain for the group OJ(Z) with generators
OJ(Z) = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 , R~n5 , R~e4〉 (4.3)
Since ~e4 is a face of the packing and R~e4 inverts the whole packing inside sphere ~e4, while at
the same time no part of the packing occupies H−~e4 , Γ does not include R~e4 . Thus,
Γ = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 , R~n5〉 (4.4)
Γ may be a thin group, [Fuchs (2014)].
Since the Apollonian sphere packing is complete, then when cut with a plane, the resulting
cross section is a complete circle packing. We first examine the cross section cut with plane
~n3 ◦ ~x = 0.
Our next goal is to illustrate a connection between cross sections and Schmidt arrange-
ments. We begin with a lemma that allows us to check the Euclidean center of a circle after
inversion.
Lemma 4.1. Given a circle with center (x0, y0) and radius r, then after inversion in the
unit circle, the new radius is
r
|x20 + y20 − r2|
(4.5)
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Figure 4.2: Some of the spheres in the Soddy packing which intersect ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0.
and the new center is
1
x20 + y
2
0 − r2
(x0, y0) (4.6)
Proof. If the equation of a circle is given by
W : (x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 = r2
then let W = {~x : f(~x) = 0} where f(x, y) = (x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 − r2. Let T be inversion
in the unit circle and observe that
W = {~x : f(~x) = 0}
=⇒ T (W ) = {T~x : ~x ∈ W}
= {T~x : f(~x) = 0}
= {T~y : f(~y) = 0}
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Figure 4.3: Some symmetries (dotted lines) and faces (solid lines) of the strip Apollonian
packing.
Now replace ~y 7→ T~x since T is one to one
= {T (T~x) : f(T~x) = 0}
= {~x : f(T~x) = 0}
where we have used T 2 = I. Since inversion in the unit circle maps x 7→ x
x2+y2
and y 7→ y
x2+y2
,
then the equation of the inverted circle is
(
x
x2 + y2
− x0
)2
+
(
y
x2 + y2
− y0
)2
= r2
Let δ = x2 + y2 and λ = x20 + y
2
0 − r2. The equation of the inverted circle then becomes
(x
δ
− x0
)2
+
(y
δ
− y0
)2
= r2
(x− δx0)2 + (y − δy0)2 = (rδ)2
x2 − 2xδx0 + δ2x20 + y2 − 2yδy0 + δ2y20 = (rδ)2
δ − 2xδx0 + δ2x20 − 2yδy0 + δ2y20 = δ2r2
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1− 2xx0 + δx20 − 2yy0 + δy20 = δr2
δλ+ 1− 2xx0 − 2yy0 = 0
(x2 + y2)λ− 2xx0 − 2yy0 = −1
Now completing the square in x and y,
(
x2 − 2xx0
λ
+
x20
λ2
)
+
(
y2 − 2yy0
λ
+
y20
λ2
)
=
−1
λ
+
x20
λ2
+
y20
λ2
thus (
x− x0
λ
)2
+
(
y − y0
λ
)2
=
( r
λ
)2
Theorem 4.1. The cross section ~n3 ◦~x = 0 is a subset of the Q[i]-Apollonian packing, SZ[i].
In particular, the subgroup of PSL2(Z[i]) identified with the symmetries of the Q[i]-
Apollonian packing may be regarded as a thin group in the sense that the orbit of Rˆ has
non-integer Hausdorff dimension, [Stange (2017)]. Since the choice of generators for OJ(Z)
is not unique, we provide an alternative list that includes an additional Euclidean reflection
perpendicular to ~n3 ◦~x = 0. The Euclidean part of OJ(Z) is now a rectangular prism instead
of a triangular prism:
OJ(Z)Eucl = 〈R~n4 , R~e5 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n6 , R~n7〉 (4.7)
where ~n6 = (1,−1, 0, 1, 1),
R~n6 =

1 2 1 0 0
0 −1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 2 1 1 0
0 2 1 0 1

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~n7 = (−1,−1, 2, 2, 2) and
R~n7 =

0 −1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
2 2 1 0 0
2 2 0 1 0
2 2 0 0 1

The region walled off by these Euclidean symmetries as well as the single inversion R~n5 is
also a fundamental domain for OJ(Z).
Proof. The symmetries in figure 4.3 wall off a fundamental domain of finite volume and
finite number of sides. The orbit of a face in the sphere packing, when projected onto
~n3 ◦ ~x = 0, gives a complete packing in the strip 0 ≤ Im(z) ≤ 1, [Baragar (2017a)].
Adjoining reflection through ~e5 and taking an orbit gives an overlapping collection of circles
for which the Apollonian packing is a strict subset. To show that this collection is in SZ[i], we
demonstrate a one to one correspondence between isometries in OJ(Z) with permutations of
PSL2(Z[i]). In particular, the reflection generators of the symmetries in the sphere packing
which are perpendicular to ~n3 ◦ ~x will be identified with involution mappings of PSL2(Z[i]).
By representing the circles of Cˆ with equivalence classes of PSL2(Z[i]), the involutions then
permute the Rˆ-image circles, which we will call Z[i]-circles.
The reflection symmetries defined by normal vectors ~e5, ~n4, ~n6, ~n2, ~n5 are Lorentz orthog-
onal to ~n3, so the respective geometric responses restricted to the plane ~n3◦~x = 0 is reflection
across the line of intersection and, for ~n5, inversion in the unit circle.
As a setup of convention, regard the plane ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0 as Cˆ with the following coordinate
system: ~e1 +~e5 the origin, ~e2 +~e5 the point 1, ~e1 +~e4 the point i, and ~e4 +~e5 = E the point
at infinity. The isometries {Rn2 , Rn4 , Rn5 , Rn6 , Re5} may be identified as symmetries of Cˆ.
With the above coordinate system, the action of R~e5 when restricted to the cross section
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~n3 ◦ ~x = 0 is complex conjugation z 7→ z¯. In PSL2(Z[i]), consider the map(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
(4.8)
By proposition 3.5 in [Stange (2015)],
curvature
{(
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
· Rˆ
}
= i(c¯d− cd¯) = i(cd¯− c¯d) = −i(cd¯− c¯d)
= −curvature
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
= −curvature
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
Thus, the conjugation map in 4.8 above reverses the orientation of Z[i]-circles. Again by
[Stange (2015)],
center
{(
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
· Rˆ
}
=
a¯d− b¯c
c¯d− cd¯ = center
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
so the conjugation map sends Z[i] circles to their complex conjugates. Observe that
det
(
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
= a¯d¯− b¯c¯ = ad− bc = 1¯ = 1
so this conjugation map has the desired effect on PSL2(Z[i]) of sending a Z[i]-circle to its
complex conjugate Z[i]-circle.
The map R~n4 on ~n3 ◦~x = 0 is reflection through the horizontal line containing the centers
of ~e1 and ~e2. As a map in Cˆ with the above coordinate system, R~n4 restricted to ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0
acts as reflection through the line Im(z) = 1
2
i.e. the map z 7→ z¯ + 1. Since translation by
τ ∈ OK is given by (
a b
c d
)
7→
(
1 τ
0 1
)(
a b
c d
)
=
(
a+ τc b+ τd
c d
)
then the map z 7→ z¯ + i is represented in PSL2(Z[i]) as(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
a¯+ ic¯ b¯+ id¯
c¯ d¯
)
(4.9)
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It is straightforward to check that this map changes the sign of the curvature and sends the
center of a Z[i]-circle to the complex conjugate plus i. For the symmetry R~n6 , this reflection
in Cˆ is z 7→ −z¯. In PSL2(Z[i]), the corresponding map is(
a b
c d
)
7→
(−a¯ b¯
c¯ −d¯
)
(4.10)
As before, this map preserves the determinant and sends a Z[i] circle to its reflection about
the imaginary axis. Composing the map in equation 4.10 with translation one unit right,
the map in PSL2(Z[i]) corresponding to R~n2 or z 7→ −z¯ + 1 is(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
c¯− a¯ b¯− d¯
c¯ −d¯
)
(4.11)
Again, it is straightforward to check that this map preserves the determinant of one and
sends a Z[i] circle to its reflection about the line Re(z) = 1
2
. Finally, the map
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(−c¯ d¯
−a¯ b¯
)
(4.12)
represents inversion in the unit circle z 7→ 1
z¯
or R~n5 restricted to ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0. First, if
z = center
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
=
curvature-center
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
curvature
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
then
z¯ =
curvature-center
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
curvature
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
since curvature is a real number. Letting
r =
1
curvature
{(
a b
c d
)
· Rˆ
}
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then by lemma 4.1 (and ignoring the absolute value, as we may allow the new radius to be
negative, possibly swapping the circle’s orientation), the new curvature of the inverted circle
is
zz¯ − r2
r
=
curv-center
curv
curv-center
curv
− 1
(curv)2
1
curv
=
(curv-center)(curv-center)− 1
curv
=
i(ad¯− bc¯)(−i(a¯d− b¯c))− 1
i(cd¯− c¯d) =
(ad¯a¯d+ bcb¯c¯)− acb¯d¯− bda¯c¯− 1
i(cd¯− c¯d) = · · ·
Since ad − bc = 1, then (ad − bc)(ad− bc) = 1, so adad + bcbc = 1 + adbc + bcad. So,
continuing the equality from above,
· · · = (cd¯− c¯d)(a¯b− ab¯)
i(cd¯− c¯d) = i(ab¯− a¯b) = curvature
{(−c¯ d¯
−a¯ b¯
)
· Rˆ
}
Since from lemma 4.1,
new curvature =
zz¯ − r2
r
= (old curv)(zz¯ − r2)
then
new curv
old curv
= zz¯ − r2 = i(ab¯− a¯b)
i(cd¯− c¯d)
and so
1
zz¯ − r2 =
cd¯− c¯d
ab¯− a¯b
Therefore,
new center =
z
zz¯ − r2 =
new curv
old curv
(old center) =
(
cd¯− c¯d
ab¯− a¯b
)(
ad¯− bc¯
cd¯− c¯d
)
=
ad¯− bc¯
ab¯− a¯b = center
{(−c¯ d¯
−a¯ b¯
)
· Rˆ
}
as desired. We now observe that any additional symmetries of the fundamental domain would
be generated by half-plane reflections, but such maps have entries in Q[i]− Z[i]. Thus, the
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symmetries of the sphere packing projected onto ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0 occur as symmetries of the Q[i]
generated Apollonian packing.
To summarize, table 4.1 lists the correspondence of maps in the slicing plane ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0.
In Cˆ In PSL2(Z[i]) In H Verbally
z 7→ z¯
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
Re5 reflection about real axis
z 7→ z¯ + i
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
a¯+ ic¯ b¯+ id¯
c¯ d¯
)
Rn4 reflection about Im(z) =
1
2
z 7→ −z¯
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(−a¯ b¯
c¯ −d¯
)
Rn6 reflection about Re(z) = 0
z 7→ −z¯ + 1
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
c¯− a¯ b¯− d¯
c¯ −d¯
)
Rn2 reflection about Re(z) =
1
2
z 7→ 1
z¯
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(−c¯ d¯
−a¯ b¯
)
Rn5 inversion in unit circle
Table 4.1: Correspondence of isometries, involutions of PSL2(Z[i]), and symmetries of SZ[i].
Now consider the slicing plane ~n4 ◦ ~x = 0. This is the level slice plane of symmetry
through the centers of ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3.
Figure 4.4 is seen earlier in [Baragar (2017b)]. It was originally considered not as a sphere
packing but as an ample cone for a K3 surface X with Picard number four, [Baragar (2017a)].
Each circle in the packing represents a face of the ample cone having a corresponding −2
curve on the surface X . By [Kova´cs (1994)], the circle’s common points of tangency are a
divisor class corresponding to an elliptic fibration of X .
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Figure 4.4: The “beehive packing”. If this packing is inverted in a circle, we get figure 1.4.
Let us choose a basis
{
Proj~n4~e1,Proj~n4~e2,Proj~n4~e3,Proj~n4
~E
}
=
{
~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~E
}
Then, with now four basis vectors, the separation matrix is
JB =

1 −1 −1 −2
−1 1 −1 −2
−1 −1 1 −2
−2 −2 −2 0

If we multiply this matrix through by a factor of −2, (which, by 2.5 does not affect the
packing configuration) we get
−2JB =

−2 2 2 4
2 −2 2 4
2 2 −2 4
4 4 4 0

which is even, symmetric, and has signature (1, 3). Thus, it may be regarded as an intersec-
tion matrix. By [Morrison (1984)], there exists a class of K3 surfaces with figure 4.4 as an
ample cone.
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Based on the separation matrix JB for the beehive packing, consider the change of basis
~b1 = (1, 0, 0, 0), ~b2 = (−1, 1, 1, 1), ~b3 = 12(0,−1, 1, 1), and ~b4 = 12(0, 1,−1, 1). Letting
J√3 = [~bi ◦~bj] =

1 −5 −1 −1
−5 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

then J√3 gives a strip packing similar to the Boyd/Mallows, but with the centers of ~e1 to ~e2
at a distance of
√
3 instead of the previous
√
2.
Figure 4.5: The next largest gap strip packing after the Boyd/Mallows. The accumulation
points are the points of tangency in the sphere packing.
From the unfolded Soddy sphere packing, the slice by the plane defined by normal vector
~e2 − ~e3 is the vertical plane going through ~P (the center of ~e1), and the point of tan-
gency ~e2 + ~e3. This is figure 4.5. This shows that it is possible to take different cross
sectional slices of a sphere packing and get (up to inversion or change of basis) the same
circle packing. It is possible to realize the
√
3-gap circle packing directly from the sphere
packing. Choose the basis
{
Proj~e2−~e3~e1,Proj~e2−~e3(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1),Proj~e2−~e3~e4,Proj~e2−~e3~e5
}
=
{~e1, (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1), ~e4, ~e5}. The separation matrix is exactly J√3.
It may be tempting to surmise that any possible slice of the Soddy packing represents
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an ample cone for a class of K3 surfaces. However, this is likely not the case. First, consider
the slice given by the normal vector ~m = 2~e4 − ~e5. This is the slice that is at a “one third”
level (if we consider the slice ~n4 = ~e4 − ~e5, which slices through the sphere’s equators to be
at “half level”). Then, projecting the basis vectors ~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4 onto ~m, then for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4,
the separation matrix in ~m ◦ ~x = 0 is
−9
2
[Proj~m(~ei) ◦ Proj~m(~ej)] =

−4 5 5 3
5 −4 5 3
5 5 −4 3
3 3 3 0

where, as before, we have cleared the rational entries to get a lattice.
Figure 4.6: The “one third” level slice of the unfolded Soddy sphere packing. This is a
connected packing with all spheres intersecting the slicing plane ~m = 2~e4−~e5 at an angle of
arccos 1
3
.
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4.1.1 Multiple Angle or Bi-Chromatic Packings
Letting now the slicing plane be defined by ~m = 3~e4 − ~e5, the separation matrix is
−4[Proj~m(~ei) ◦ Proj~m(~ej)] =

−3 5 5 2
5 −3 5 2
5 5 −3 2
2 2 2 0

The spheres in the unfolded Soddy packing intersecting 3~e4−~e5 intersect either tengentially,
or at an angle of pi
3
.
Figure 4.7: The “one fourth” cross section of the unfolded Soddy packing arising from the
slicing plane 3~e4 − ~e5.
If the slicing plane is moved further down to ~m = 4~e4−~e5, then the separation matrix is
−25
2
[Proj~m(~ei) ◦ Proj~m(~ej)] =

−8 17 17 5
17 −8 17 5
17 17 −8 5
5 5 5 0

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In this configuration, spheres intersect the slicing plane at two angles, so this packing is
disconnected: if the packing were connected, points of tangency would be included in the
slicing plane. At such points, the angles of intersection must be equal (up to their supple-
ment) since the sphere packing is tangential. The spheres in the unfolded Soddy packing
intersect 4~e4−~e5 at an angle of either arccos 15 or arccos 35 . Such packings have been discussed
in general terms in [Baram and Herrmann (2004)], wherein are referred to as bichromatic
packings.
Figure 4.8: The “one fifth” level cross section of the unfolded Soddy packing arising from
the slicing plane 4~e4 − ~e5.
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1/16 level cross section
Figure 4.9: A level slice of the Soddy packing 1/16th of the way up between the bounding
planes ~e5 and ~e4.
4.1.2 A Distancing Process
For the separation matrices
1 −d −1 −1
−d 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1
 or

−1 d 1 1
d −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 (4.13)
then if d > 1, ~e1 and ~e2 are at a positive distance from one another. With the interpretation
that a strip circle packing arises from a sphere packing unfolded from within the unit sphere,
then we expect that the symmetry R~e1−~e3 to be a symmetry with integer entries. Going
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down a dimension, since
R(1,0,−1,0) =

0 d+1
2
1 0
0 1 0 0
1 −d+1
2
0 0
0 0 0 1

then for this reflection to have integer entries, d must be odd. Indeed, the first strip packing
with ~e1 and ~e2 at a positive gapped distance is the Boyd/Mallows packing discussed in
chapter 3. However, the Boyd/Mallows packing does not show up as a cross section of the
Soddy sphere packing. We expect there to exist a sequence of gapped strip packings occuring
at intervals of
√
d+1
2
.
Figure 4.10: Increasing gaps between basis spheres.
4.1.3 Another Cross Section
Exploring another cross section of the unfolded Soddy sphere packing, now consider the
plane defined by normal vector ~m = (1, 1,−2,−2, 1). This plane includes the points ~e1 +~e4,
~e2 + ~e4, and ~e3 + ~e5 which are the north poles of the spheres represented by ~e1 and ~e2, and
the south pole of ~e3, respectively.
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Figure 4.11: With ~m = (1, 1,−2,−2, 1), the slicing plane ~m ◦ ~x = 0 contains the centers of
the inversion sphere symmetries.
We also note that the separation matrix
[Proj~m~ei ◦ Proj~m~ej] =

−2 2 5 2
2 −2 2 5
5 2 −2 2
2 5 2 −2

is circulant and occurs in example (2.3) in [Boyd (1974)].
Theorem 4.2. Let ~m = (1, 1,−2,−2, 1). The cross section ~m ◦ ~x = 0 is contained in the
Q[
√−7]-Apollonian packing.
Proof. Let τ = 1+
√
7i
2
. We show that the symmetries in figure 4.12 have corresponding maps
in PSL2(Z[τ ]). Since ~m ◦ (~e1 − ~e5) = 0, and ~m ◦ R~e1−~e5( ~E) = 0 the geometric action of
R~e1−~e5 restricted to ~m ◦ ~x = 0 is inversion in the unit circle. Similarly, inversion about the
circle of radius one about the point α = τ − 2 = −3+
√−7
2
is conjugate to inversion in the
unit circle and can be decomposed as follows: translation by −α, inversion in the unit circle,
then translation by α. The map in Cˆ is z 7→ 1
z−α + α and the map in H is R(2,−2,1,3,4).
Since (2,−2, 1, 3, 4) ◦ ~m = 0 this sphere inversion also restricts to circle inversion. The
vectors (1,−1, 0, 2, 2) and (1,−1, 0, 3, 3) are also Lorentz orthogonal to ~m and thus restrict
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Figure 4.12: The circle packing arising from the slice ~m = (1, 1,−2,−2, 1). The dashed circles
and vertical lines are symmetries which enclose a fundamental domain and can generate the
whole packing. Compare this with the Q[
√−7] packing in the strip 0 ≤ Im(z) ≤ 1+
√
7
2
found
in [Stange (2015)].
to reflections about Re(z) = −1
2
and Re(z) = −1, respectively. Table 4.2 summarizes the
correspondences of maps.
There is another curious connection between the slice packing in figure 4.12 and the
Q[
√−7] circle packing, or Schmidt arrangement SZ[√−7]. By the intersection formula 2.4, it
is possible to determine which spheres in the Soddy packing intersect ~m ◦ ~x = 0, in which
case the angle θ between an intersecting sphere ~n and the cross section ~m ◦~x = 0 is given by
cos θ =
~n ◦ ~m
||~n||||~m||
In the present case, the circle packing is connected and all spheres intersect the slice ~m◦~x = 0
at the angle
cos θ =
√
3
7
This can be seen as follows. If ~n is in the sphere packing, then ~n is the T -image of a face with
square norm 1 for some T ∈ O+J (Z). Since T is an isometry, it preserves the Lorentz norm,
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In Cˆ In PSL2(Z[1+
√−7
2
]) In H Verbally
z 7→ 1
z¯
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(−c¯ d¯
−a¯ b¯
)
Re1−e5 inversion in unit circle
z 7→ 1
z−α + α
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
3c¯− αa¯ αb¯− 3d¯
α¯c¯− a¯ b¯− α¯d¯
)
R(2,−2,1,3,4) inversion about α =
−3+√−7
2
z 7→ −z¯ − 1
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(−a¯− c¯ b¯+ d¯
c¯ −d¯
)
R(1,−1,0,2,2) reflection about Re(z) = −12
z 7→ −z¯ − 2
(
a b
c d
)
7→
(−a¯− 2c¯ b¯+ 2d¯
c¯ −d¯
)
R(1,−1,0,3,3) reflection about Re(z) = −1
Table 4.2: Correspondence of maps in the Q[
√−7]-Apollonian strip packing.
thus T~n ◦ T~n = 1. Since ~m ◦ ~m = 21, then if ~m and ~n were to intersect tangentially, 2.4
implies (~m◦~n)2 = (~m◦ ~m)(~n◦~n) = 21. But since ~m◦~n ∈ Z and 21 is not a perfect square, this
is a contradiction. Thus, ~m and ~n cannot intersect tangentially. So the circle packing cannot
have any “accumulation points” (as opposed to, for instance, figures 4.5 or 4.4). Observe
that if ~x = (a, b, c, d, e), then ~x ◦ ~m = α = 3(a + b − c − d + 3) ∈ 3Z. Since (cos θ)2 = α2
21
,
and α2 = 0, 9, 36, 81, ... then if ~x and ~m intersect, (cos θ)2 ≤ 1, implying α = 0,±3. So, ~n
and ~m can only intersect perpendicularly or at an angle of cos θ =
√
3
7
. However, ~n and ~m
cannot be Lorentz orthogonal. For instance, we know that ~e1 and ~m intersect, but ~e1 does
not satisfy 3(−a− b + c + d− e) = 0. If ~n ◦ ~m = 0, then (3(−a− b + c + d− e))2 < 21, so
(a + b − c − d + e)2 < 21
9
, so a + b − c − d + e = −1, 0, 1. Expanding (a + b − c − d + e)2
and using ~n ◦ ~n = 1 also leads to a contradiction. Alternatively, with the faces ~e1, ~e2, ~e4, ~e5,〈
R(1,0,0,0,−1), R(2,−2,1,3,4), R(1,−1,0,2,2), R(1,−1,0,3,3)
〉
generates the circle packing in ~m◦~x = 0 and
since each T ∈ 〈R(1,0,0,0,−1), R(2,−2,1,3,4), R(1,−1,0,2,2), R(1,−1,0,3,3)〉 fixes ~m, we have T~n ◦ T ~m =
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T~n ◦ ~m = ~n ◦ ~m. So the T−image circles are at the same angle as the faces, which are all at
cos θ =
√
3
7
.
A heuristic estimate of the Q[
√−7] circle packing can be calculated by taking the image
of a face ~ej under the above group. Using h(~x) = ~x ◦ ~D where ~D = 12(~e1 + ~e2 + ~e3 + ~e4), the
37, 986, 554 disks with a height below 218 were generated. Fitting the curve anb to the count
function #{~x : h(~x) ≤ n} yielded an estimate of 1
b
≈ 1.432.
4.2 The Egg Crate Packing
After analyzing numerous circle and sphere packings, it has been observed that in order to
generate circle packings with ever-increasing gap distances, it becomes increasingly helpful
to interpret them as slices of sphere packings. We find that the generators of the isometries
of a given sphere packing can be helpful in finding generators for the isometries of the slice
circle packings, and vice-versa. The three-dimensional analogue of the Boyd/Mallows circle
packing is a packing of spheres in which two of the spheres in the starting configuration are
at a separation of 3. In this configuration, the spheres are packed in a grid-like pattern, much
the way a carton of chicken eggs is usually arranged. For this reason, we will refer to this
particular packing of spheres as the egg crate packing. A cross section of this packing was
perhaps first pictured and analyzed by [Sullivan (1984)]. As a sphere packing, it also appears
in [Baram and Herrmann (2004)] (inverted within the unit sphere) and it was referred to as
the octahedron-based packing.
For the first step in the process of examining sphere packings of ever-increasing gaps, we
hold all basis vectors tangent except we let the centers of ~e1 and ~e3 (or ~e1 to ~e2 or ~e2 to ~e3)
be at a distance of
√
2 instead of 1. From the separation formula 2.5, we get ~e1 ◦ ~e3 = −3
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and the separation matrix
−

−1 1 3 1 1
1 −1 1 1 1
3 1 −1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1
 (4.14)
Figure 4.13: A configuration of basis vectors in the egg crate sphere packing. The distance
between the centers of ~e1 and ~e2 is now
√
2.
As in the Soddy packing, it is possible to choose a list of generators of the (thin) group of
isometries which enclose a fundamental domain. Let ~n1 = (0, 1,−1, 1, 1), ~n2 = (1,−1, 0, 0, 0),
~n3 = (1,−2, 1, 0, 0), ~n4 = (0, 0, 0, 1,−1), and ~n5 = (1, 0, 0,−1, 0). Then,
O+J (Z) = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 , R~n5〉
Let ~E = ~e4 +~e5 represent the point at infinity. The cross section ~n1 ◦~x = 0 is the Apollonian
packing since
[Proj~n1~ei ◦ Proj~n1~ej] = −

−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4
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The cross section ~n3 ◦ ~x = 0 is the Boyd/Mallows packing since
[Proj~n1~ei ◦ Proj~n1~ej] = −

−1 1 3 1
1 −1 1 1
3 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4
If ~m = ~n4, we get the level slice
Figure 4.14: The level slice ~n4 = ~e4 − ~e5 within the egg crate sphere packing. Compare this
to figure 11 in [Baragar (2017b)] or figure 2 in [Sullivan (1984)]. More circles are drawn
closer to the center of the picture because the vectors with lower height cluster closer to the
point ~D.
Let ~m be such that ~m◦ (~e1 +~e4) = ~m◦ (~e2 +~e4) = ~m◦ (~e3 +~e5) = ~m◦ ~E = 0. Then, up to
nonzero scalars, ~m = (0,−1, 1, 1,−1) representing a slicing plane containing the North poles
of ~e1 and ~e2 and the South pole of ~e3. The cross sectional circle packing within ~m ◦ ~x = 0
appears to be exactly figure 3.12. The planes of symmetry ~n6 = (1,−1, 0, 1, 1) and ~n2 are
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Lorentz orthogonal to ~m and when ~m ◦ ~x = 0 are identified with Cˆ; with ~e1 + ~e4 identified
as the origin, and ~n6 and ~n2 representing the vertical lines Re(z) = 0 and Re(z) =
1
2
. The
inversion R~e1−~e5 is perpendicular to ~m and represents inversion in the unit circle. To see the
translational symmetry along the imaginary axis, we note that the points ~e2 +~e4 and ~e2 +~e3
are on ~m ◦ ~x = 0. The −1 maps through these points are
T1 =

−1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 1 0
 , T2 =

−1 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
4 2 4 −1 2
2 0 2 0 1

The compositions T1T2 and T2T1 are translations and correspond to the complex-valued maps
z 7→ z ± 1√
2
i
Letting ~b1 = ~e1, ~b2 = ~e2, ~b3 = ~e3, and ~b4 =
1
2
~E, then the projected separation matrix is
[Proj~m~bi ◦ Proj~m~bj] = −
1
2
K where K =

−1 3 1 2
3 −1 5 2
1 5 −1 2
2 2 2 0

The packing arising from this North/South pole slice is a single-angle packing with each
sphere intersecting the slicing plane at the angle of 45 degrees or cos θ = 1√
2
. There is a
curious connection between this angle and the discriminant of −2 from the Q[√−2] packing.
If ~m = ~e1 − ~e2, then the cross sectional packing within ~m ◦ ~x = 0 appears to be exactly
figure 10 in [Baragar (2017b)], which is also figure 4.14 above inverted about the tangent
point ~e1 + ~e2.
Obtaining a heuristic estimate of the Hausdorff dimension of the egg crate packing is also
possible. Using ~D =
∑5
j=1 ~ej and height h(~x) = ~x ◦ ~D, the 63, 181, 845 spheres with a height
below 213 were generated. Fitting the curve anb to the count function #{~x : h(~x) ≤ n}
yielded an estimate of 1
b
≈ 2.487.
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4.3 Larger Gaps
To obtain sphere packings with ever larger gap distances between basis vectors, there are
several methods to choose from which systematically widen the gap distances. One such
method, as pictured in figure 4.10 is to choose the separation matrix
−

−1 1 2k + 1 1 1
1 −1 2k + 3 1 1
2k + 1 2k + 3 −1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1

and let k ≥ 0 take ever larger integer values. Note that if k = 0, this is, up to re-ordering of
basis vectors, the egg crate packing. To obtain a packing in which ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3 are offset
as in the Soddy packing, we may use
−

−1 1 2k + 1 1 1
1 −1 2k + 1 1 1
2k + 1 2k + 1 −1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1

To obtain a packing in which ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3 are all at equal separation, we may choose
−

−1 2k + 1 2k + 1 1 1
2k + 1 −1 2k + 1 1 1
2k + 1 2k + 1 −1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1

For the next example, let the separation matrix be fixed at
J = −

−1 1 3 1 1
1 −1 3 1 1
3 3 −1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1

So, the basis vectors ~e1 and ~e2 remain tangent, but |R~e1( ~E)R~e3( ~E)| = |R~e2( ~E)R~e3( ~E)| =
√
2.
The methods of the previous section can be used to show that the intersection of half spaces
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H−~nj with normal vectors
~n1 = (1, 1,−2, 3, 3)
~n2 = (1,−1, 0, 1, 1)
~n3 = (1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
~n4 = (0, 0, 0, 1,−1)
~n5 = (1, 0, 0, 0,−1)
~n6 = (−1,−1, 2, 4, 4)
~n7 = (0, 0, 1, 0,−1)
enclose a fundamental domain for
Γ = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 , R~n5 , R~n6 , R~n7〉
The slice ~n4 ◦ ~x = 0 is, as in the previous section, a level slice of the sphere packing.
The cross section ~n1 ◦ ~x = 0 yields the Apollonian packing. If ~m = (3,−4, 1, 2, 2), then
the cross section ~m ◦ ~x = 0 yields the Boyd/Mallows packing. If ~m = (1, 1,−2,−4, 3), then
the cross section ~m ◦ ~x = 0 yields another interesting packing. Within ~m ◦ ~x = 0, choose
~b1 = Proj~m~e1, ~b2 = Proj~m~e2, ~b3 = Proj~m~e3, and ~b4 = Proj~m ~E. Then,
[~bi ◦~bj] = − 2
11
K, where K =

−2 9 13 11
9 −2 13 11
13 13 −2 11
11 11 11 0

The spheres intersect ~m at the angle cos θ =
√
7
11
.
The packing in figure 4.16 appears to be exactly the generalized Apollonian packing con-
tained within the Schmidt arrangement of Q[
√−11]. It is curious that there is a connection
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Figure 4.15: The level slice of the offset sphere packing with center distance spacing of
√
2.
between the angle of cos θ =
√
7
11
and the discriminant of −11. Notice that 11′s appear
within the projected separation matrix K above. Furthermore, the characteristic polyno-
mial of K is p(x) = (x+ 11)2(x2 − 16x− 539) and detK = −1 · 72 · 113 = −65219. Further
investigation of the connection between the discriminant and the intersecting angle(s) will
be saved for a later time.
Obtaining a heuristic estimate for the Hausdorff dimension of this offset packing is also
possible. Using ~D =
∑5
j=1 ~ej and height h(~x) = ~x ◦ ~D, the 65, 966, 159 spheres with a height
below 213 were generated. Fitting the curve anb to the count function #{~x : h(~x) ≤ n}
yielded an estimate of 1
b
≈ 2.523.
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Figure 4.16: The cross section arising from the slicing plane defined by (1, 1,−2,−4, 3) within
the offset sphere packing with separation 3. Compare this to figures 4, 20, 21, 22 in [Stange
(2015)].
Next, let the separation now be
−

−1 1 3 1 1
1 −1 5 1 1
3 5 −1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1

The intersection of half spaces H−~nj with
~n1 = (1, 0,−1, 2, 2)
~n2 = (1, 0,−1, 0, 0)
~n3 = (1,−1, 0, 1, 1)
~n4 = (0, 0, 0, 1,−1)
~n5 = (1, 0, 0,−1, 0)
~n6 = (1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
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Figure 4.17: The level slice packing in which ~e1 ◦ ~e3 = 3 and ~e2 ◦ ~e3 = 5. All spheres
intersecting ~n4 = ~e4 − ~e5 with a height below 28 are pictured.
enclose a fundamental domain for
Γ = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 , R~n5 , R~n6〉
Obtaining a heuristic estimate for the Hausdorff dimension of this packing is possible. Using
~D =
∑5
j=1 ~ej and height h(~x) = ~x ◦ ~D, a quick computer run showed that there are 349323
spheres with a height below 210. Again fitting the curve anb to the count function #{~x :
h(~x) ≤ n} yielded an estimate of 1
b
≈ 2.57.
For the next sphere packing, consider the separation matrix
−

−1 1 5 1 1
1 −1 5 1 1
5 5 −1 1 1
1 1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 1 −1

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Figure 4.18: Vectors with a height below 450 which intersect the diagonal slicing plane
(−1, 0, 1, 2,−2). This figure may potentially be a subset of some Schmidt arrangement.
relative again to the standard basis. The intersection of half spaces H−~nj with
~n1 = (1, 1,−2, 5, 5)
~n2 = (1,−1, 0, 1, 1)
~n3 = (1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
~n4 = (0, 0, 0, 1,−1)
~n5 = (1, 0, 0,−1, 0)
~n6 = (−1,−1, 2, 6, 6)
~n7 = (0, 0, 1, 0,−1)
enclose a fundamental domain for
Γ = 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 , R~n5 , R~n6 , R~n7〉
Obtaining a heuristic estimate for the Hausdorff dimension of this packing is again possible.
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Using ~D =
∑5
j=1 ~ej and height h(~x) = ~x ◦ ~D, a quick computation showed that there
are 251501 spheres with a height below 210. Fitting the curve anb to the count function
#{~x : h(~x) ≤ n} yielded an estimate of 1
b
≈ 2.61.
4.4 Strip Packings
Next, we present a method for obtaining pictures, fundamental domains, and Hausdorff
dimension estimates for strip packings with ever-larger gaps. The general form of the sepa-
ration matrix will be 
−1 2k − 1 1 1
2k − 1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

So, based on 2.5 and fixing the point at infinity ~E = ~e3 + ~e4, the gap distances between
the centers of ~e1 and ~e2 will be 1,
√
2,
√
3, 2,
√
5, .... For β-coordinates (see 2.14), we choose
[~P ]β = [R~e1( ~E)]β = [4~e1 + ~E]β = (0, 0), the origin. [R~e2( ~E)]β = [4~e2 + ~E]β = (
√
k, 0), and
[~e1 + ~e3]β = (0,
1
2
), since the curvatures of ~e1 and ~e2 are 2. For the above general separation
matrix, four reflections R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4 which are reflection through planes with normal
vectors
~n1 = (1,−1, k, k)
~n2 = (1,−1, 0, 0)
~n3 = (1, 0,−1, 0)
~n4 = (0, 0, 1,−1)
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will always have integer entries
R~n1 =

1 2 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 2k 1 0
0 2k 0 1
 , R~n2 =

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

R~n3 =

0 k − 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 1− k 0 0
0 0 0 1
 , R~n4 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

The challenge of finding a list of generators for O+J (Z) lies in being able to cover a curvilinear
region between ~e1, ..., ~e4 with symmetries or faces. This is roughly equivalent to identifying
a fundamental domain for O+J (Z). For the first three packings, the Apollonian packing, the
Boyd/Mallows packing, and the
√
3-gap packing, the generators R~n1 , ..., R~n4 are sufficient
such that the image of a face, say ~e1 under 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4〉 generates the full packing.
Figure 4.19: The reflective symmetries 〈R~n1 , R~n2 , R~n3 , R~n4〉 are sufficient to generate the first
three packings.
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Once a gap of
√
3 is exceeded, additional reflection symmetries are needed in order to
cover the rectangular region bounded by ~n1, ~n2, and ~n4. For the case when the separation
matrix becomes 
−1 7 1 1
7 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 or

−1 1 3 1
1 −1 3 1
3 3 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

(these packing are, up to inversion, identical).
Figure 4.20: Some reflection symmetries which generate the packing in which ~e1 and ~e2 are
at a separation of 7 and so their centers are at a distance of
√
4 = 2. This is the Apollonian
packing except that a face has been replaced by a symmetry.
The additional symmetry used to complete this packing is (−1,−1, 2, 2) which represents
reflection through the circle 1 unit right of ~e1.
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For the packing defined by separation matrix
−1 9 1 1
9 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

~e1 and ~e2 are at a separation of 9, so using 2.6 |R~e1( ~E)R~e2( ~E)| =
√
5. The reflective sym-
metries can be visualized in the following figure 4.21. The additional symmetries needed are
(−1,−1, 3, 1), which corresponds to the dotted circle of radius 1
2
centered at ( 2√
5
,−1
2
) as well
as (−3,−2, 5, 5), which is the smaller inversion circle having radius 1
2
√
5
and center ( 2√
5
, 0).
Figure 4.21: Some reflective symmetries and the packing generated when ~e1 and ~e2 are at a
separation of 9.
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Moving on to the packing defined by
−1 11 1 1
11 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

this case is actually simpler than the previous. Only one additional symmetry is added,
(−1,−1, 4, 2) which corresponds to the inversion circle centered at (
√
6
2
,−1
2
) having radius
1√
2
.
Figure 4.22: Some symmetries and the packing arising when ~e1 and ~e2 are at a separation
of 11.
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Next, the packing defined by 
−1 13 1 1
13 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

is more complicated since three additional symmetries and one additional face are needed
to cover a region intersecting the boundary on a set of measure zero. The symmetries used
in figure 4.23 are as follows: (1, 1,−4,−2) has square norm −4 and is the inversion circle
centered at (
√
7
2
,−1
2
) with radius 1
2
. (27, 15,−63,−49) has square norm −28 and is the small
inversion circle centered at ( 5
14
√
7,−1
6
) with radius 1
6
√
7
. (−8,−6, 21, 21) has square norm
−28 and is the inversion circle centered at ( 3√
7
, 0) with radius 1
2
√
7
. Finally, the additional
face is ~f1 = (2, 1,−4,−4) (it has square norm −1) and it is centered at (
√
7
3
, 0) and has radius
1
6
.
We observe that although ~ej ◦~ej = ~f1 ◦ ~f1 = −1, there does not exist an isometry which is
a product of the above reflections sending ~e1 to ~f1. So, for this particular set of generators,
these two faces are needed to ensure a complete packing. Thus, the orbits of ~e1 and ~f1 form
two disjoint graphs with the same average growth rate as described above.
Observe that, after scaling through to clear rational entries, the increasing magnitude of
the entries of the normal vectors makes it unfeasible to simply randomly search for normal
vectors. These vectors were found by carefully setting up systems of equations as described
in the previous sections. The intersection formula 2.4, the translate maps 2.12 and 2.17, as
well as the −1 map 2.13 have proven to be useful tools for unearthing these hidden isometries.
Next, when the separation matrix is
−1 15 1 1
15 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

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Figure 4.23: The strip packing arising when ~e1 and ~e2 are at a separation of 13.
we may adjoin three additional symmetries to obtain a complete packing. The vector
(−1,−1, 4, 4) has square norm −4 and is an inversion circle with center (√2, 0) and radius
1
2
. (−11,−5, 24, 24) has square norm −32, center (5
8
√
2, 0), and radius 1
4
√
2
. (−5,−3, 16, 8)
has square norm −32, center (3
4
√
2,−1
2
), and radius 1√
8
.
Next, with separation matrix 
−1 17 1 1
17 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

we adjoin three additional symmetries. (−1,−1, 5, 3) has square norm −4 and represents
an inversion reflection with center (3
2
,−1
2
) and radius 1
2
. (2, 1,−6,−5) has square norm −4,
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Figure 4.24: Some symmetries and the resulting packing when ~e1 and ~e2 are at a separation
of 15, so their centers are at a distance of
√
8.
center (1,−1
6
) and radius 1
3
. (−5,−4, 18, 18) has square norm −9, center (4
3
, 0) and radius 1
6
.
Next, if the separation matrix is
−1 19 1 1
19 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

then the centers of ~e1 and ~e2 are at a distance of
√
10. Five additional symmetries and one
additional face were used to wall of a fundamental domain and provide a complete strip
packing. (−1,−1, 5, 5) has square norm −4, center (
√
10
2
, 0), and radius 1
2
. To illustrate the
use of the map 2.17, we may realize this vector as aising from translating R~e1( ~E) halfway to
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Figure 4.25: Some symmetries which result in a complete packing where the separation
between ~e1 and ~e2 is 17.
R~e2( ~E), in which case the map has matrix representation
1
2
−1
2
0 0
1
2
3
2
0 0
−5
2
15
2
1 0
−5
2
15
2
0 1

Multiplying the first column vector through by 2 clears the fractions, but changes the square
norm by a factor of 22, so from−1 to−4. (−2,−1, 7, 4) also has square norm−4, it has center
(
√
10
3
,−1
2
), and radius 1
3
. (−11,−9, 50, 30) has square norm −40, center ( 9
20
√
10,−1
2
) and
radius 1
2
√
10
. (−21,−9, 60, 50) has square norm −40, center ( 3
10
√
10,−1
6
), and radius 1
3
√
10
.
(−39,−21, 130, 110) has square norm −40, center ( 7
20
√
10,−1
6
), and radius 1
6
√
10
. Finally,
(−29,−11, 70, 70) has square norm −40, center (11
40
√
10, 0), and radius 1
4
√
10
. One additional
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face needs to be adjoined. (2, 1,−6,−6) has square norm −1, center (
√
10
3
, 0), and radius 1
6
.
Figure 4.26: A total of 10 symmetries acting on two faces were used to create a complete
strip packing in which ~e1 and ~e2 are at a separation of 19.
In the cases of increased gap distances, simply performing a random search for reflection
isometry normal vectors needed to cover a fundamental region is no longer feasible. For
instance, (−39,−21, 130, 110) was used and has matrix representation
R(−39,−21,130,110) =

235 936 156 78
126 505 84 42
−780 −3120 −519 −260
−660 −2640 −440 −219

The next case of a gap distance of
√
11 between the centers of ~e1 and ~e2 is instructive
and requires more care. Fix the separation matrix
−1 21 1 1
21 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

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and the standard basis {~e1, ~e2, ~e3, ~e4}. Based on the previous symmetry observations, some
faces and reflections that preserve the lattice are ~F1 = ~e1−~e2, ~F2 = ~e3−~e4, ~F3 = (1,−1, 11, 11),
~F4 = ~e4 (which we will later remove), ~F5 = ~e1−~e3, and ~F6 = (1, 1,−6,−4), which has square
norm −4, with center (1
2
√
11,−1
2
) and radius 1
2
. Vectors is V ⊥~F2, ~F5 may be characterized as
being in Span{(10, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 1)}. Letting ~t = 1(10, 1, 0, 0)−7(1, 0, 1, 1) = (3, 1,−7,−7),
we see that ~t◦~t = 4 and R~t ∈ OJ(Z)−O+J (Z). Even though R~t does not send the forward cone
to itself, it nonetheless permutes faces, so it it a useful isometry for finding other additional
faces or reflections. For instance, R~t(~n5) = (17, 5,−36,−38). Moving this vector within the
region bounded by H−~F5∩H
+
~F2
, we get R~F5R~F2R~F5R~t(~n5) = (12, 5,−36,−33) which has square
norm −4, center ( 5
17
√
11,− 3
34
), and radius 1
17
. It is now possible to find ~n2 = (5, 4,−14,−14),
which is Lorentz orthogonal to (12, 5,−36,−33) and ~F2, and tangent to ~F5. Alternatively,
it is possible to use R~t directly to see that R~t(~e1) = ~n2.
Now looking for vectors Lorentz orthogonal to ~F2 and ~F6, we find that ~n1 = (3, 2,−12,−12)
is another face with square norm −1, center (2
5
√
11, 0), and radius 1
10
. Let ~P1 be the point
of tangency of ~F2 and ~F6. Since ~F2 ◦ ~F2 = ~F6 ◦ ~F6 = −4, the intersection formula 2.4 implies
that ~P1 = ~F2 + ~F6 = (1, 1,−5,−5). Now note that ~n1 ◦ ~P1 = ~e4 ◦ ~P1 = 2, so ~n1 and ~e4 have
the same curvature relative to letting ~P1 be the point at infinity. This implies that ~P1 could
be a cusp and the minus one map (see 2.13) fixing ~P1 and ~P2, φ~P1, ~P2 may be in O+J (Z), where
~P2 is the midpoint of the centers of the disks given by ~n1 and ~e4 using ~P1 at infinity. In other
words, ~P2 is the midpoint or zenith of the hyperbolic line segment connecting R~e4(~P1) and
R~n1(~P1). Let ~O4 = R~e4(~P1) = (1, 1,−5,−1) and ~O1 = R~n1(~P1) = (13, 9,−53,−53). Then,
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Figure 4.27: Faces and symmetries which enclose a fundamental domain for the
√
11 gap
case.
~P2 = ~O1 + ~O4 + a~P1. Now solve for a such that ~P2 ◦ ~P2 = 0:
~P2 ◦ ~P2 = ( ~O1 + ~O4 + a~P1) ◦ ( ~O1 + ~O4 + a~P1)
= ~O1 ◦ ~O1 + ~O1 ◦ ~O4 + ~O1 ◦ (a~P1) + ~O4 ◦ ~O1 + ~O4 ◦ ~O4
+ ~O4 ◦ (a~P1) + a~P1 ◦ ~O1 + a~P1 ◦ ~O4 + a2 ~P1 ◦ ~P1
= 2( ~O1 ◦ ~O4) + 2a~P1 ◦ ~O1 + 2a~P1 ◦ ~O4 = 0
= 2(96) + 2a(8) + 2a(8) =⇒ a = −6
Thus, ~P2 = ~O1 + ~O4 − 6~P1, which can be scaled down to 14( ~O1 + ~O4 − 6~P1) = (2, 1,−7,−6).
Next, note that [~P2]β = (
1
3
√
11,−1
6
) and if ~P2 is chosen at infinity, then ~n2 ◦ ~P2 = ~e4 ◦ ~P2 = 8.
So it is again possible that ~P2 is a cusp and φ~P2, ~P3 ∈ O+J (Z), where ~P3 is the midpoint of
the centers of the disks given by ~n2 and ~e4 with ~P2 at infinity. By a similar calculation as
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previously, we find that ~P3 = (4, 1,−7,−8) and indeed φ~P2, ~P3 ∈ O+J (Z). Solving for a circle
perpendicular to ~F5 and ~e4, we get ~p1 = (23, 10,−77,−44). This can also be obtained by
using the map R~t above. ~p1 has center (
10
33
√
11,−1
2
), radius 1
3
√
1
11
, and square norm −44.
There are two points of intersection with ~p1 and ~F5. The one in H
+
~e4
is ~Q = (7, 3,−23,−15).
Perhaps we can use ~Q2 as a cusp. Since ~p1 ◦~p1 = ~F1 ◦ ~F1 = −44, there may exist an isometry
sending ~p1 to ~F . If ~P2 is at infinity, the curvatures ~p1 ◦ ~P2 = −~F1 ◦ ~P2 = −88. Using the same
techniques, we get the midpoint ~P4 = (2, 1,−7,−2) and find that φ~P2, ~P4 ∈ O+J (Z). In order
to correspond a face/plane ~F10 to the map φ~P1, ~P2 , we can take any plane containing
~P1 and ~P2
since φ~P1, ~P2 interchanges the half spaces H
+
~F10
↔ H−~F10 . In figure 4.27, ~F10 = (1,−1, 11,−11),
the plane containing ~P1, ~P2, and ~E. ~F11 = (1,−1, 0, 11), and ~F12 = (3,−3, 11, 11). We may
thus conclude that if G =
〈
R~F1 , ..., R~F6 , φ~P1, ~P2 , φ~P2, ~P3 , φ~P2, ~P4
〉
, then G is a subgroup of finite
index in OJ(Z). Removing R~F4 = R~e4 , we get a thin group Γ and the packing is the image
of one of the basis circles ~ej under the action of Γ.
Figure 4.28: The strip packing in which ~e1 and ~e2 are at a separation of 21, or a center-to-
center distance of
√
11.
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4.5 Overlapping Spheres
Using the separation formula 2.5, we constructed packings of disks and spheres in which the
intersections between disks or spheres was either tangential or disjoint. It is also possible
to pack space with overlapping circles. See [Baragar (2014)], [Baragar (2017c)], and [Stange
(2015)].
Fix the separation matrix
J = [~ei ◦ ~ej] =

−2 1 1 2 2
1 −2 1 2 2
1 1 −2 2 2
2 2 2 −2 2
2 2 2 2 −2
 (4.15)
in which 2.5 implies that the spheres represented by ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3 intersect at an angle of 60
degrees. Consider now the normal vectors ~n1 = ~e1 − ~e2, ~n2 = ~e1 − ~e3, ~n3 = (4,−4,−0, 3, 3),
which is a vertical plane perpendicular to ~e1, ~n4 = ~e4 − ~e5, ~n5 = ~e1 − ~e4, and ~n6 =
(−4,−4, 8, 3, 3), which is the plane tangent to ~e1 and ~e2 intersecting ~e3 at 60 degrees. Now
consider the (Coxeter) group generated by reflections G =
〈
R~nj
〉6
j=1
. Then, the image of G
acting on the face ~e1 projected into the plane ~n4 is pictured in figure 4.29.
Compare this figure to the Eisenstein case in [Stange (2015)].
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J det J ≈ δ
−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -16 1.305686

−1 3 1 1
3 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -32 1.335

−1 5 1 1
5 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -48 1.4642

−1 1 3 1
1 −1 3 1
3 3 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -64 1.407

−1 7 1 1
7 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -64 1.407

−1 9 1 1
9 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -80 1.72

−1 3 3 1
3 −1 3 1
3 3 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -128 1.4802

−1 15 1 1
15 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -128 1.68

−1 17 1 1
17 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -144 1.72

−1 19 1 1
19 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -160 1.52

−1 21 1 1
21 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1
 -176 1.81
Table 4.3: A comparison of heuristic estimates of various packings occurring on the boundary
of 4 dimensional Lorentz space with the determinant of the defining separation matrix.
The number of decimal digits indicates the known precision of the estimate found from
computations. 178
Figure 4.29: A cross section of an overlapping sphere packing.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATIONS OF HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY
TO COMPUTATIONAL STATISTICS
This chapter presents some of the details of joint work between the author and Sharang
Chaudry. We discuss some of the uses of spherical inversion (discussed in the previous
chapters) toward the creation of an efficient statistical sampling scheme used within the
framework of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process. The creation of optimal
samplers is a problem with many applications, though is generally a difficult task, especially
when parameters have constraints. To address this challenge, the constrained parameter
space is inverted so that more efficient sampling may take place. The spherical inversion map
has been embedded within the Metropolis-Hastings paradigm to effectively sample on several
domains including the standard simplex with the sum-to-one constraint. The method’s
performance is assessed using standard simulation studies and comparisons. Additionally, we
provide a discussion of advantages compared to existing methods and also describe potential
generalizations.
5.1 Background
Given a parameter vector ~θ = (θ1, ..., θk) ∈ Rk, a common constraint of interest is when ~θ is
contained within the standard simplex or probability simplex{
~θ ∈ Rk : θj ≥ 0,
k∑
j=1
θj = 1
}
(5.1)
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The need for sampling and statistical inference of parameters constrained within the prob-
ability simplex arise in many areas including: [Fry et al. (2000)] and [Thomas and Aitchi-
son (2005)], who use compositional data, [Dobigeon et al. (2009)], [Arngren et al. (2011)],
[Bioucas-Dias et al. (2012)], and [Altmann et al. (2014)], whose use hyperspectral image
unmixing, and [Behrens et al. (2007)], and [Pisharady et al. (2018)], who use neuroimaging.
Many methods within the framework of computational Bayesian statistics have been
proposed to sample effectively on the simplex. In [Betancourt (2012)], the simplex is repa-
rameterized to make use of Hamilton Monte Carlo sampling, which can be implemented with
several types of distributions. The Metropolis-Hasting algorithm is a computational method
in which sampling from a target distribution may be done in place of either obtaining a
closed-form of the distribution or direct sampling. The use of a proposal distribution is used
to generate values of a Markov chain, whose stationary distribution is the target distribu-
tion of interest. New proposed values are either accepted or rejected based on a likelihood
ratio, prior densities, and proposal densities. The accepted values are stored and used for
statistical inference.
Choosing proposal distributions is an important aspect of building an efficient Metropolis-
Hasting sampler. On the simplex, simply choosing a distribution such as the Gaussian may
lead to poor sampling. First, if one of the parameter values θj is close to an edge of the
simplex, meaning that θj <  or 1− θj <  for some small  > 0, then when proposing a new
point ~θ∗, this point may lie outside the simplex, in which case the move ~θ 7→ ~θ∗ is rejected.
Secondly, if the standard deviation of the Gaussian is small relative to the volume of the
simplex, then it is likely that ||~θ− ~θ∗|| is small and many moves are accepted. This leads to
a concentration of values and poor exploration of the parameter space.
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In [Director et al. (2017)], a univariate Metropolis-Hastings sampling scheme is used which
uses a self-adjusting logit transform on one component θj at a time. The logit transform
x 7→ log x
1−x maps the unit interval (0, 1) to R. Instead of sampling with standard proposal
choices within [0, 1], unrestricted sampling can be done in R, and then the new proposed
value can be bought back into the simplex via the inverse logit transform x 7→ ex
1+ex
.
A common strategy when working within constrained domains is to reparameterize the
given parameters such that the domain is then unconstrained or of infinite volume. For
example, an exponential map xj 7→ exj ensures positivity of variables in the reparameterized
space. Such transformations depend on the problem at hand and finding an appropriate
such transformation may be a highly non-trivial task. The spherical inversion procedure
discussed below can transform a large class of potentially complicated domains into regions
of infinite volume wherein sampling is less restrictive and more efficient.
Figure 5.1: Example of an alternate domain (the unit cube) in R2 and an inverted image.
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5.2 Inversion Procedure
Given a sphere S~x0(r) in Rn of radius r and center ~x0, inversion in S~x0(r) is
T (~x) = ~x0 + r
2 ~x− ~x0
||~x− ~x0||22
(5.2)
where || · ||2 is the usual Euclidean norm. Throughout this chapter, we will write || · ||2 = || · ||,
not to be confused with the Lorentz norm from the previous chapters. The salient features
of T of use to us here are that T is a reflection and involution (T−1 = T ) (thus invertible) on
punctured Euclidean space, and conformal. One of the problems with proposing new values
of ~θ is that if ~θ is close to one or more edges of the simplex, then making a random move
~θ 7→ ~θ∗ given by, say a Gaussian distribution implies a high likelihood that ~θ∗ will lie outside
the simplex in which case the move is rejected. This problem is pronounced if ~θ is in a corner
of the simplex near multiple edges. Our proposal procedure is similar to the one given in
[Director et al. (2017)] except that we will be able to update k components of ~θ at a time
by applying a chosen spherical inversion T to ~θ so that T (~θ) = ~δ lies outside the simplex,
within the inverted simplex. Then, a new point T (~θ) = ~δ∗ may be proposed. Then, T−1 = T
is again applied so that T (~δ∗) = ~θ∗ is back in the simplex.
Given ~θ in the simplex, a sphere S~x0(r) will be established. For simplicity, we will initially
pick r =
√
2, which ensures that S~x0(
√
2) always contains the simplex. The inversion center
~x0 will be chosen to be the projection of ~x onto the nearest face of the simplex. Inversion in
a sphere of radius r with center ~α = (α1, ..., αn) may be writtenx1...
xn
 7→

α1 +
r2(x1−α1)
(x1−α1)2+···+(xn−αn)2
...
αn +
r2(xn−αn)
(x1−α1)2+···+(xn−αn)2
 (5.3)
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Figure 5.2: The proposal procedure in which the Euclidean center ~θ is replaced with the
hyperbolic center, with the nearest edge the hyperbolic boundary. This biases sampling
away from the edges and improves the acceptance rate while maintaining good movement
across the simplex.
Since the simplex in Rn may be regarded as the intersection of n + 1 half spaces: W+1 :
x1 ≥ 0,W+2 : x2 ≥ 0, · · · ,W+n = xn ≥ 0, and W−n+1 :
∑
xj ≤ 1, then given a point ~x in the
simplex, the center ~α of inversion will be given by the projection of ~x onto the nearest edge
Wj. In Rn, projection onto the edges W1, ...,Wn containing the coordinate axes is given by
ProjWj~x = (x1, ..., xj−1, 0, xj+1, ..., xn) (5.4)
Projection onto Wn+1 which is defined by the equation x1 + · · ·+ xn = 1 is given by
ProjWn+1~x =
1
n
((nI −M)~x+ ~n) (5.5)
where I is the n×n identity matrix, M = [1]n×n, and ~n = [1]1×n. Inversion sends spheres to
spheres, and since a plane is a sphere containing the point at infinity, then T (Wj) are also
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spheres with finite radius when ~α 6∈ Wj.
We wish to find the distance between T (~x) and the nearest inverted sphere T (Wj):
η = min
1≤j≤n+1
||T (~x)− T (Wj)|| (5.6)
It is possible to write
||T (~x)− T (Wj)|| = ||T (~x)− center(T (Wj))|| − radius(T (Wj)) (5.7)
For the edges Wj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
center(T (W1)) = (α1 − r
2
2α1
, α2, ..., αn) (5.8)
radius(T (W1)) =
∣∣∣∣ r22α1
∣∣∣∣ = r22α1 (5.9)
and similar for j ≤ n faces. For the face Wn+1 defined by the equation x1 + · · ·+ xn = 1, we
get
center(T (Wn+1)) = (α1 − ρ, ..., αn − ρ) (5.10)
radius(T (Wn+1)) =
√
n|ρ| (5.11)
where
ρ =
r2
2(α1 + · · ·+ αn − 1)
To derive equation 5.8, observe that since W1 is given by the equation x1 = 0, then T (W1)
is given by
T (W1) : α1 +
r2(x1 − α1)
||~x− ~α||2 = 0 (5.12)
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Completing the square in x1 and letting α1 6= 0, (or else T fixes W1),
((x1 − α1)2 + · · · (xn − αn)2) + r
2
α1
(x1 − α1) = 0
x21 − 2x1
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
)
+
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
)2
+ α21 + (x2 − α2)2 + · · ·+ (xn − αn)2 = r2 +
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
)2
(
x1 −
(
α1 − r
2
2α1
))2
+ (x2 − α2)2 + · · ·+ (xn − αn)2 =
(
r2
2α1
)2
By symmetry, the centers and radii for Wj, j ≤ n are similar. To derive equation 5.10,
T (Wn+1) : α1 +
r2(x1 − α1)
||~x− ~α||2 ) + · · ·+ αn +
r2(xn − αn)
||~x− ~α||2 = 1 (5.13)
Letting α1 + · · · + αn 6= 1, or else T fixes Wn+1 and completing the square now in each
variable,
||~x− ~α||2 + r
2(x1 + · · ·+ xn)
(α1 + · · ·+ αn − 1) =
r2(α1 + · · ·+ αn)
(α1 + · · ·+ αn − 1)
Letting
ρ =
r2
2(α1 + · · ·+ αn − 1)
x21 − 2x1(α1 − ρ) + (α1 − ρ)2
+
...
+ x2n − 2xn(αn − ρ) + (αn − ρ)2
= 2ρ(α1 + · · ·+ αn)− α21 − · · · − α2n + (α1 − ρ)2 + · · ·+ (αn − ρ)2
= nρ2 = (
√
nρ)2
If a region of interest is bounded by the plane xj = a, then translation of equation 5.8
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implies that
center(T ({xj = a})) =
(
α1, ..., αj − r
2
2(αj − a) , ..., αn
)
(5.14)
radius(T ({xj = a})) = r
2
2|αj − a| (5.15)
An octant of the unit ball in Rn is comprised of the non-empty intersection of half spaces
defined by W1, ...,Wn as well as B : x
2
1 + · · ·+x2n = 1. Projection onto B is ~x 7→ ~x||~x|| and the
inverted center of B is given as follows:
Lemma 5.1. The T~α,r-image of B has center(
α1
(
1− r
2
λ
)
, ..., αn
(
1− r
2
λ
))
and radius
r2
|λ|
where λ = α21 + · · ·+ α2n − 1.
Proof. Let δ = ||~x− ~α||2 6= 0. T (B) = T~α,r(B) has equation(
α1 +
r2(x1 − α1)
δ
)
+ · · ·+
(
αn +
r2(xn − αn)
δ
)
= 1
Multiplying by δ2 and expanding terms,
α21δ
2 + 2α1δr
2(x1 − α1) + r4(x1 − α1)2 + · · ·+ α2nδ2 + 2αnδr2(xn − αn) + r4(xn − αn)2 = δ2
Gathering r4δ on the left hand side and dividing by δ,
α21δ + 2α1r
2(x1 − α1) + · · ·+ α2nδ + 2αnr2(xn − αn) + r4 = δ
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Letting λ = α21 + · · ·+ α2n − 1 6= 0, we get
δλ+ 2α1r
2x1 + · · ·+ 2αnr2xn = 2α21 + · · ·+ 2α2nr2 − r4
Letting σj =
2αjr
2
λ
,
δ + σ1x1 + · · ·+ σnxn = 1
λ
(2r2(α21 + · · ·+ α2n)− r4) = τ
x21 − 2x1
(
α1 − σ1
2
)
+
(
α1 − σ1
2
)2
+
...
x2n − 2xn
(
αn − σn
2
)
+
(
αn − σn
2
)2
= τ − (α21 + · · ·+ α2n) +
(
α1 − σ1
2
)2
+ · · ·+
(
αn − σn
2
)2
The left hand side consists of perfect squares as desired and the right hand is
1
λ
(2r2(α21 + · · ·+ α2n)− r4)− α21 − · · · − α2n
+ α21 −
2α21r
2
λ
+
α21r
4
λ2
+ · · ·+ α2n −
2α2nr
2
λ
+
α2nr
4
λ2
=
α21r
4
λ2
+ · · ·+ α
2
nr
4
λ2
− r
4λ
λ2
=
r4
λ2

The Jacobian for T~α,r is given by
J =

∂u1
∂x1
∂u1
∂x2
· · · ∂u1
∂xn
∂u2
∂x1
∂u2
∂x2
· · · ∂u2
∂xn
...
...
. . .
...
∂un
∂x1
· · · · · · ∂un
∂xn
 (5.16)
where uj = αj + 2ρ(xj − αj), the jth component of T~α,r(~x). Taking partial derivatives, we
get
[J ]i,j =
{
r2(||~x−~α||2−2(xj−αj)2)
||~x−~α||4 , i = j
−2r2(xi−αi)(xj−αj)
||~x−~α||4 , i 6= j
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Pulling out the factor of r
2
||~x−~α||4 and making the substitution aj = (xj − αj), we can realize
[J ]i,j =
r2
(
∑n
k=1 a
2
k)
2
{∑n
k=1 a
2
k − 2a2j , i = j
−2aiaj, i 6= j
from which the binomial theorem and cofactor expansion gives
det J =
(
r2
(
∑n
k=1 a
2
k)
2
)n
(−(
∞∑
k=1
a2k)
n) = −
(
r
||~x− ~α||
)2n
Let
P (~x) = argmin
~x ∈ ω(S−)
||~θ− − ~x|| (5.17)
be projection of ~x onto the nearest face Wj. For example, when S− is a two-dimensional
isosceles triangle, this partitions S− into four regions; three triangles which project to a
common face and a set of three line segments containing the incenter, I, of planar Lebesgue
measure zero.
Lemma 5.2. Let T = TP (·),√2 and P be as above and let ~x be in S−. Then, TP (·),√2 is an
injective function.
Proof. First, we establish that TP (·),√2 is well-defined. The set Q = {~x : dist(~x,Wj) =
dist(~x,Wi), i 6= j} has Lebesgue measure zero. In case ~x ∈ Q, define P (~x) to project onto j
for j > i. This defines a unique projection onto a face for all ~x in the simplex making P well-
defined. Since T is inversion, it too is well-defined and thus the composition is well-defined.
There are now three cases to consider:
Case 1 : P (~x) = P (~y). Then, if TP (~x),
√
2(~x) = TP (~y),
√
2(~y) then ~x = ~y since inversion is
injective.
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Figure 5.3: Projection P : ~x 7→ ~x0 induces a partition of S−. The image of one region in the
two dimensional case is shown. It is the intersection of two hyperbolas and is contained in
[2 +
√
2,∞)× [0, 1] if r = 1 or [2(2 +√2),∞) if r = √2.
Case 2 : P (~x), P (~y) ∈ Wj but P (~x) 6= P (~y) (in which case ~x 6= ~y). Then, TP (~x),√2(~x) lies
in a line perpendicular to Wj through P (~x) and TP (~y),
√
2(~y) lies in a line perpendicular to Wj
through P (~y). Since P (~x) 6= P (~y), these lines are disjoint, thus TP (~x),√2(~x) 6= TP (~y),√2(~y).
Case 3 : P (~x) ∈ Wj and P (~y) ∈ Wi, i 6= j (and again ~x 6= ~y by definition of P ). Since
the simplex is contained in the hypercube [0, 1]N , then for j ≤ N , Wj is contained in a face
of [0, 1]N . Since the radius of inversion is fixed at r =
√
2, then observe that
T (W1) ⊂ [2,∞)× [0, 1]N−1
...
T (Wj) ⊂ [0, 1]j−1 × [2,∞)× [0, 1]N−j
...
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T (WN) ⊂ [0, 1]N−1 × [2,∞)
T (WN+1) ⊂ (−∞, 0]N
comprising N + 1 disjoint sets. Thus, if ~x and ~y are projected onto different faces, then
TP (~x),
√
2(~x) 6= TP (~y),√2(~y).
We first demonstrate the inversion procedure in one dimension (univariate case). In this
case, the simplex is the unit interval [0, 1] and the boundary edges are the singleton points 0
and 1. For a component θj of ~θ in [0, 1], an inversion sphere is first established. The closest
endpoint 0 or 1 is chosen as the center ~x0 and a fixed radius of 1 is selected to ensure that
the inverted simplex lies entirely outside one of the two inverting spheres, (−1, 1) or (0, 2).
So,
x0,j =
{
0, θj ≤ 12
1, θj >
1
2
, Sx0,j(r = 1) =
{
(−1, 1), θj ≤ 12
(0, 2), θj >
1
2
(5.18)
The inversion procedure can then be defined piece-wise depending on which half-interval the
point x0,j lies
T : θj 7→
{
1
θj
, θj ≤ 12
θj
θj−1 , θj >
1
2
(5.19)
Since x0,j = x0,j(θj), T above is, apriori, not necessarily an involution. T remains one to one
since it is strictly decreasing on each disjoint image interval (2,∞) and (−∞,−1).
Despite the perceived partitioning effect of [0, 1], it is still possible for sampled points
to move freely about the simplex. Consider the following example: begin at θj =
1
3
. Then,
T (θj) = δj = 3 ∈ [2,∞). The radius of the maximal ball given by equation 5.6 is then 2,
so that δ∗j ∈ [1, 5]. Suppose that a fairly large move is made and that δ∗j = 32 . Applying T
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again gives T (δ∗j ) =
2
3
> 1
2
. So, it is still possible for the resulting chain to “cross over” from
one half interval to the other.
T given above is indeed discontinous when viewed as a real-valued function on (0, 1).
However, since T−1 is re-applied at the end of the process and T−1 = T on each image
interval, then, absent the intermediate step of sampling from δj 7→ δ∗j , we would be looking
at T ◦ T = I. Due to the intermediate sampling step, the question of continuity does not
apply. If we impose a control on the maximal ball radius, then we can see that in the case
x ∈ (0, 1
2
) and d is small, T (x) + d = 1+dx
x
, thus, T (T (x) + d) = x
1+dx
−→ x as d −→ 0.
Similarly, if x ∈ (1
2
, 1), then T (x) + d = x+d(x−1)
x−1 and T (T (x) + d) =
x+d(x−1)
1+d(x−1) −→ x as
d −→ 0. Thus, the composition T ◦N∗ ◦ T approximates the identity and is continuous for
small moves N∗ : x 7→ x∗ = x+ d.
Since the images of the half intervals are (−∞,−1) and (2,∞), neighborhoods of points
in the T -image of the 1-simplex now occupy a considerably larger volume in comparison to
the 1-simplex itself. This allows for the use of standard proposal choices on the T -image
of the simplex. The maximal interval containing and symmetric about T (θj) = δj that lies
completely within the simplex has radius ηj given by
ηj =
{
T (θj)− 1, θj ≤ 12
|T (θj), θj > 12
=

1
θj
− 1, θj ≤ 12∣∣∣ θjθj−1 ∣∣∣ , θj > 12 =
{
1−θj
θj
, θj ≤ 12
θj
1−θj , θj >
1
2
(5.20)
On the T -image of the 1-simplex, a proposal density q(·|δj) (e.g. Gaussian) may be used
to sample a new point δ∗j . Once δ
∗
j is obtained, a back mapping U is applied to obtain the
corresponding T -pre-image within the 1-simplex. U corresponds to inversion as chosen at
the initial step in the map in 5.19. From chapter 2, we know that, roughly speaking, an
unfolded disk gives a model for the upper half plane, then unfolding the 1-simplex via the
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map in 5.19 and then re-applying effectively replaces the Euclidean center of an interval in
the 1-simplex with it’s hyperbolic center, with the nearest point (0 or 1) as the boundary.
Let
U(δ∗j ) =

1
δ∗j
, θj ≤ 12
δ∗j
δ∗j−1 , θj >
1
2
(5.21)
and note that U = T−1 when restricted to (0, 1). Since U does not depend on δ∗j , U is thus
the standard inversion defined earlier. The overall procedure can be written
θj 7→ T (θj) = δj 7→q δ∗j 7→ U(δ∗j ) = θ∗j (5.22)
Since ηj −→ ∞ as θj −→ 0+ or θj −→ 1−, this allows the proposals q(·|δj) to dynamically
adjust based on the location of the point θj in the 1-simplex. In a more generic setting, no
such no such adjustments would take place and for points close to the boundary, sampling
becomes inefficient as discussed previously. To illustrate the above procedure, a Gaussian
proposal density is derived next.
5.3 Componentwise Proposal Density
To evaluate the Metropolis-Hasting ratio for the newly proposed values θ∗j , we derive the
proposal density q(θ∗j |θj). Since T is injective, the choice of q(δ∗j |δj = T (θj)) implies q(δ∗j |δj)
is a known form. As U above is invertible, then q(θ∗j = U(δ
∗
j )|θj) may be obtained by the
Jacobian transformation method for random variables. Due to the sum-to-one constraint,
the univariate update strategy of a change in just one component necessitates an adjustment
of the other components. Each component of ~θ will be re-scaled to maintain relative ratios:
θ∗j = θj(1− θ∗i )(1− θi)−1, i 6= j (5.23)
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Since this rescaling is deterministic, it does not affect the computation of the proposal density.
If a Gaussian proposal on the T -image of the 1-simplex is selected, then
q(δ∗j |δj) =
1√
2pi(
ηj
d
)2
exp
(−(δ∗j − δj)2
2(
ηj
d
)2
)
(5.24)
which implies that
q(δ∗j |θj) =
1√
2pi(
ηj
d
)2
exp
(−(δ∗j − T (θj))2
2(
ηj
d
)2
)
(5.25)
The parameter d above may be interpreted as the standard deviation of the Gaussian and
can be chosen to minimize the probability of moves made outside of the T -image of the
simplex. Since U is invertible, the Gaussian-density is
q(θ∗j |θj) =
1√
2pi(
ηj
d
)2
exp
(−(U−1(θ∗j )− T (θj))2
2(
ηj
d
)2
) ∣∣∣∣dU−1(θ∗j )dθ∗j
∣∣∣∣
=
1√
2pi(
ηj
d
)2
exp
(−(U(θ∗j )− T (θj))2
2(
ηj
d
)2
) ∣∣∣∣dU(θ∗j )dθ∗j
∣∣∣∣ (5.26)
The Jacobian term is simply the derivative and follows from equation 5.16:∣∣∣∣dU(θ∗j )dθ∗j
∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣ −1(θ∗j )2 ∣∣∣ , θj ≤ 12∣∣∣ −1(θ∗j−1)2 ∣∣∣ , θj > 12 =

1
(θ∗j )2
, θj ≤ 12
1
(θ∗j−1)2 , θj >
1
2
(5.27)
When d = 3, there is only a 0.15 percent chance that a proposed value will deviate outside
of the inverted simplex, in which case the value will be rejected.
5.4 A Simulation
In this section, the inversion and SALT methods are employed for posterior sampling in a
univariate setting. Let ~θ ∈ R3 and let signals ~y = ~θ+~ be observed, where j ∼ Cauchy(0, γ).
For the values of the scaling parameter γ = 0.5, 1, ..., 3, a dataset containing 1000 observa-
tions is simulated where ~θ = (1
3
, 1
3
, 1
3
), γ is assumed to be known, and initialized values are
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generated randomly from Dirichlet(1, 1, 1), which is considered to equal the prior distribution
from ~θ. For each dataset, the inversion and SALT samplers were run for 10, 000 iterations
each and the sample posterior means {~θ1, ..., ~θN} were recorded. To measure accuracy of
estimation, mean relative error
1
N
N∑
k=1
||~θk − ~θ||
||~θ|| (5.28)
was computed.
Noise parameter Inversion SALT
γ d Mean Rel. Error h Mean Rel. Error
0.5 5.0 0.0003 0.2 0.0003
1.0 2.5 0.0062 0.4 0.0062
1.5 2.0 0.0056 0.6 0.0057
2.0 1.5 0.0495 0.8 0.0467
2.5 1.5 0.0322 1.0 0.0298
3.0 1.5 0.0239 1.0 0.0210
Table 5.1: Simulation setup and posterior estimation results.
Table 5.1 shows the mean relative error after 20 runs of each sampler along with the
choice for scaling parameter d from equation 5.26. An analog of this parameter denoted h
was used in the SALT proposal as well. Both parameters were chosen so as to maintain
between a 40 to 50 percent acceptance rate. The performances of the two methods are
quite close. For additional comparison of the convergence of the two samplers, a run with
γ = 1.5 with an initial starting value of (0.95, 0.025, 0.025) was performed using the previous
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of posterior samples obtained from Inversion (blue, left) to SALT
(red, right). Notice that both samplers quickly move the sample points away from the corner.
setup. Figure 5.4 shows the posterior obtained from the inversion and SALT samplers on
the 3-simplex projected into R2.
5.5 Discussion
The univariate performances of the inversion and SALT samplers was found to be very close
despite the difference in transformations used. A contributing factor to the comparable
performances may be the similarity in proposal densities. Compare 5.26 to that in [Director
et al. (2017)]. Note also the difference in the Jacobian term 5.27 versus the term (θ∗j (1−θ∗j ))−1
for the logit transform. Note that both Jacbian terms are unbounded at the endpoints 0
and 1, and in the context of the inversion sampler, the Jacobian term reshapes the Gaussian
density to adapt the the geometry of the 1-simplex.
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The scale parameters d and h from the Gaussian proposal densities also play a slightly
different role. Since the logit transform maps the 1-simplex to the entire real line, unrestricted
sampling can be done on the real line so that the sampler can maintain the symmetry of
the Gaussian distribution. This allows the scale parameter h to be fixed at a single value.
In the case of the inversion sampler, q(δj|δ∗j ) and q(δ∗j |δj) have different scale parameters, η∗j
and ηj, respectively. If δj ≈ δ∗j , then
q(δ∗j |δj)
q(δj |δ∗j ) ≈ 1, which is to be expected once the Markov
chain converges or when a sufficiently large value for d is chosen. This implies that further
optimization of the inversion sampler may be obtained by altering the value of d.
As defined by equation 5.2, inversion can be done in any dimension. Thus, any region
in which it’s inverted image can be well understood can be sampled on by this inversion
procedure. Thus, inversion can provide simultaneous vector-wise sampling on a larger family
of regions in a computationally efficient manner; something that the SALT sampler can not
currently do.
5.6 Inversion on Other Domains
The inversion procedure detailed earlier may be generalized to sample on other parameter
spaces. In this section, we briefly present two additional domains in which the multivariate
sampler may be implemented. Although not included, it is possible to adopt componentwise
strategies as well. The maps derived in the previous section are now useful towards sampling
on a sector of the unit sphere, as well as a cube. In each of these domains, it can be shown
that TP (·),r is one-to-one and the proofs follow similarly to 5.2 since an octant of a sphere is
contained in [0, 1]n. Consider the positive octant (or orthant) of the unit n-sphere
B+ = {~θ ∈ Rn : θj ≥ 0, ||θ|| ≤ 1} (5.29)
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Observe that we may work directly within B+ instead of projecting (as we did with S to
S−) and that B+ is defined by the same half planes as S−, except for the surface ∂B.
Let a dataset of 1000 observations be observed with additive Gaussian noise: ~y = ~θ + ~
and such that j ∼ N(0, 1). Set the true value to ~θ = (0.4, 0.5, 0.6). The inversion procedure
is compared to a classical Metropolis Hastings sampler with uniform proposal on B+. Both
samplers are initialized at a randomly selected point within B+ − ∂B+.
Figure 5.5: The posterior samples obtained using inversion (left) and standard uniform
(right) on the positive octant of the unit sphere.
Figure 5.5 shows the posterior samples in B+. Observe that the inversion procedure
stabilizes around the true solution in less than 500 iterations, whereas the standard uniform
proposal does not converge even after 10000 iterations.
To further illustrate the effectiveness of this inversion sampler, we consider the positive
hypercube of side length c > 0. Similar to the unit ball, inversion sampling can be performed
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Figure 5.6: The corresponding trace plots of the inversion proposal (left) versus uniform
proposal (right) with additive Gaussian noise.
on
H = {~θ : 0 ≤ θj ≤ c, } = [0, c]n (5.30)
An experiment was run with n = 10, c = 3 and a dataset of 1000 observations was gener-
ated again with additive Gaussian noise N(0, 1). The inversion sampler was compared to a
componentwise uniform sampler as well as a multivariate uniform sampler. For both sam-
plers, a new move is proposed using Unif(0, 3) on one or all components, and then either
accepted or rejected. All three samplers were initialized at the point (1, ..., 1). The result of
this experiment is very similar; the inversion procedure converged in less than 500 iterations
meanwhile the uniform samplers did not converge even after 10000 iterations.
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The spherical inversion procedure demonstrated in this chapter has at least two attractive
qualities. First, there is now geometrical intuition behind the sampling process. Second, this
procedure can be applied to a large class of domains. Any region in which the inverted image
can be explicitly described can, in principle, be sampled on. It will be left as future work to
investigate sampling on domains which may be concave and/or disconnected.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE QUESTIONS AND WORK
The end products of successful mathematical research often include many questions and
novel ideas to explore in the near future. In this chapter, we present a brief discussion of
questions that have come up throughout the research process and subsequent writing of the
previous chapters. Some of the following items may be simple follow-up tasks to parts of
the work presented. Others cut to deeper theory, and may not be completely well-posed.
Additionally, an appendix is included at the end of this chapter with some of the computer
code written to obtain Hausdorff dimension bounds and estimates, as well as circle packing
pictures.
6.1 A List of Questions and Future Projects
1. Using the resources of a supercomputer or modern cloud computing, compute both
higher precision heuristic estimates as well as tighter rigorous bounds on the packings
arising in chapter 3: Boyd/Mallows, Q[
√−2], egg crate strip.
2. Using the transfer/composition operator methods of [Bai and Finch (2018)], compute
higher precision heuristic estimates of the packings arising in chapters three and four.
In the case that the separation matrix is an intersection matrix, what information or
interpretation does the Hausdorff dimension correspond to on the K3 surface? [Baragar
(2017b)] has shown the existence of Apollonian packings up to dimension 8. However,
the method of establishing a fundamental domain is sensitive to the dimension. Based
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on the pattern of the list of generators growing for increasing gap distance packings, if
an Apollonian packing exists in infinite dimensions, the group of symmetries may not
be finitely generated. Is it possible to come up with a definition of an (Apollonian or
generalized Apollonian, or otherwise) packing which is independent of dimension? If
so, can we come up with an alternate way to show existence of packings in higher or
infinite dimensions? Stated another way, do Apollonian packings exists in any finite
dimension? Do there exist multiple Apollonian packings in each dimension d ≥ 8,
where the ambient Lorentz space is dimension d+ 2?
Do Apollonian packing(s) exists as a subset of an infinite-dimensional inner-product
space (or, if complete: a Hilbert Space). If H = `2 or L2, what are the functions
comprising the spheres of the packing? If so, what results from Hilbert spaces or
functional analysis can be applied to give information about these packings?
Let P be a complete packing of spheres (in any dimension) and let R be the Haus-
dorff dimension of the residual set of P. Is dim(R) minimized when P is an Apollonian
packing?
3. As seen in chapter 4, many of the generalized gapped Apollonian packings occur as
cross sections of sphere packings. In [Baragar (2017b)], many packings arise as cross
sections of higher dimensional Apollonian packings. Can we realize all gapped packings
as arising as cross sections of some higher dimensional Apollonian packing(s)?
4. The functions M(a, b, c; t) arising in chapter 3 were referred to as zeta type functions
due to them having similar properties to the well-known Riemann zeta function. What
other types of zeta functions have critical exponents? Tied to the M -functions in
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chapter 3 is a packing and an underlying hyperbolic geometry. Is there an underlying
or corresponding (hyperbolic?) geometry to the Riemann zeta function, or other well-
studied zeta functions? Does simply having a critical exponent imply some kind of
underlying geometry?
5. For the Riemann zeta function, the well-known product to sum formula
∏
p prime
1
1− p−s =
∞∑
n=1
1
ns
= ζ(s) (6.1)
may be interpreted as ζ indexing or being a generating function for primes. A par-
tial converse to the above question is then: What numbers do the Melzak functions
M(a, b, c; t) generate? Is there a product to sum formula?
6. As seen in chapters 3 and 4 regarding the heuristic estimates, the critical exponent
appears to be invariant on the height function chosen. For instance, if curvature is
replaced with a height function such as ~x 7→ ~x ◦ ~D, then, at least computationally
speaking, a slightly better estimate can be made. In what other ways can we modify
or generalize the Melzak functions? Apriori, a function such as M(a, b, c, d; t) for
quadrilateral Q(a, b, c, d) is not well-defined since, for instance, if a = b = 0, this forces
c = d and we may pull circles C and D farther apart. If Q(a, b, c, d) is defined by some
symmetry group G, then it may be possible to define M(a, b, c, d; t) in which case a
counting argument on the Q[
√−7] packing (which appears to be made up entirely of
quadrilateral regions) may be possible. Taking this idea up in dimension, is it possible
to define a Melzak type function for a region such as a prism in the boundary (3
dimensional) of 5-dimensional Lorentz space? If so, then bounds on sphere packings
may be possible.
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7. We can see for instance that the “egg strip invert” packing arising from the separation
matrix 
−1 7 1 1
7 −1 1 1
1 1 −1 1
1 1 1 −1

is nearly the Apollonian packing, except one face (~e2) is replaced with a symmetry.
This automatically results in the corresponding fm and gm functions to increase, thus
making the critical exponent strictly greater. This seems to suggest that one of the
reasons that the Apollonian packing has the smallest Hausdorff dimension is because
it has the simplest symmetry group of all possible complete packings. Also, we can see
that the circulant matrix for the Apollonian packing has the smallest possible entries
(up to scaling). From the table at the end of chapter 4, we know that the determinant
is not the only factor associated to the critical exponent. What are the key properties
of the Apollonian packing that appear to give it the smallest dimension of complete
circle packings within the plane?
8. The modular group Γ(1) = SL2(Z)/{±1} tiles the upper half plane H2, and the mod-
ular functions on H2 (e.g. Eisenstein series) are fundamental tools in proving the
uniformization theorem for elliptic curves, as well as establishing properties of the
modular j-invariant, Hecke operators, and Ramanujan’s τ -function. For the discrete
isometry groups OJ(Z), can we make sense of and/or describe modular functions on
OJ(Z)/Hn−2?
9. Conduct further analysis of the multiple-angle (disconnected/“bi-chromatic”) cross
sections of sphere packings. Is it possible to set up a basis and explicitly describe the
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group of symmetries (which, presumably, must act on at least two disjoint faces)? If so,
how do the dimension estimates compare to the single angle packings? It is also possible
to pick a slicing angle such as θ = sin(1), in which case there are an infinite number
of intersecting angles. Is it possible to describe a sequence of cross sectional packings
(e.g. 1
2n
level slice from chapter 4) in which the corresponding critical exponent of each
packing converges to a desired value?
10. Investigate further the connection between the angle of intersecting spheres and the
field discriminant in the case when the cross section gives rise to a subset of a Schmidt
arrangement. Is it possible that all Schmidt arrangements arise as cross sections of
sphere packings?
11. The key to the main argument presented in [Bai and Finch (2018)] was the replacement
of parabolic transformations with (hyperbolic) contraction mappings. Is it possible to
use hyperbolic translations as opposed to parabolic translations to count the disks in
T (a, b, c) and thus craft a counting argument and functional equation in M(a, b, c; t)?
If so, the convergence rates presented in Theorem 3.1 may be possibly replaced with
something faster.
12. Throughout chapter 4, we saw numerous tantalizing connections between cross sections
of various sphere packings and Schmidt arrangements; many of which are presented in
[Stange (2015)], wherein circles are the image of Rˆ under the action of the Bianchi group
PSL2(OK). Explore the possibility of cross sectional packings arising as PSL2(OK)
images of something else, such as the 1/2 unit circle. Do we get a sub-lattice? Come
up with center and radius formulas similar to those found in [Stange (2016)].
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13. In chapter 5, we presented an inversion procedure whereby efficient sampling may be
accomplished even in the presence of parameters with complicated constraints. The
inversion procedure sampled well on the simplex, but there are many other domains
to test which currently do not have obvious competitors as a reparameterization of
single variables to match the domain of interest is either not obvious or not possible.
Conduct further tests on how the inversion procedure runs on other domains such as:
the hypercube in Rn, the unit ball or the positive octant of the unit ball, or a rectangle.
The inversion procedure may also be able to work on non-convex domains such as the
region [0, 1]N −B. It may also be possible to make use of the map in 2.2 to “pre-place”
inversions on the boundary of the sampling domain. Instead of using the projection
5.17, we may simply apply an inversion via 2.7 with nearest center to ~x. Thus, the
entire procedure may be run completely within the boundary of the upper half space
model. This should greatly improve computational speed and efficiency.
6.2 Sample Code
The following is some Python code for computing a heuristic estimate of the dimension of
the four dimensional Apollonian packing. Please note that some of the cells have outputs,
which were used as “sanity checks”. Also, in the interest of fitting consistent page margins,
some of the lines are broken.
# insert a timer
from datetime import datetime
now = datetime.now()
print ’%s/%s/%s %s:%s:%s’ % (now.month, now.day, now.year, now.hour, now.minute,
now.second)
1/4/2019 15:4:12
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ldim = 6
I = matrix.identity(ldim)
M = matrix(ZZ, ldim, ldim, lambda i, j: 1)
J = M−2∗I
basis = []
for j in range(ldim):
basis vector = matrix(I.columns()[j]) .transpose()
basis .append(basis vector)
e1 = basis [0]
e2 = basis [1]
e3 = basis [2]
e4 = basis [3]
e5 = basis [4]
e6 = basis [5]
J; factor(J.charpoly()) ; J.determinant(); factor(J.determinant())
[−1 1 1 1 1 1]
[ 1 −1 1 1 1 1]
[ 1 1 −1 1 1 1]
[ 1 1 1 −1 1 1]
[ 1 1 1 1 −1 1]
[ 1 1 1 1 1 −1]
(x − 4) ∗ (x + 2)ˆ5
−128
−1 ∗ 2ˆ7
### define a few functions first ###
var( ’a,b,c,d,e, f ,x,y,z’ )
X = matrix(6,1,(a,b,c,d,e, f))
def reflect (X,N):
”””This function takes the fixed variable vector X and reflects it through the plane
defined by a given vector N”””
return X−2∗(X.transpose()∗J∗N)[0,0]/((N.transpose()∗J∗N)[0,0])∗N
def lprod(x,y):
”””This function returns the Lorentz product of two vectors x and y. The output should be
a symbolic variable, not a matrix.”””
return (x.transpose()∗J∗y) [0,0]
###reflect matrix function. returns an n x n reflection matrix directly###
def reflect matrix (V):
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return matrix(ldim,ldim, lambda i,j : reflect (basis [ j ], V)[i ,0] )
### quick reflect matrix function ###
def R(t):
return reflect matrix (t)
E = e5+e6
P = R(e1)∗E
D = 1/4∗(e1+e2+e3+e4+e5+e6)
def h(X):
return lprod(X,D)
h(X)
a + b + c + d + e + f
### normal vectors ###
n1 = −e1+e2
n2 = −e2+e3
n3 = −e3+e4
n4 = e1−e4+e5+e6
n5 = e5−e6
n6 = e1−e5
### isometries ###
thin group = [R(n1),R(n2),R(n3),R(n4),R(n5),R(n6)]
### generate hyperspheres up to given height ###
### this is the cell that takes a long time to run ###
hmax = 2ˆ4 ### change to a higher value, caution here ###
e6.set immutable()
seed = [e6] ### image of face(s)
def the rec enum set(hmax):
def succ(u):
ans = []
for m in thin group:
m u = m∗u
m u.set immutable()
if abs(h(m u)) < hmax: #### can use max(map(abs, m u)) or h(m u) ###
ans.append(m u)
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return ans
Rec = RecursivelyEnumeratedSet(seed, succ, structure=’symmetric’) #structure is
symmetric since each generator is a reflection
return Rec
S = the rec enum set(hmax)
G = list(S)
len(G); #type(G); save(G,’G4D200’) ### click to download .sobj file
3672
height list = []
for x in G:
height list .append(h(x)) ### may take a while...###
height list . sort () ### could take a while...###
###list of list of heights . This cell also takes a while to execute###
H list = []
for j in range(2,round(log(hmax,2))+1): ### round returns an integer, range goes up to and
includes round(log(hmax,2))+1−1 ###
H = []
for x in height list :
if x <= 2ˆj:
H.append(x)
H.sort()
H list .append(H)
len( H list )
3
x data list = []
y data list = []
for j in range(len( H list )) :
x data = []
for i in range(len( H list [ j ]) ) :
x data.append(i)
y data = H list[ j ]
x data list .append(x data)
y data list .append(y data)
### fit data to exponential curve and put into list ###
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var( ’a,b’)
estimates = []
for j in range(len( H list )) :
A = []
for i in range(0,len( x data list [ j ]) ) :
Aelement = [x data list[ j ][ i ], y data list [ j ][ i ]]
A.append(Aelement)
model(x) = a∗xˆb
estimates.append(1/find fit(A,model)[1])
H lengths = []
for i in range(len( H list )) :
length = len(H list [ i ])
H lengths.append(length)
hmax list = []
for n in range(2,log(hmax,2)+1,1):
hmax list.append(2ˆn)
t = table(columns=[estimates,H lengths,hmax list], frame = true)
t
1b=4.10904815619 36 4
1b=4.09603074316 336 8
1b=3.63620310107 3672 16
from datetime import datetime
now = datetime.now()
print ’%s/%s/%s %s:%s:%s’ % (now.month, now.day, now.year, now.hour, now.minute,
now.second)
### Use the following code to run least squares analysis on the full set of heights .
This is useful if hmax is not a power of two. ###
x data = []
for j in range(len( height list )) :
x data.append(j)
y data = []
for h in height list :
y data.append(h)
### fit height data to an exponential curve ###
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A = []
for i in range(0,len(x data)):
Aelement = [x data[i],y data[ i ]]
A.append(Aelement)
var( ’a,b’)
model(x) = a∗xˆb
find fit (A,model); 1/ find fit (A,model)[1]
[a == 1.6644080531977017, b == 0.2750121410177191]
(1/b) == 3.6362031010680718
from datetime import datetime
now = datetime.now()
print ’%s/%s/%s %s:%s:%s’ % (now.month, now.day, now.year, now.hour, now.minute,
now.second)
1/4/2019 15:4:26
A long computation which took over 200 Gigabytes of virtual memory showed that there
are 134, 878, 812 spheres with a height below hmax = 300. Using the above least squares
regression showed that the dimension is approximately 3.595. Compare this result to the
values found in the table in [Sta¨ger and Herrmann (2018)].
The following is some code which computes upper and lower bounds for the critical
exponent of the Apollonian packing. The bounds obtained agree with those in [Boyd (1973b)]
to at least four digits.
var( ’a,b,c,n,kk,t ’ )
def g(n,a,b,c) : ### (Melzak) ###
return c + nˆ2∗(a+b) + 2∗n∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)
def u(a,b,c) : ### can be used to avoid taking square roots
return a+b+c−2∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)
N = 20 #fixed.
def triangle list (a,b,c) :
”””returns some curvature triples in the 0th iteration of T(a,b,c)”””
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s = []
for n in range(1,N,1):
s .append([a,g(n,c,a,b),g(n+1,c,a,b)])
s .append([a,g(n,a,b,c) ,g(n+1,a,b,c)])
s .append([b,g(n,a,b,c) ,g(n+1,a,b,c)])
s .append([b,g(n,b,c,a),g(n+1,b,c,a)])
s .append([c,g(n,b,c,a),g(n+1,b,c,a)])
s .append([c,g(n,c,a,b),g(n+1,c,a,b)])
return s
def list iter (k, l ) :
new = l
for x in l :
if x [1] < k:
new = new + triangle list(x [0], x [1], x [2])
new.remove(x)
return new
def EM tail list (kk,a,b,c) :
tail list = [[a,b,c ]] #0th iteration
for x in triangle list (a,b,c) :
if x [1] < kk:
tail list .append(x) #1st iteration
for y in triangle list (x [0], x [1], x [2]) :
if y [1] < kk:
tail list .append(y) #2nd iteration
for z in triangle list (y [0], y [1], y [2]) :
if z [1] < kk:
tail list .append(z) #3rd iteration
for u in triangle list (z [0], z [1], z [2]) :
if u[1] < kk:
tail list .append(u) #4th iteration
for v in triangle list (u [0], u [1], u [2]) :
if v [1] < kk:
tail list .append(v) #5th iter
return tail list
###tail functions for using the Euler−Maclaurin series formula to approximate the tail terms
in T(a,b,c) . Using the basic inequalities for now...###
def aa(a,b,c) :
return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(a+b)
def bb(a,b,c) :
return a∗b/(a+b)ˆ2
def zz(s ,N,a,b,c) :
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”””an EMS approximation to the zeta function arising on p. 51”””
return 1/2∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1) −
s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def ftail (x,N,t):
”””returns the tail contribution from T(a,b,c) using the basic upper inequality and defined
by list x.
ftail is a function of the list curvatures, N cutoff, and t”””
a = x[0]
b = x[1]
c = x[2]
return 2∗(((a+b)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗bb(a,b,c)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
((b+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N,b,c,a)+t∗bb(b,c,a)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,b,c,a)) +
((c+a)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N,c,a,b)+t∗bb(c,a,b)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,c,a,b)) )
def ftails (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(ftail(x,N,t) for x in EM tail list (kk,a,b,c))
def f0(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in triangle list (a,b,c)) + ftails (0,a,b,c, t)
def f1(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))) + ftails (kk,a,b,c, t) #
need kk<=25, otherwise adding too many tails...###
def gtail (x,N,t):
”””returns the tail contribution from T(a,b,c) defined by list x. Uses the basic
inequality . Is a function of the list curvatures, N cutoff, and t”””
a = x[0]
b = x[1]
c = x[2]
return 2∗((a+b)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,a,b,c)−t∗((aˆ2+bˆ2)/((a+b)ˆ2))∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,a,b,c)) +
2∗((a+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,c,a,b)−t∗((aˆ2+cˆ2)/((a+c)ˆ2))∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,c,a,b)) +
2∗((b+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,b,c,a)−t∗((bˆ2+cˆ2)/((b+c)ˆ2))∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,b,c,a))
def gtails (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(gtail(x,N,t) for x in EM tail list (kk,a,b,c))
def g0(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+x[2])ˆ−t for x in triangle list (a,b,c))+gtails(0,a,b,c, t)
def g1(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+x[2])ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c)))+gtails(kk,a,b,c, t)
# caution: keep kk<=25
def fitail (x,N,t):
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”””returns the tail contribution from T(a,b,c) defined by list x. Uses the improved
inequality. Is a function of the list curvatures, N cutoff, and t”””
a = x[0]
b = x[1]
c = x[2]
return ((a+b)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,a,b,c)+t∗bb(a,b,c)∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,a,b,c)) +
((b+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,b,c,a)+t∗bb(b,c,a)∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,b,c,a)) +
((a+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,c,a,b)+t∗bb(c,a,b)∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,c,a,b)) +
((a+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N,c,a,b)−t/2∗((a/(a+c))ˆ2 + (c/(a+c))ˆ2)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,c,a,b)) +
((a+b)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N,a,b,c)−t/2∗((a/(a+b))ˆ2 + (b/(a+b))ˆ2)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
((b+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz(2∗t,N,b,c,a)−t/2∗((b/(b+c))ˆ2 + (c/(b+c))ˆ2)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,b,c,a))
def fitails (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum( fitail (x,N,t) for x in EM tail list (kk,a,b,c))
def f4i (k,a,b,c, t) :
return 1/2∗sum(((x[0]+x[1])ˆ−t + x[2]ˆ−t) for x in
list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, triangle list (a,b,c)))))) +
fitails (kk,a,b,c, t)
# some preliminary functions for the gitail function #
def ss1(a,b,c) :
return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(a+c) + 1/2
def dd1(a,b,c) :
return ss1(a,b,c)ˆ2 − 1/(a+c)∗(a+b+1/2∗(a+c)+sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))
def ss2(a,b,c) :
return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(a+b)+1/2
def dd2(a,b,c) :
return ss2(a,b,c)ˆ2 − 1/(a+b)∗(a+c+1/2∗(a+b)+sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))
def ss3(a,b,c) :
return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(a+b) + 1/2 #same as ss2, probbly because cn’s
def dd3(a,b,c) :
return ss3(a,b,c)ˆ2 − 1/(a+b)∗(b+c+sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+1/2∗(a+b))
def ss4(a,b,c) :
return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(b+c) + 1/2
def dd4(a,b,c) :
return ss4(a,b,c)ˆ2 − 1/(b+c)∗(b+a+sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+1/2∗(b+c))
def ss5(a,b,c) :
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return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(b+c) + 1/2 #same as ss4
def dd5(a,b,c) :
return ss5(a,b,c)ˆ2 − 1/(b+c)∗(c+a+sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+1/2∗(b+c))
def ss6(a,b,c) :
return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(a+c) + 1/2
def dd6(a,b,c) :
return ss6(a,b,c)ˆ2 − 1/(a+c)∗(c+b+sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+1/2∗(a+c))
def zz1(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def zz2(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def zz3(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def zz4(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def zz5(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1) −
s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def zz6(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1) −
s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def gitail (x,N,t):
”””returns the tail contribution from T(a,b,c) defined by list x. Uses the improved lower
inequality. Is a function of the list curvatures, N cutoff, and t”””
a = x[0]
b = x[1]
c = x[2]
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return ((a+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz1(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd1(a,b,c)∗zz1(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
((a+b)ˆ−t)∗(zz2(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd2(a,b,c)∗zz2(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
((a+b)ˆ−t)∗(zz3(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd3(a,b,c)∗zz3(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
((b+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz4(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd4(a,b,c)∗zz4(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
((b+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz5(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd5(a,b,c)∗zz5(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
((a+c)ˆ−t)∗(zz6(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd6(a,b,c)∗zz6(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c))
def gitails (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(gitail(x,N,t) for x in EM tail list (kk,a,b,c))
def g4i(k,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+1/2∗(x[1]+x[2]))ˆ−t for x in
list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, triangle list (a,b,c)))))) +
gitails (kk,a,b,c, t)
###f5i and g5i functions. Max 5 iterations, so can go up to kk = 13ˆ4 = 28561###
def f5i (k,a,b,c, t) :
return 1/2∗sum(((x[0]+x[1])ˆ−t + x[2]ˆ−t) for x in
list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, triangle list (a,b,c)))))))
+ fitails (kk,a,b,c, t)
def g5i(k,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+1/2∗(x[1]+x[2]))ˆ−t for x in
list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, list iter (k, triangle list (a,b,c)))))))
+ gitails (kk,a,b,c, t)
### f find root function ###
x0 = 1.305 #initial guess for upper or lower bound
kk = 144 #pick the largest kk for a given fixed m
m = 1.5∗float(−log(kk)) # approximate slope of fmi at mu (fixed)
y0 = f5i(kk ,0,1,1, x0)
for n in range(1,21,1) : #max 20 evaluations, else quit
x1 = 1/m∗(1−y0) + x0
y1 = f5i(kk ,0,1,1, x1)
print x0, y0 , x1, y1, y1−1
if abs(1−y1) < 10ˆ−7:
print n
break
x0 = x1
y0 = y1
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1.30500000000000 1.08493878834194 1.31639396099637 1.00446277147879
0.00446277147878704
1.31639396099637 1.00446277147879 1.31699261144993 1.00041008637637
0.000410086376374075
1.31699261144993 1.00041008637637 1.31704762174933 1.00003853680401
0.0000385368040061174
1.31704762174933 1.00003853680401 1.31705279119959 1.00000362877072
3.62877071813372e−6
1.31705279119959 1.00000362877072 1.31705327797451 1.00000034176399
3.41763987998789e−7
1.31705327797451 1.00000034176399 1.31705332381983 1.00000003218852
3.21885158527380e−8
6
### g find root function ###
x0 = 1.305 #initial guess for upper or lower bound
kk = 144 #pick the largest kk for a given fixed m
m = 1.5∗float(−log(kk)) # approximate slope of fmi at mu (fixed)
y0 = g5i(kk ,0,1,1, x0)
for n in range(1,21,1) : #max 20 evaluations, else quit
x1 = 1/m∗(1−y0) + x0
y1 = g5i(kk ,0,1,1, x1)
print x0, y0 , x1, y1, y1−1
if abs(1−y1) < 10ˆ−7:
print n
break
x0 = x1
y0 = y1
1.30500000000000 0.956860644692705 1.29921314877013 0.996265745344053
−0.00373425465594668
1.29921314877013 0.996265745344053 1.29871222389551 0.999754983262067
−0.000245016737932868
1.29871222389551 0.999754983262067 1.29867935656588 0.999984366365827
−0.0000156336341734509
1.29867935656588 0.999984366365827 1.29867725942014 0.999999004327025
−9.95672974957174e−7
1.29867725942014 0.999999004327025 1.29867712585738 0.999999936595227
−6.34047732095411e−8
5
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The following is the code used to compute rigid upper and lower bounds for the Boyd/-
Mallows packing. Compare the outputs below with table 3.1.
var( ’a,b,c,n,kk,t ’ )
def g(n,a,b,c) :
”””returns the center sequence”””
return c+2∗nˆ2∗(a+b) + n∗(sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))
def l (n,a,b,c) :
”””a to the left , b to the right , c the reference”””
return g(1,c,a,b)+2∗n∗(2∗a+2∗b+2∗n∗(a+b) + sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))
def r(n,a,b,c) :
”””a left , b right , c reference”””
return g(1,b,c,a) + 2∗n∗(2∗(a+b)+2∗n∗(a+b)+sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))
N = 20 ### fixed length of finite portion of necklace tails ###
### triangle list with floats specifically for T(0,1,1) ###
def triangle list (a,b,c) :
”””returns the curvature triples in the 0th iteration of T(a,b,c)”””
s = []
s .append([a,float(g(1,a,b,c)) , float (g(1,c,a,b)) ]) #4 central triangles #
s.append([b,float(g(1,a,b,c)) , float (g(1,b,c,a)) ])
s .append([c,float (g(1,c,a,b)), float (g(1,b,c,a)) ])
s .append([float(g(1,a,b,c)) , float (g(1,c,a,b)), float (g(1,b,c,a)) ])
for n in range(1,N,1): ### start index at n=1, not zero ###
s.append([b,float(g(n,b,c,a)) , float ( l (n,b,c,a)) ]) #”a” tails#
s.append([b,float(g(n+1,b,c,a)), float ( l (n,b,c,a)) ])
s .append([float(g(n,b,c,a)) , float ( l (n,b,c,a)) , float (r(n,b,c,a)) ])
s .append([float(g(n+1,b,c,a)), float ( l (n,b,c,a)) , float (r(n,b,c,a)) ])
s .append([c,float (g(n,b,c,a)) , float (r(n,b,c,a)) ])
s .append([c,float (g(n+1,b,c,a)), float (r(n,b,c,a)) ])
s .append([c,float (g(n,c,a,b)), float ( l (n,c,a,b)) ]) #”b” tails#
s.append([c,float (g(n+1,c,a,b)), float ( l (n,c,a,b)) ])
s .append([float(g(n,c,a,b)), float (r(n,c,a,b)), float ( l (n,c,a,b)) ])
s .append([float(g(n+1,c,a,b)), float (r(n,c,a,b)), float ( l (n,c,a,b)) ])
s .append([a,float(g(n,c,a,b)), float (r(n,c,a,b)) ])
s .append([a,float(g(n+1,c,a,b)), float (r(n,c,a,b)) ])
s .append([a,float(g(n,a,b,c)) , float ( l (n,a,b,c)) ]) #”c” tails#
s.append([a,float(g(n+1,a,b,c)), float ( l (n,a,b,c)) ])
s .append([float(g(n,a,b,c)) , float ( l (n,a,b,c)) , float (r(n,a,b,c)) ])
s .append([float(g(n+1,a,b,c)), float ( l (n,a,b,c)) , float (r(n,a,b,c)) ])
s .append([b,float(g(n,a,b,c)) , float (r(n,a,b,c)) ])
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s .append([b,float(g(n+1,a,b,c)), float (r(n,a,b,c)) ])
#for x in s : ###don’t actually need to do this...###
# x.sort () ###want curvature triples to be sorted least−−>greatest to make use of the
basic and improved inequalities###
return s
def list iter (kk,l ) :
””” list iteration function which ”tails” the subtriangles having a middle curvature less
than kk = kappa”””
new = l
for x in l :
if x [1] < kk:
new = new + triangle list(x [0], x [1], x [2])
new.remove(x)
return new
def EM tail list (kk,a,b,c) :
”””obtains the triangle curvature triples for which the tail terms are approximated via
the Euler−Maclaurin asymptotic series formula”””
tail list = [[a,b,c ]] #0th iteration
for x in triangle list (a,b,c) :
if x [1] < kk:
tail list .append(x) #1st iteration
for y in triangle list (x [0], x [1], x [2]) :
if y [1] < kk:
tail list .append(y) #2nd iteration
for z in triangle list (y [0], y [1], y [2]) :
if z [1] < kk:
tail list .append(z) #3rd iteration
for u in triangle list (z [0], z [1], z [2]) :
if u[1] < kk:
tail list .append(u) #4th iteration
return tail list
###tail functions terms arising from an,bn,cn in the f0 and g0 functions. Using the basic
inequalities for now...###
#an,an+1,bn,bn+1,cn,cn+1 functions:
def aa(a,b,c) :
return sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)/(sqrt(2)∗(a+b))
def bb(a,b,c) :
return a∗b/(2∗(a+b)ˆ2)
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def zz(s ,N,a,b,c) :
”””an EMS approximation to the zeta function used for an,bn,cn”””
return 1/2∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1) −
s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+aa(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
### tail functions arising from anl,bnr,cnl in f0(kk,a,b,c, t) tail terms expansion ###
# anl functions:
def ssal (a,b,c) :
return (b+c+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(b+c))
def ddal(a,b,c) :
return ssal (a,b,c)ˆ2 − (2∗a+2∗b+c+sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(4∗(b+c))
def zzal(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ssal(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ssal(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ssal(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ssal(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#bnr functions:
def ssbr(a,b,c) :
return (a+c+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(a+c))
def ddbr(a,b,c) :
return ssbr(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (2∗a+2∗b+c+sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(4∗(a+c))
def zzbr(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ssbr(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ssbr(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ssbr(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ssbr(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#cnl functions:
def sscl (a,b,c) :
return (a+b+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(a+b))
def ddcl(a,b,c) :
return sscl (a,b,c)ˆ2 − (2∗a+b+2∗c+sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(4∗(a+b))
def zzcl (s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+sscl(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+sscl(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+sscl(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+sscl(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def ftail (x,N,t):
”””returns the tail contribution from T(a,b,c) using the basic upper inequality and defined
by curvature tuple list x. ftail is a function of the list curvatures, N cutoff, and
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t”””
a = x[0]
b = x[1]
c = x[2]
return 2∗(2ˆ−t∗(b+c)ˆ−t∗(zz(2∗t,N,b,c,a)+t∗bb(b,c,a)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,b,c,a)) +
2ˆ−t∗(b+c)ˆ−t∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,b,c,a)+t∗bb(b,c,a)∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,b,c,a)) +
4ˆ−t∗(b+c)ˆ−t∗(zzal(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗ddal(a,b,c)∗zzal(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
2ˆ−t∗(a+c)ˆ−t∗(zz(2∗t,N,c,a,b)+t∗bb(c,a,b)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,c,a,b)) +
2ˆ−t∗(a+c)ˆ−t∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,c,a,b)+t∗bb(c,a,b)∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,c,a,b)) +
4ˆ−t∗(a+c)ˆ−t∗(zzbr(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗ddbr(a,b,c)∗zzbr(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
2ˆ−t∗(a+b)ˆ−t∗(zz(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗bb(a,b,c)∗zz(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
2ˆ−t∗(a+b)ˆ−t∗(zz(2∗t,N+1,a,b,c)+t∗bb(a,b,c)∗zz(2∗t+2,N+1,a,b,c)) +
4ˆ−t∗(a+b)ˆ−t∗(zzcl(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗ddcl(a,b,c)∗zzcl(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) )
def ftails (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(ftail(x,N,t) for x in EM tail list (kk,a,b,c))
def f0(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return float (sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in triangle list (a,b,c)) + ftails (0,a,b,c, t))
def f1(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return float (sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))) + ftails (kk,a,b,c, t))
# need kk <= bb0ˆ2 = 33.97, otherwise possibly adding too many tails...###
def f2(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c)))) +
float( ftails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def f3(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c)))))
+ float( ftails (kk,a,b,c, t))
### auxilary functions used within the gtail functions , ordered by the tail terms 1−12:
(an+anr)ˆ−t,(an+1,anr)ˆ−t,2∗(a+bnr)ˆ−t,
#2∗(a+cnl)ˆ−t,2∗(b+anl)ˆ−t,(bn+bnl)ˆ−t,(bn+1,bnl)ˆ−t,
#2∗(b+cnr)ˆ−t,2∗(c+anr)ˆ−t,2∗(c+bnl)ˆ−t,(cn+cnr)ˆ−t,(cn+1,cnr)ˆ−t ###
# first term (an+anr)ˆ−t:
def ss1(a,b,c) :
return (4∗(b+c)+3∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(12∗(b+c))
def dd1(a,b,c) :
return ss1(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+3∗a+b+2∗c)/(6∗(b+c))
def zz1(s ,N,a,b,c) :
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return 1/2∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss1(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#second term (an+1+anr)ˆ−t:
def ss2(a,b,c) :
return (8∗(b+c)+3∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(12∗(b+c))
def dd2(a,b,c) :
return ss2(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (2∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+3∗a+3∗b+4∗c)/(6∗(b+c))
def zz2(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss2(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#third term 2∗(a+bnr)ˆ−t:
def ss3(a,b,c) :
return (a+c+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(a+c))
def dd3(a,b,c) :
return ss3(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+3∗a+2∗b+c)/(4∗(a+c))
def zz3(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss3(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#4th term: 2∗(a+cnl)ˆ−t:
def ss4(a,b,c) :
return (a+b+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(a+b))
def dd4(a,b,c) :
return ss4(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+3∗a+b+2∗c)/(4∗(a+b))
def zz4(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss4(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#5th term 2∗(b+anl):
def ss5(a,b,c) :
return (b+c+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(b+c))
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def dd5(a,b,c) :
return ss5(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+2∗a+3∗b+c)/(4∗(b+c))
def zz5(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss5(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#6th term: (bn+bnl)ˆ−t:
def ss6(a,b,c) :
return (4∗(a+c)+3∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(12∗(a+c))
def dd6(a,b,c) :
return ss6(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+a+3∗b+2∗c)/(6∗(a+c))
def zz6(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss6(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#7th term: (bn+1+bnl)ˆ−t:
def ss7(a,b,c) :
return (8∗(a+c)+3∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(12∗(a+c))
def dd7(a,b,c) :
return ss7(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (2∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+3∗a+3∗b+4∗c)/(6∗(a+c))
def zz7(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss7(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss7(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss7(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss7(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#8th term: 2∗(b+cnr)ˆ−t:
def ss8(a,b,c) :
return (a+b+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(a+b))
def dd8(a,b,c) :
return ss8(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+a+3∗b+2∗c)/(4∗(a+b))
def zz8(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss8(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss8(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss8(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
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−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss8(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#9th term: 2∗(c+anr)ˆ−t:
def ss9(a,b,c) :
return (b+c+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(b+c))
def dd9(a,b,c) :
return ss9(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+2∗a+b+3∗c)/(4∗(b+c))
def zz9(s ,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss9(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss9(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss9(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss9(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#10th term: 2∗(c+bnl)ˆ−t:
def ss10(a,b,c) :
return (a+c+sqrt(2)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(2∗(a+c))
def dd10(a,b,c):
return ss10(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+a+2∗b+3∗c)/(4∗(a+c))
def zz10(s,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss10(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss10(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss10(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss10(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#11th term: (cn+cnr)ˆ−t:
def ss11(a,b,c) :
return (4∗(a+b)+3∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(12∗(a+b))
def dd11(a,b,c):
return ss11(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+a+2∗b+3∗c)/(6∗(a+b))
def zz11(s,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss11(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss11(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss11(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss11(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
#12th term: (cn+1+cnr)ˆ−t:
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def ss12(a,b,c) :
return (8∗(a+b)+3∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c))/(12∗(a+b))
def dd12(a,b,c):
return ss12(a,b,c)ˆ2 − (2∗sqrt(8)∗sqrt(a∗b+a∗c+b∗c)+3∗a+4∗b+3∗c)/(6∗(a+b))
def zz12(s,N,a,b,c) :
return 1/2∗(N+ss12(a,b,c))ˆ−s +
1/(s−1)∗(N+ss12(a,b,c))ˆ(−s+1)+s/12∗(N+ss12(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−1)
−s∗(s+1)∗(s+2)/720∗(N+ss12(a,b,c))ˆ(−s−3)
def gtail (x,N,t):
”””returns the tail contribution from T(a,b,c) using the basic lower inequality and defined
by curvature tuple list x. gtail is a function of the list curvatures, N cutoff, and
t”””
a = x[0]
b = x[1]
c = x[2]
return 6ˆ−t∗(b+c)ˆ−t∗(zz1(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd1(a,b,c)∗zz1(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
6ˆ−t∗(b+c)ˆ−t∗(zz2(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd2(a,b,c)∗zz2(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
2∗(4ˆ−t∗(a+c)ˆ−t∗(zz3(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd3(a,b,c)∗zz3(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c))) +
2∗(4ˆ−t∗(a+b)ˆ−t∗(zz4(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd4(a,b,c)∗zz4(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c))) +
2∗(4ˆ−t∗(b+c)ˆ−t∗(zz5(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd5(a,b,c)∗zz5(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c))) +
6ˆ−t∗(a+c)ˆ−t∗(zz6(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd6(a,b,c)∗zz6(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
6ˆ−t∗(a+c)ˆ−t∗(zz7(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd7(a,b,c)∗zz7(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
2∗4ˆ−t∗(a+b)ˆ−t∗(zz8(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd8(a,b,c)∗zz8(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
2∗4ˆ−t∗(b+c)ˆ−t∗(zz9(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd9(a,b,c)∗zz9(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
2∗4ˆ−t∗(a+c)ˆ−t∗(zz10(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd10(a,b,c)∗zz10(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
6ˆ−t∗(a+b)ˆ−t∗(zz11(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd11(a,b,c)∗zz11(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c)) +
6ˆ−t∗(a+b)ˆ−t∗(zz12(2∗t,N,a,b,c)+t∗dd12(a,b,c)∗zz12(2∗t+2,N,a,b,c))
def gtails (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum(gtail(x,N,t) for x in EM tail list (kk,a,b,c))
def g0(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+x[2])ˆ−t for x in triangle list (a,b,c)) + float( gtails (0,a,b,c, t))
def g1(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+x[2])ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))) +
float( gtails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def g2(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+x[2])ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c)))) +
float( gtails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def g3(kk,a,b,c, t) :
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return sum((x[0]+x[2])ˆ−t for x in
list iter (kk, list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))))) +
float( gtails (kk,a,b,c, t))
time g3 (0,0,1,1,1.3)
0.812153166449403
Time: CPU 1.87 s, Wall: 1.89 s
### f3i and g3i imroved functions, but with the ftail and gtail functions for the tails
###
def f0i (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return 1/2∗sum(((x[0]+x[1])ˆ−t + x[2]ˆ−t) for x in triangle list (a,b,c)) +
float( ftails (0,a,b,c, t))
def f1i (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return 1/2∗sum(((x[0]+x[1])ˆ−t+x[2]ˆ−t) for x in list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))) +
float( ftails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def f2i (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return 1/2∗sum(((x[0]+x[1])ˆ−t+x[2]ˆ−t) for x in
list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c)))) + float( ftails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def f3i (kk,a,b,c, t) :
return 1/2∗sum(((x[0]+x[1])ˆ−t+x[2]ˆ−t) for x in
list iter (kk, list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))))) +
float( ftails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def g0i(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+1/2∗(x[1]+x[2]))ˆ−t for x in triangle list (a,b,c)) +
float( gtails (0,a,b,c, t))
def g1i(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+1/2∗(x[1]+x[2]))ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))) +
float( gtails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def g2i(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+1/2∗(x[1]+x[2]))ˆ−t for x in
list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c)))) + float( gtails (kk,a,b,c, t))
def g3i(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return sum((x[0]+1/2∗(x[1]+x[2]))ˆ−t for x in
list iter (kk, list iter (kk, list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c))))) +
float( gtails (kk,a,b,c, t))
time f3i (0,0,1,1,1.391406) ; time g3i (0,0,1,1,1.304679)
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1.00000258849767
Time: CPU 1.78 s, Wall: 1.80 s
1.00000048523029
Time: CPU 1.93 s, Wall: 1.95 s
### f02,f12 functions for using inequality with M(0,1,2) ###
### these bounds ended up being too coarse despite the packing T(0,1,2) being integral
###
def f02(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return 2ˆt∗sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in triangle list (a,b,c))
def f12(kk,a,b,c, t) :
return 2ˆt∗sum(x[1]ˆ−t for x in list iter (kk, triangle list (a,b,c)))
### find root function ###
from datetime import datetime
now = datetime.now()
print ’%s/%s/%s %s:%s:%s’ % (now.month, now.day, now.year, now.hour, now.minute,
now.second)
x0 = 1.5 #initial guess for upper or lower bound
kk = 5 #pick the largest kk for a given fixed m
m = 1.5∗float(−log(kk)) # approximate slope of fmi at mu (fixed)
y0 = f0(kk ,0,1,1, x0)
for n in range(1,21,1) : #max 20 evaluations, else quit
x1 = 1/m∗(1−y0) + x0 #Newton−type map
y1 = f0(kk ,0,1,1, x1)
print x0, y0 , x1, y1, y1−1
if abs(1−y1) < 10ˆ−7:
print n
break
x0 = x1
y0 = y1
from datetime import datetime
now = datetime.now()
print ’%s/%s/%s %s:%s:%s’ % (now.month, now.day, now.year, now.hour, now.minute,
now.second)
1/4/2019 15:38:28
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1.50000000000000 1.12842365213 1.55319606766162 0.991634180233
−0.0083658197667
1.55319606766162 0.991634180233 1.54973075027677 0.999931579564
−6.84204364925e−05
1.54973075027677 0.999931579564 1.54970240893848 0.999999773254
−2.26745956011e−07
1.54970240893848 0.999999773254 1.54970231501503 0.999999999258
−7.42423900135e−10
4
1/4/2019 15:38:37
### find root function ###
from datetime import datetime
now = datetime.now()
print ’%s/%s/%s %s:%s:%s’ % (now.month, now.day, now.year, now.hour, now.minute,
now.second)
x0 = 1.3 #initial guess for upper or lower bound
kk = 16 #pick the largest kk for a given fixed m
m = 1.5∗float(−log(kk)) # approximate slope of fmi at mu (fixed)
y0 = g1(kk,0,1,1,x0)
for n in range(1,21,1) : #max 20 evaluations, else quit
x1 = 1/m∗(1−y0) + x0 #Newton−type map
y1 = g1(kk,0,1,1,x1)
print x0, y0 , x1, y1, y1−1
if abs(1−y1) < 10ˆ−7:
print n
break
x0 = x1
y0 = y1
from datetime import datetime
now = datetime.now()
print ’%s/%s/%s %s:%s:%s’ % (now.month, now.day, now.year, now.hour, now.minute,
now.second)
1/4/2019 18:42:20
1.30000000000000 0.873881831065596 1.26967499051872 1.02762483264709
0.0276248326470896
1.26967499051872 1.02762483264709 1.27631735869628 0.991603924401558
−0.00839607559844191
1.27631735869628 0.991603924401558 1.27429852925815 1.00240507031842
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0.00240507031842196
1.27429852925815 1.00240507031842 1.27487682642838 0.999298108306312
−0.000701891693688395
1.27487682642838 0.999298108306312 1.27470805715076 1.00020376039928
0.000203760399283270
1.27470805715076 1.00020376039928 1.27475705117035 0.999940756514733
−0.0000592434852669799
1.27475705117035 0.999940756514733 1.27474280612329 1.00001721736791
0.0000172173679100496
1.27474280612329 1.00001721736791 1.27474694602517 0.999994995628622
−5.00437137807008e−6
1.27474694602517 0.999994995628622 1.27474574272821 1.00000145450712
1.45450711541706e−6
1.27474574272821 1.00000145450712 1.27474609246324 0.999999577246763
−4.22753236750673e−7
1.27474609246324 0.999999577246763 1.27474599081257 1.00000012287305
1.22873052399441e−7
1.27474599081257 1.00000012287305 1.27474602035730 0.999999964286961
−3.57130385264526e−8
12
1/4/2019 18:50:23
The following is some code written to create circle packing pictures. This particular
worksheet generates the strip packing in which ~e1 and ~e2 are at a separation of 21.
ldim = 4
I = matrix.identity(ldim)
J = matrix (4,4,(−1,21,1,1,21,−1,1,1,1,1,−1,1,1,1,1,−1) )
basis = []
for j in range(ldim):
basis vector = matrix(I.columns()[j]) .transpose()
basis .append(basis vector)
e1 = basis [0]
e2 = basis [1]
e3 = basis [2]
e4 = basis [3]
J; factor(J.charpoly()) ; J.determinant(); factor(J.determinant())
[−1 21 1 1]
[21 −1 1 1]
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[ 1 1 −1 1]
[ 1 1 1 −1]
(x + 2) ∗ (x + 22) ∗ (xˆ2 − 20∗x − 4)
−176
−1 ∗ 2ˆ4 ∗ 11
### define a few functions first ###
var( ’a,b,c,d,e, f ,x,y,z’ )
X = matrix(4,1,(a,b,c,d))
def reflect (X,N):
”””This function takes the fixed variable vector X and reflects it through the plane
defined by a given vector N”””
return X−2∗(X.transpose()∗J∗N)[0,0]/((N.transpose()∗J∗N)[0,0])∗N
def lprod(x,y):
”””This function returns the Lorentz product of two squares vectors x and y. The output
should be a symbolic variable, not a matrix.”””
return (x.transpose()∗J∗y) [0,0]
###reflect matrix function. returns an n x n reflection matrix directly###
def reflect matrix (V):
return matrix(ldim,ldim, lambda i,j : reflect (basis [ j ], V)[i ,0] )
### quick reflect matrix function ###
def R(t):
return reflect matrix (t)
### minuone/Cartan involution: ###
def minusone(X,P,E):
”””this function takes two vectors on the boundary (P.P=E.E=0) and returns the minus
one map which fixes P and E. Very useful for finding integer isometries.”””
return 2∗(P.transpose()∗J∗X)[0,0]/((P.transpose()∗J∗E)[0,0])
∗E+2∗(E.transpose()∗J∗X)[0,0]/((P.transpose()∗J∗E)[0,0])∗P−X
def minusone matrix(P,E):
return matrix(4,4,(minusone(e1,P,E)[0,0],minusone(e2,P,E)[0,0],
minusone(e3,P,E)[0,0],minusone(e4,P,E)[0,0],
minusone(e1,P,E)[1,0],minusone(e2,P,E)[1,0],
minusone(e3,P,E)[1,0],minusone(e4,P,E)[1,0],
minusone(e1,P,E)[2,0],minusone(e2,P,E)[2,0],
minusone(e3,P,E)[2,0],minusone(e4,P,E)[2,0],
minusone(e1,P,E)[3,0],minusone(e2,P,E)[3,0],
minusone(e3,P,E)[3,0],minusone(e4,P,E)[3,0]))
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def M(P1,P2):
”””quick minus one / involution map”””
return minusone matrix(P1,P2)
def radius(n):
”””returns the radius of a sphere defined by n.x=0”””
if lprod(n,E) == 0:
return ’n.x=0 is a plane i .e. circle with infinite radius’
elif lprod(n,n) > 0:
return ’n.x=0 must represent a plane, not a point’
else :
return sqrt(−lprod(n,n)/(lprod(E,n)ˆ2))
def center(x):
return beta coordinates(R(x)∗E)
def intersection (m,n):
”””returns the intersection of the hyper−planes m.x=0 with n.x=0”””
if lprod(m,m)==0:
return ”m must have non−zero self−intersection”
elif lprod(n,n)==0:
return ”n must have non−zero self−intersection”
elif ((lprod(n,m))ˆ2)/(lprod(m,m)) < lprod(n,n):
return ”m.x=0 and n.x=0 are disjoint”
elif ((lprod(n,m))ˆ2)/(lprod(m,m)) == lprod(n,n):
return ”m.x=0 and n.x=0 intersect tangentially”
else : #((lprod(n,m))ˆ2)/(lprod(m,m)) > lprod(n,n):
return ”m.x=0 and n.x=0 intersect in a hyper−plane of codimension one”
def proj(n,m):
#”””this funtion projects the vector n onto the plane m.x=0”””
if lprod(m,m) == 0:
return ”m.m must be non−zero”
else :
return n−(lprod(n,m)/lprod(m,m))∗m
def angle(n,m):
”””returns the angle between the planes n.x=0 and m.x=0”””
return arccos(lprod(n,m)/(lprod(n,n)∗lprod(m,m))ˆ(1/2))
def Btranslate(X,V):
”””this is the translation function that Dr. Baragar derived”””
return X − (lprod(X,V)+(1/2)∗lprod(X,E)∗lprod(V,V))∗E + lprod(X,E)∗V
#Note: this function relies on P.E=1
def Btranslate matrix(V):
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return matrix(4,4,(Btranslate(e1,V) [0,0], Btranslate(e2,V) [0,0],
Btranslate(e3,V) [0,0], Btranslate(e4,V) [0,0],
Btranslate(e1,V) [1,0], Btranslate(e2,V) [1,0],
Btranslate(e3,V) [1,0], Btranslate(e4,V) [1,0],
Btranslate(e1,V) [2,0], Btranslate(e2,V) [2,0],
Btranslate(e3,V) [2,0], Btranslate(e4,V) [2,0],
Btranslate(e1,V) [3,0], Btranslate(e2,V) [3,0],
Btranslate(e3,V) [3,0], Btranslate(e4,V) [3,0]) )
###WEIGHTED TV TRANSLATE###
def Dtranslate(X,V):
”””new translate function. Don’t need P.E=1”””
return X + (lprod(X,E)/lprod(V,E))∗V − (lprod(X,E)/lprod(P,E))∗P −
(lprod(X,V)/lprod(V,E)−lprod(X,E)∗lprod(V,P)/(lprod(P,E)∗lprod(V,E)) −
lprod(X,P)/lprod(P,E))∗E
def Dtranslate matrix(V):
return matrix(4,4,(Dtranslate(e1,V) [0,0], Dtranslate(e2,V) [0,0],
Dtranslate(e3,V) [0,0], Dtranslate(e4,V) [0,0],
Dtranslate(e1,V) [1,0], Dtranslate(e2,V) [1,0],
Dtranslate(e3,V) [1,0], Dtranslate(e4,V) [1,0],
Dtranslate(e1,V) [2,0], Dtranslate(e2,V) [2,0],
Dtranslate(e3,V) [2,0], Dtranslate(e4,V) [2,0],
Dtranslate(e1,V) [3,0], Dtranslate(e2,V) [3,0],
Dtranslate(e3,V) [3,0], Dtranslate(e4,V) [3,0]) )
def vector find (x,y,z) :
C = matrix(3,4,(lprod(x,e1),lprod(x,e2),
lprod(x,e3),lprod(x,e4),
lprod(y,e1),lprod(y,e2),
lprod(y,e3),lprod(y,e4),
lprod(z,e1),lprod(z,e2),
lprod(z,e3),lprod(z,e4)))
m = matrix(4,1,(C.rref() [0,3], C.rref () [1,3], C.rref () [2,3],−1) )
return m
E = e3+e4
P = R(e1)∗E
D = 1/2∗(e1+e2+e3+e4)
def h(X):
return lprod(X,D)
h(X);
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11∗a + 11∗b + c + d
#t = 1∗matrix(4,1,(10,1,0,0))−7∗matrix(4,1,(1,0,1,1)) #KEY ISOMETRY,pi/3 angle between
n3 and n4#
t = matrix(4,1,(9,5,−35,−25))
# normal vectors, points, and faces #
F1 = e1−e2 #sn:−44 green
F2 = e3−e4 #sn:−4 blue
F3 = matrix(4,1,(1,−1,11,11))
F4 = e4 #face
F5 = e1−e3
F6 = matrix(4,1,(1,1,−6,−4))#sn:−4,c:(1/2∗sqrt(11),−1/2),r:1/2
n1 = matrix(4,1,(3,2,−12,−12)) #sn:−1, center:(2/5∗sqrt(11),0), r:1/10
P1 = matrix(4,1,(1,1,−5,−5))
O1 = R(n1)∗P1 #center of n1 with P1 @ infy
O4 = R(e4)∗P1 #center of e4 with P1 @ infy
P2 = O1+O4−6∗P1
n2 = matrix(4,1,(5,2,−14,−14))
O2 = R(n2)∗P2
P3 = matrix(4,1,(4,1,−7,−8))
p1 = matrix(4,1,(23,10,−77,−44))#sn:−44,c:(10/33∗sqrt(11),−1/2),r:1/3∗sqrt(1/11)
Q2 = matrix(4,1,(7,3,−23,−15))
P4 = matrix(4,1,(2,1,−7,−2))
F7 = matrix(4,1,(13,9,−55,−55)) #does not preserve the lattice
F8 = matrix(4,1,(8,3,−22,−22))
F9 = matrix(4,1,(15,7,−55,−33))
thin group = [R(F1),R(F2),R(F3),R(F5),R(F6),M(P1,P2), M(P2,P3), M(P2,P4)]
thin group
[
[0 1 0 0] [1 0 0 0] [ 1 2 0 0] [ 0 10 1 0]
[1 0 0 0] [0 1 0 0] [ 0 −1 0 0] [ 0 1 0 0]
[0 0 1 0] [0 0 0 1] [ 0 22 1 0] [ 1 −10 0 0]
[0 0 0 1], [0 0 1 0], [ 0 22 0 1], [ 0 0 0 1],
[ 6 5 2 0] [ 12 24 4 3] [ 6 62 6 5]
[ 5 6 2 0] [ 8 18 3 2] [ 2 23 2 2]
[−30 −30 −11 0] [ −50 −105 −18 −12] [ −14 −168 −15 −14]
[−20 −20 −8 1], [ −45 −100 −16 −12], [ −15 −158 −14 −14],
[ 7 30 6 0]
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[ 4 14 3 0]
[ −28 −105 −22 0]
[ −18 −62 −14 1]
]
### generate hyperspheres up to given height ###
### this is the cell that takes a long time to run ###
hmax = 2ˆ10
e1.set immutable()
seed = [e1] ### image of face(s)
def the rec enum set(hmax):
def succ(u):
ans = []
for m in thin group:
m u = m∗u
m u.set immutable()
if abs(h(m u)) < hmax:
ans.append(m u)
return ans
Rec = RecursivelyEnumeratedSet(seed, succ, structure=’symmetric’)
return Rec
S = the rec enum set(hmax)
G = list(S)
len(G)
5736
###list of list of heights . This cell also takes a while to execute###
H list = []
for j in range(5,round(log(hmax,2))+1): ###round returns an integer
H = []
for x in G:
if h(x) <= 2ˆj:
H.append(h(x))
H.sort()
H list .append(H)
x data list = []
y data list = []
for j in range(len( H list )) :
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x data = []
for i in range(len( H list [ j ]) ) :
x data.append(i)
y data = H list[ j ]
x data list .append(x data)
y data list .append(y data)
### fit data to exponential curve and put into list ###
var( ’a,b’)
estimates = []
for j in range(len( H list )) :
A = []
for i in range(0,len( x data list [ j ]) ) :
Aelement = [x data list[ j ][ i ], y data list [ j ][ i ]]
A.append(Aelement)
model(x) = a∗xˆb
estimates.append(1/find fit(A,model)[1])
H lengths = []
for i in range(len( H list )) :
length = len(H list [ i ])
H lengths.append(length)
hmax list = []
for n in range(5,log(hmax,2)+1,1):
hmax list.append(2ˆn)
t = table(columns=[estimates,H lengths,hmax list], frame = true)
t
1b=1.94014517341 13 32
1b=1.6270560103 37 64
1b=1.83391397291 142 128
1b=1.80113135018 483 256
1b=1.81952608856 1648 512
1b=1.79768608295 5736 1024
###Phi isometry mapping Lorentz space to the Poincare upper half space model###
### remember, Phi acts on H. To extend Phi to bd, need to take sequence of unit vectors and
use continuity of Phi. Done...limit taken in 1/w term ###
###may want to incorporate a flag if A.A=0###
def Phi(A):
if lprod(A,A) > 0 and lprod(A,E) != 0:
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return
[( lprod(P,E)/lprod(A,E))∗A−P−(lprod(A,P)/lprod(A,E))∗E,lprod(P,E)/lprod(A,E)]
elif lprod(A,A) == 0 and lprod(A,E) != 0:
return [( lprod(P,E)/lprod(A,E))∗A−P−(lprod(A,P)/lprod(A,E))∗E,0] ###bd pt. to bd
pt.###
elif lprod(A,A) < 0 and lprod(A,E) != 0:
return ”A.A needs to be > 0 i.e. A in light cone”
else :
return ”A.E must be nonzero i.e. A not in V perp E”
def phi pullback(a):
if lprod(a,a) <= 0:
return P − lprod(a,a)/(2∗lprod(P,E))∗E+a
else :
return ”a.a must be negative/time−like (and in V perp P,E)”
###come up with orthonormal drawing basis for beta coordinates...###
b1 = 1/sqrt(11)∗Phi(reflect matrix(e2)∗E)[0]
b2p = Phi(e1+e3)[0]
b2pp = b2p−lprod(b1,b2p)/lprod(b1,b1)∗b1
b2 = sqrt(4)∗b2pp
lprod(b1,b1); lprod(b2,b2); lprod(P,E)
−64
−64
8
B = matrix(4,2,(b1[0,0],b2 [0,0], b1 [1,0], b2 [1,0], b1 [2,0], b2 [2,0], b1 [3,0], b2 [3,0]) )
def beta coordinates(A):
”””takes a vector on bd. and gives the Euclidean coordinates on V perp P,E”””
return (B.transpose()∗B).inverse()∗B.transpose()∗Phi(A)[0]
beta coordinates(P); beta coordinates(e2+e3)
[0]
[0]
[ sqrt(11)]
[ 1/2]
# storing drawing data #
#F3 #vertical wall to the left
#F1 #vertical wall to the left
circle data = []
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restricted orbit = []
for n in G:
if lprod(E,n) != 0 and lprod(n,R(F1)∗F3)>=0 and lprod(n,F3)>=0:
restricted orbit .append(n)
for n in restricted orbit :
drawing info = matrix(4,1,(radius(n),
(beta coordinates( reflect matrix (n)∗E)) [0,0],
(beta coordinates( reflect matrix (n)∗E)) [1,0],0) )
circle data .append(drawing info)
# now convert the vector circle data into graphical objects : #
circles = []
for x in circle data :
circle from x = circle ((x [1,0], x [2,0]) ,x [0,0], thickness = 0.4, color = ’black’) ###
<−−− add color argument here
circles .append(circle from x)
type( circles ) ; len( circles )
<type ’ list ’>
5667
SC = sum(circles)
show(SC); SC.save(’gap 1 21.pdf’, axes = false)
gap 1 21.pdf
###now invert everything in a disk centered at P2###
inverted circle data = []
inverted disks = []
for n in G:
#if lprod(n,E) != 0:
inverted n = R(Dtranslate matrix(P2)∗e1)∗n
inverted disks .append(inverted n)
for n in inverted disks :
if lprod(n,E) != 0:
drawing info = matrix(4,1,(radius(n),
(beta coordinates( reflect matrix (n)∗E)) [0,0],
(beta coordinates( reflect matrix (n)∗E)) [1,0],0) )
inverted circle data .append(drawing info)
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len( inverted circle data )
5736
# now convert the inverted vector circle data into graphical objects : #
inverted circles = []
for x in inverted circle data :
if abs(x [1,0]) < 4 and abs(x[2,0]) < 4:
circle from x = circle ((x [1,0], x [2,0]) ,x [0,0], thickness = 0.4, color = ’blue’) ###
<−−− add color argument here
inverted circles .append(circle from x)
Inv = sum(inverted circles)
show(Inv + SC); (Inv+SC).save(’invert121.pdf’)
invert121.pdf
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